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Report finds fault With faculty ratio
By Chris Fauske
UN H is "hiring off-the-street
part-timers to do the job ( of
full-t)me faculty)," acco,rding
to the President of the _UNH ,
chapter of American Associa- ·
tion of University Professors
(AAUP) Don Silva.
UNH Interim Pres ident
Gordon Haaland attributed the
low ratio of full to associate
professors, one· or the finding~
Silva's claim is based on, to the
fact that UN H has "hired _
mostly ne'w faculty because .
we've needed new positions.
We have hired younger faculty .
The ratio will go up over the ·
years."
Silva's statements -were
based , on a report issued .
yesterday by the UNH AAUP.
The . report stated "the.
percentage of the cost of
education that goes to
faculty ... has declined ... to a
point that we feel is detrimental
to the principal mission of
UNH." Haaland refuted .the
findings of the report.
Haaland said he has "no
reluctance to look aJ the
question," but feels that a lot of
the data is confusing at best.
Although Silva didn't know
exactly what Haaland's ·
statements challenged, he said ·
"The evidence of the cover of
the report was clear. Faculty
.

-

4 percent increase in faculty directly related to increased
numbers and an administration demand, - such as residence
and staff growJh of 138 percent. halls."
The report also showed:
Th,e figures, Silva said,
"show little growth in faculty •an increasing discrepancy
and great growth in admini- between average New England
pay for faculty at state
stration."
Haaland, i'hough, said "these supported universities and
figures cover the setting up of UNH pay scales.
the University System ( of New •a drop, in real terms, of at
least 18 percent in faculty pay
Hampshire)."
Haaland also said there has sinc:e I 970-71.
been an "increase from $3 •that UN H faculty get fewer
million ._ to $14 million" in . fringe benefits than faculty at
any other New England state
research support for faculty.
Greg San-born/ dean of institutions except those at the
student affairs agreed with this University of Maine Orono
(U MO).
_
.
point.
"These figures · are not_ only •that UNH pay increases since
for general administration but 1981-82 have been lower than
a Is o co m.p 'u t-e,r_'~_ services, anywhere else in New England.
expansion . of· tq.e . research •that only average pay is below
componenL;a.nd· .the creation UNH among New England
and growth of the University state supported universities.
Richard Kaufmann, profes-·,
System ( of;New Harri·pshire),"
sor of Physics at UN H and
· · · ·
he said;
Silva, , however, said figure author of the report, said '"I
comparison -was difficult. "'One think that the mission of the
man's .. interpretati.on (of University would be better
figures) is 'not accepta·ble to served if they hired more
another. . I nstitutionaf research faculty.
"There are p·roblems (for
would ask us ··what story do
you want to tell?' when we went students) wanting to take
courses in a number of areas,
to get information.
"I'd have to look very and the courses closed down fill
carefully at what they ( Haaland up so tight it is not possible to .
but there seems-to be.
and Sanborn) are saying," teach as we should . ., Kaufmann
. fe.rhap~ a-sign of die tTme
said.
Silva said.
httle_go1~g on- at th.e new Barnes and Noble Bookstore. (Frank
. Con~entm,o photo) ·
According to Kaufmann
"My understanding is that
"cou-ld not give the
professors
at
growth
showed
figures
the
.
.
.
.
.
. same exams as I 5 years ago.
UN H (only)," Silva said:
Sanborn rejected the claim Students are not capable of
that a·dministration numbers doing the same exams.
"The ability of students to
have grown too.rapidly. '"In
policy, this is nothing along experience," he said, "student . solve problem_s as they did" has
William Kidder.
those lines. W.hat it is~ -services_ growth has , been ' 'REPORT, page 8
The purpose of this
pteliminary draft is to provide . basically, is a suggested greek
a focus for dialogue between ·statement. Nine out ·of ten of
these guide.lines are already
the University and Greek social
being followed." _
orga,_nizations, Kidder said. .
As of ·now, there is no
Student Body President. Elect John Davis said, "In
coherent set of rules for
recogli1t1on · of the Greek
ter111s of revoJtitionary new
An eleventh member, the
'By Chris -Heisenberg
S)'.Stem on campus, he said.
Residential Life council
The Student Senate
--, Back in · the sixties,· each
Greek organization: had its o~n approved ten Student Senate Chairman, will be named later.
"I think Ted Eynon, Student
set of rules, Kidder said. In the Executive ·Board member
Vice President, and I put Body
Student
from
nominations
spring of 1983, the Greek
System Senate was fo_smed by Body President John Davis, together an executive board
. with great experience," Davis
combining the Greek Senate, Sunday night.
PanheHenic Council, and . The ten member_s, many of · said. "They know the system,
whom have prior Student _an_d !_jhink we'll ,get a lot of
inte_(/raternity Council,(I FC).
Senate experience, were · EXECS, pa'ge- il - GREEKS, page 9 .
appointed for the 1984-85 year:
now "they .are advertising for
one-year positions," according
to Silva.
The repor:_t compares figures
for the 10 year period between
I 972-73 and I9-82-83. It shows
·'
-

has not grown the way it
should."
"I thought we made . that
clear eight years ago," he--said.
The administration is hiring
-:-year people and.
~ lot of thref_

a

of s·em.ester
~

i cy suggested
New greek pol_
By Reina Kay Mensh
On . April 24, . a suggested
UN H-Greek policy statement
wcts distributed to fraternity
presidents and . advisors,
sorority presidents and
advisors, and Panhellenic
advisors, by Associate Dean of
. $tudents and Greek Advisor

~y ·

Senate sanctions
Davis' ·new e-x ecs

Search-. finalist -:
Old versus new

Jenny !(ent found her own place in the sun yesterday. (Toby
Greenfield photo)

By Kris Snow
ing."
Frederickson said there is a
Improving campus- University System relations, research "great opportunity" for UN H
capabilities,· and UN H's to be involved with state
financial position should all fit
economic development,
into the University's long- range especially in engineering fields.
plans, according to presidential
That participation, however, ·
·searc_h finalist Dr. H . George should nqt take away from the
Frederickson,
Frederickson.
University's commitment to the
·
president of Eastern Washing- liberal arts, he said.
. ton Unive-rsity in Cheney,
A balance between careerWashington_, was the final
oriented studies and a general
"candidate to visit UN H. He education is not incompatible
told IO students in the MU B's
with economic development,
Hillsborough.:.Sullivan room · he said.
that "syste'ruatic work" will
The decline of"careerism"in
help increase UN H:s influence schools, coupled with the
within the state.
"maturing" of firms which now
"It's . a team effort, ; , hire liberal arts students and
Frederickson said. "We must train them on the job make that
do it with full cooperation of balance possible, Frederickson
Chancellor, ( Kasper) Mark- . SEARCH, page 12

The UNH /ax-women
. defeated UMASS, 8-4, to
capture the ECA C champ-.
ionship on Saturday. See
story, inside, on page 2~.
Calendar ......... ~ ........ page 5 .·
Classified~ ........ pages 22-24 .
, Comics ... _................ page 20
Editorial .......... ....... page 14
Features ................. page 17
Notices .................... page 6
Sports ................. ~ ... page 28
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Boston hound hallefS.t udent hopes to solo someday
·interest in, he said.
the dorm sinks.
. When he began to dance. he
"Eventually they realized
and Michelle Evans
recalls ••raised eyebrows" from was serious about it," Marble
-In the world of ballet, it is a . his dorm mates, . especially . said.
/
given that everyone wan.ts to be when he rinsed out hi•s tight~· in
Marble is a member of two
a soloist, according to UN H
ballet student Scott Marble.
"Ideally, I'd like to end up in
a major company, but, being .
realistic, I have to move
through the small companies," ·
said Marble, senior, doublemajoring in dance and hotel
administration ;
"I'd be happy with the corps ·
de ballet ( dancers who fill the
stage)," he said.
·
Marble wi II spend the
coming summer studying on .
scholarship at the Boston

By Reina Mensh

area ballet companies-th-e
Seacoast Ballet, run by Larry
and Colleen · Robertson, and
the Maine-based York County
Ballet.

a

School of Ballet. He will h.:::ive

three one and a half hour
classes a day studying
. technique, mens8, ~ partner,
jazz, and some classical dance.
At 22, Marble said he is "a
. little old. for a ballet dancer, but
we'll make it somehow." A
woman .of the same age would
not have a chance of starting a
dancing career, he said.
The brown-haired, browneyei Marble is average size for .
a dancer- 5 feet 11 inches tall
· and J.65 pounds. He started
studying dance as a second
semester freshma_n, . but it was
something · he'd always had an

.

"

.

.

.. _,

.

Marble just finished playing
the lead role. of the Prince in a
production of "Cinderella ." He
arso played in "The Nutcrack er" in December.
Ballet is not always
glamorous, Marble said, and it
can even· get boring.
But "something inside says
you can't not go ( to class),"
Marble said, so he shows up
day after day.
.. Juggling hotel and dance
majors has been tough, Marble
said, but in terms _of his social
life, those separate words have
b·een overlapping lately.
Several of hisfriends are also in
both majors .
Lately Marble has found
himself spending more tin:ie
with his school work in order to
graduate, he said .
Marble was interviewed on ·
the MU B patio. "Hello .Prince
. Charming,"said a girl from one
of Marble's classes.
-Marble acted embarassed
when asked to demonstr'ate his
art, but p·e rformed two turns, a
tour jete, and a pirouhette.
· ".l 'm lucky ·· here," Marble
said . ·Tm doing leading stuff
here because there's no one at
my level. I'm ready to be shot
down when I get out in the real
world ."
·
·

Psychic II:-Seance- u.n loc~S ~piritual_l secrets?
By Ray ~ouprey

.
like a church service."
. -Nugent summoned the white
· On Sunday night · Revere~d
She dressed in black with a light through a prayer as the
Mary Nugent dressed in black r~d shawl dec~rate-d ·in bla.c k students · waited anxiously for
. for a seance. In the darkness of lace to set the mood, riot to their revelations . Her soft voice
the evening she sat in a circle please the spirits. Her black cut through . the qui_e-t iike a
with 8 skeptical yet curious dress was lost in the evening stiletto cutting flesh .
UN H1.- ~tudents.
;·
. shadows by the time she began,
~ ·•I'd like to go to: the man in
'"Tni_s · isn't goirig to he ,ra though her six-sided got d b,4ack,:' she said ~ith eyes fixed
seance ·like · you see in the _..,earrings 'shined bright ' in the •--on tne man ·a cros's from 1 her.
m.9vies," she warned. ••1t's more .· darkness.
··There is an elder!~ lady in the

spT"dt · world, . s-he tells me
so_meth},ng is going on in your
mmd ...
An establishment called
··Psychic ll"opened in Durham
in early April. Its .proprietor,
· Reverend Mary, N ugent0 a self-proclaimed reveren,d of Hie
.Independent Spiritualist
Church, calls herself and her

daughter psychics.
· Others have called N ugen.t a
••gypsy" and a ••witch on a
broom," but she shrugs . off
comments li.ke these. For under
the protective blanket of white
light ' she believes.! she ca'n relay
mes-s ages through -. the. spirits of
SEAN,<;E, page 25

.NEWS .IN 'BRIEF·:· ·
.

lnTERnATIONAL

·Lebanese cabinet ._m ay
unite
Two key opposition figures who have delayed ·
formation of Lebanon's national unity cabinet were
described Sunday as being on the verge ofrelenting
and.joining the new government aimed at steering
·the country out of its nine-year-old civil war. Druze
militia leader Walid· Jumblatt and Shiite Moslem
leader Habih Berri had refosed to take position in .
the · half-Moslem, half-Christian Cabinet that
· Prime Minister-designate Rashid Kara mi
announced a week ;igo. The Cabinet is designed to
end the war by including the major political and
militia leaders in the government.

Pope visits South Korea
P~pe John ·Paul II began winding up a five-day
visit to South Korea Sunday by elevating 93
Koreans and 10 French missionaries to sainthood,
and addressing- 6000 Catholic tee_nag~rs. The
Pontiff didn't seem fazed by the incident of a young
m·an who lunged at the Pope's vehicle with a cap
gun . .Befor~ continuing onward to New Guinea, the
Pope met •with the leaders of other sects in the
historically multi..:religious country, . praising the
·•~priceless heritage" of the Buddhists,
Confuciariists, animists and Protestants who
heavily .outnumber the Roman Catholics of South
Korea.
·

JtATIONAL

Hart decision _nears
Former Vice - President Walter . Mondale's
overwhelming victory in Texas prompted one of
Senator Gary Hart's leading. supporters to suggest

'

'

that Hart should _consider putting an end· to hi.s
campaign: if he cannot win the round of primaries
scheduled for today. Mopdale swamped Hart in .
Saturday's primaries in Texas, with Mondale
taking half the votes with 56 percent of the precincts
reporting, and Hart winning only 28 percent.
Reverend Jesse Jackson, who took 14 percel)t of the
vote in Texas and won· the Louisiana primary
· Saturday, said that he will continue to compete
wi.th M O"n~ale for delegates unti-1 the end of the
pnmary season.

Regan calls for ·social
security re-evaluation
Treasury S~cretary Donald Regan said 'Sunday
' that federal budget official's deficits will require a.
re-evaluation .of Social Security in the late I 980's to
determine whether all retirees should receive benefits. In an interview in NBC's Meer the Press,
Regan said that we ••have to revisit and rethink"
why we have Social Security and what we have it
for.

Study ·cites nuclear
freeze savings
A freeze on the production, testi'ng and
deployment of new nuclear weapons systems would ·
save at least $98 billion over the next five yearsand
more than $380 billion through the en·d· of _the· ,
century, according to a study released yesterday.
The study also indicates that if Congress adopts a .
'"quick freeze"-a freeze simply on long-range ·
born bers and ballistic missiles-$68 billion would.
be saved over the next five years. The quick freeze
would allow cruise missiles, shorter range ·baHi:,stic; •
missiles and - nudear warhead .production to
continue. Man y freeze supporters in_ an9 out- of
Congress favor such a _move in the short term
because it can be negotiated with the Soviets
quickly a nd verified with virtually no difficulty.

LOCAL

Constitutional
_Convention Wednesday
On Wednesday, the 400 delegates to New
Hampshire's 17th Constitutional Convention will
have the chance to alter the fifth-wordiest
c'o nstitution in the nation: Any amendments agreed
upon by 240 delegates- or 60 percent-:-in the
coming weeks at the -decennial event will go on the
general election ballot in November. Although New
Hampshire is ranked 42nd population-wise, the
_i:;:itizens elect more lawmakers~4Q0 representatives
and 24 senators-than any other state in the
country. There would be even more than that if the
1876 Convention hadn't voted to stop electing~.
representative for every ·300 taxpayers. ·

' The concluding - paragra'p h o( the article oh
+_•Salaries" in the May .I. _issue of The New l
Hampshire (page I0) incorrectly stat_ed that the :
. budgets_ approved by Governor Sununu an·d the
General Court ••provided level fonding for this year
and a 3 percent increase for next year."
Staf-e appropriations provided to the University
System by the Governor and the 1983 Legislature
repres·ented a $6 miHion (or 17.7 percent) increase
in state funding ·for, the USNH institutions in the
current ( 1984) fiscal year and a· $1.3 million ( or 3;2
· percent) increase iri stc:ite (unding for the USNH
instit.u tions in the ·coming ( 1985) fiscal year.

WEATHER
The rain should end later today, with high
temperatures in the upper 50's. A chance of sfiowers
is expected · for the rest of the week, _with
temperatures remaining constant through Friday.
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·UNH students · best
~at loan payback
By Paul Wilson
· UN H's National Direct
Student Loans (NDSL)
repaymeflt rate is the best in the
· nation among state supported
schools, according · to UN H
interim Prnsident - Gordon
Haaland.
Over 94 percent of UN H
_ students pay back their loans
on · schedule, according - to
LeaAnn Burr, manager of the
UN H Credit and ,Collections
·
Office. ··
N DS Ls are government
subsidized loans dispursed
t]:lrough

One of the teams in Saturday\ tug of war for Easter _Seals puts their best foot forward. _The event
·
was sponsored_by SAE. (Scott Young photo)

CampuSm ediacente r proposed
~y John Gold

creation of a media coordinaThe . Academic Senate's tor position that · would
Library Committee has coordinate projects which now
recommended the formation of involve several organizations
. .
a University-wide media center . on campus.
The coordinator, according
-to · coordim:lte all audio-visual
aids for profess.ors a .nd to Watson, will "answer for
media service-s o·n campus ... We
students. ·
" The Sen,1te tabled a motion need someone· who will over'see
· calling for:the estf!blish_rnent of --all video operations on
an Office of Audiovisual campus."
The motion also called for a
Services at its final meeting of
the academic year last evening. media committee to advise_the
The motion will be voted on . coordinator, a directory of all
media services and equipment
.
.
n_e xt fall.
The report, prepared by the available at UNH, improved
Senate's Library Committee , audiovisual equipment to be
said the present system of- permanently installed at large
coordinating , the use of lecture haJls, and improved
·
audiovisual equipment at UNH repair services. · _
·•we are despe.rately in, need
· is poorly organized, and the
equipment is ·outdated, hard to of expert repair of the . video
find, and inefficiently · equipment o_n campus , "
_
. Watson said.
maintained.
Presently audiovisual .
"It doesn't Jend itself to
efficient use. of media services," equipment and ser-vices are
Winsor Watson, Chairperson supplied - by several different
·
departments on campus,
of the Committee said .
The moticm·: asked for the including media services,

Physical Plant. Operations and
Maintenance,(PPO & M),
printing services and individual
departments.
··we have a number of highly

UNH -,Finan c ia l

tne

have a job or have gone back _to
school, payments can be
deferred."
Five years ago when Burr
sta_rted working on Credit and
Collections, UNH had a 14
p~rcent default rate.
- "We needed to be more
aggressive in order to get things
in hand," Burr said. "I came to ·
·
work."
- In 1982, with the default ,- r ate
dow"n to nine percent, the office
hired an outside agency to help
with billing . .
Surr said that today it would
be

impossible

to

keep

the

Aid Office based on a student's default rate under 10 percent
_
-financial need.
without this outside help. This
UN H is ~espo~sible for is because the work load has
- collecting the loans.
doubled.
The credit for UN H's low
"It would cost (us) more
default rate can be attributed to , money to do what they do,"
·
the Credi\ and Collections : Burr said.
Office in Thompson Hall.
· The Credit and Collections
Credit · and Collections has Office receives · about . $ I .5
_access to ·1nternal Revenue million a year in l:oan
Service fil6s to find the repayments .. The federal
addresses of ~defaulters and government, which accounts
won't hesi-tate to · bring that · for 90 - percent of NDSL
person to ·court, Burr said. A funding, contributes another ·
court appearance normally -$600,000 to $700,000 annually.
brings a bad credit rating that A tota.fof $12 million i~ tied up
will be public knowledge for in the program at all times.
,
twenty years.
UNH Enginee.ring students
_However.\- 'Bµrr 12,Q:ints ~µt have the lowest default rate,
"we are ·willing to give people" while those who withdraw from
the benefit of the doubt if they school or have majors in overcommunicate with us."
cr9wded fields have the highest
'"We hear their p"roblems,-" default record, Burr said.
don't
··1r they are , sick,
she-said.
.
.·
.
~

MEDIA, page 21

·e our~es beyond Senate',s.. rule
.
· · DCE is the appropriate agency
director of DCE.
After a year of studying thi"
. ··1t . w!!-~ -~, - pr ~~!e_n; "" _o f _,tQ., b.e responsible for the AA
problem - of Di:1ision of mcons1stency, . Dur-rnaH""··=s'a1d. - degree, and in any case, that
" Continuing Education (DCE) "No one has.evenJaoked af the , role seems to be at the root of
courses taught by non-UNH ,. courses to _see whatquality they much of the present concern.
faculty members, -the Academic are."
The Committee report made
·
Standards Committee of the
Complicating the . issue are . three recommendations
Academic Senate tnis the School for Life Long . including elimina_ting the ·
discovered only that the - Learning and the Merrimack authority of DCE to offer its
pro qlem . is beyond its Valky College, both of which own courses for credit towards
jurisdiction.
offer programs similar to DCE, a UNH degree; changing the
Earlier in the year, the . according to D_urnaJl. .
- AA degree and examining the
Academic Standards CommitDCE is also responsible for relationship between DCE and
tee was asl<-ed to ·review all awarding and controlling the . the School for Life - Lon·g
courses offered by DCE for Associate in Arts degree.
Learning which also offers
·credit that are not taught by
The Committee said it many of DCE's courses..
UN H faculty members.
The report recommended
approved of DCE providing
According to Rosemary non-credit courses and credit, three ways of cbangif!&J:he !\.A
Wang, chairperson - of the but said .. it•· is not dear that
COUR~ES, page 19
Academic Standards Commit- - - - - - - - - - - - -,
_
:
_
~
tee, the Senate was. concerned
about the quality of courses
offered for credit.. through
DCE.
"We were concerned _a bout
who was teaching them , and
· about the quality of standards
By Harik Soule
car hit - her; she did · ·a few
used," Wang said.
A UN H student was struc~ somersaults and landed in the
.What the committee found,
however, were several from behind by a car in the mud," the source said.
The driver stopped, but was
-interrelated issues complicat- undergradua,te student
. ing the matter beyond the scope - apartment complex on Friday , going to leave the scene of the
night, according to police accident until convinced to stay
of the Academic Senate.
by the .source. .·
. DCE is responsible for reports.
Kipnis was carried to the 'Q'
Phyllis Kipnis, a senior
providing a range of non..::credit
courses, conducting confer- nursing major, was · walking building of the complex where
ences and workshops and toward th~ complex parking lot the sou1:ce called an ·
delivering regular university with two female friends when ambulance. She was transcredit courses for non- the vehicle apparently ported to Wentworth-Douglas
tr ad it i o n_a l ·and summer · accelerated while rounding a hospital, !reated and released
curve and hit Kipnis, according according to police reports. · .
- students.
Neither the source . rioT
With the c;xception of Field to a source who wished .to
Kipnis knew of the identity of
· Experience, criminal ju~tice ·r emain anonymous. .
The source said the car had the driver of the vehicle that
and 'library courses~. these are
open only to Associate in Arts stalled, then restarted and the struck Kipnis. Captain
Beaudoin · of Public Safety
driver gu.nned its engine to
degfre students.
· These AA students, avoid stalling again. The three refused to commerit on . the
however, · can transfer their fem ales were walkiing in single identity of the driver; a
credits toward a BA degree if file, but Kipnis, in front, w·as description of the vehicle, 01
.
whether · charges are . bei°:!l they choose -to do so ·later, hit.
~.
rif:!ht side . of the pressed.
front
"The
according to Edward Durnall~

By J_ohn Gold

0

·Car hits woman at
,a partment complex

Sue Purret took the afternoon yesterday to r·elax and mess
around with her dogs. (Scott Young photo)
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Physics professor helps NASA satellite stµdy sun
By Ken Fish
professionalism; no stories," in
The satellite was practically charged particles of radiation, · of solar flares, we mighfbe able
At first gla nee, UN H
his Physics 704 class.
. dead mass in space until th e similar to light and heat to predict them and also make
Professor Edward L Chupp
Chupp works in an office in
space shuttle Challenger radiation, but having a charge fusion engines here, someday,"
seems io be just another physics the . basement of Hamilton- . captured and repaired the · of over one million EV's he said. · ·
professor who has worked for Smith Hall. Outside his room
satellite successfully in orbit~ (electron volts).
Chupp was born in the
22 years at an obscure on the walls of the hallways are
last April.
Gamma rays are produced spring of 1927 in Lincoln,
university in the wilds of New posters . about .the Solar
At his white house on Mill from changes . in the energy Nebraska, the fourth and
England. But a growing Maximum Mission satellite
Pond Rd. in . Durham, NH, level of the nucleus of an atom. youngest of a family of four
number of students know him and solar flares.
Chupp looked at a MOnograin These rays have spectral lines brothers.
as a Principle Investigator for
The GRS is among seven .. Snap-Tite" model kit of the which help identify the process
"The nights were always
the National Aeronautics and · observation devices aboard the
space shuttle . and an ESA causing them and .how the clea'r out there and the stars·
Space Administration (NASA) Solar Max satellite which - (European Space Agency) p·r ocess works.
were bright. I had fun trying fo
who helped design and build an monitors solar activity; It was
space station he bought in
· ··Most high energy gamma see how many constellations I
electronic observatory called launched February 14, I980.
Florida.
·
rays come from solar flares could identify," she said. ln
the Gamma Ray Spectrometer
Nine months later, the
·•1 felt elation," he said, generated on our sun," Chupp, middleschool,- he started to ·
(GRS) now aboard a satellite satellite was a $99 million bust,
••when Mission Control (at the said.
study stars scientifically.
orbiting the earth.
tumbling in its orbit because of
Kennedy Space Center in
· Solar· flares are loops of
1-ie entered the Navy in 1945,
Chupp, a gray-haired man in three blown fuses in its altitude
Florida) announced that Solar · plasm~ wrapped in - tangled just before the end of World
his late fifties wearing gold- control system . This made four
Ma:x was fixed."
Imes otthe sun's magnetic held. War II as "'just a sailor" he said.
framed glasses, said he teaches out of . the seven precision
Easter Sunday morning, : The ends of these loops are He soecialized in electronics on
his . students "straight instruments useless.
, Chupp sat at his wood desk found near sunspots, dark board the aircraft carrier u SS
surrounded by slacks uf paper, masses of magneiic force Cowpins for a year, then left
a piece of tan brain coral and a . powerful enough to hold back when the war ended. He
· "'-. · ·
/
glass vase of. six pink the raw energies of the suri, · remained in the reserves for
""
carnations. fie scanned a paper changing the amount of light several .more years. ,
on his desk.·
·
the earth receives from the sun.
Chupp entered the u niverTREK-NISHIKI-CANNONDALE
••This is a planning paper I'm
These 0ares _can leap over sity of California at Berkeley in
taking with meto Washington 10.000 miles . from · the _sun _ ' 194.6 under the GI bill. He
tomorrow. It outlines a cosmic - bef~Jre cras~ing . back into the eventually became a physics
· Racing and Tourin,g Supplies
iay project that may go on a ragmg surface.
major because "we would get a
19 Je.n kins Court, Durham
newspacestationNASAwants . •~i::lares can produ~e concentrationinmathearlyi·n
to design," he said.
individual gamma rays with our career "
·
8-68-5634
Chupp worked with Klaus many millions of EV's for
He said ·••uN H ·with its new
Hours: l\lon.-Fri. 12-5
FIT KIT
·Pinkaw, member of the Max energies," Chupp said.
.
general educati~n requirePlanck Institute in West
The New York Times ments has improved this (the
Sat. 9-12
Germany on hisJast project, compared an average solar physics department) and others
the G RS.
flare eruption to •: 11 trill~o~ concurrently.
,
"We competed with several one-_m egaton hydro~en bom~s
•~Many scientists from the
other companies for a spot on · w<;>rth of ener~y given off m Manhattan Project went into
the Solar Max," Chupp said. thirty seconds. .
the field of cosmic radiation.
He described the G RS. as a
Chupp said the purpose of The origin of cosmic rays was,
stubby cylinder r.oughly two the G RS was to analyze g~mm~ and still is in someways, a big
and a half feet long, two feet _in rays produced by . highly~ que_stion," Chupp said.
diameter, and wi;ighing about c~arged ne~trnn~ fr?m solar .
Mary Chupp, his wife~came
250 pounds.
_flares. He said this might show out of {he kitchen to get the
He said the instrument was us how the sun works .
coffee service. She: came to. the
25 Copies
an enlarged version of a G RS
Chupp pou~ed h_imself a cul? united States from H unga·ry in
put on the OS0-7. satellite of ~ofTee while _his daughter, __ J9~9 and went to Berkeley to
25 Envelopes
launched in I972. Chupp and ~hn~tme came _mto·the room. stiitiy biotogy, S,lf.e~helped her
his UN H colleagues from the -She ,1s 2? and an ~_rt tea~he_r -at h us band by . ha ns I.at i ng
25· Extra Sheets
physics department, as a result York M1ddlesch_ool, Mame:
German scientific journals .
. of this experiment, we:re the
Solar flares pro~uce a w1_nd Late in 1950, just before they
_first persons to detect gamma of charged particles whic·h gradua-ted, they wert n:.i.atded.
ray spectral lines · coming b:ush th~ . ~arth. The~ . can
"Edward's a good- husband
directly- from the · sun. Chupp disrupt . ~1vi~:an a_nd military and father. He like,s anything to
won the Award for Exceptional co1!1mu01cat1ons, increase_ the do with construction, . like
· Scientific Achievement from lev~I _of harmful ultrav10let _w oodcarving . ·and building
NASA.
rad1at1on we get, cause power clocks" she said. ·•But his
Gamma rays are highly- o~tages, ' ':1-nd may endanger fav~rite hobby ·. was always
Ii lg h -fly lil ~ _ p rl Ot S and stargazing."
.. }
,
as_tron~u~s with .harmful levels
Chupp:went to-the Lawrence
of radiation.
. Livermore Radiation LahoraChupp .~tared over' the brim . torv _in 1952 and . studied
of this cup. A g:ay squir~el'ran . changes in . solar ·cosmic ray
by the _tall pi_c ture window intensity.
overlooking their back dee~.
"A large incr·e ase never
· .. If we learn the mechanism CHUPP~ page 20
· ·
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B

·our.ham Bike ·

Re·su111es P.rep.a red

QuickJy • P~ofessi_pnally.·

$15.·oo

--:--~----~-~--~---- -~---- -~---- -----~----_-_-_-_-_.._-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~- -_-_-_-_-_-_-~-.--:-- - ---~--_:_-_-_-~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~~I.,

President Gordon Haaland
and Dean J. Gregg 'Sanborn
would like to .extend a most ·cordial
invitation to graduating seniors,
.

.

.

,-......._

'

· f acuity and staff
-J or_a commencement reception
to ·be held Thursday May 17th
. from 6l30 p~m. until 8:30 p -.m.
in ·the 1925 _room of,.i he John S. Eliot
Alumni Center.

Young'~ Restau_r ant
48 Main St.
Durh~m, NH
868-2688

offering the following specials from

5/16/84
Breakfast Special

. '·, . 5/9/84 ·through

Choice of swiss' or cheddar cheese omelet
witfz toast and tea or coffee... $2.10

Luncheon Special

We hope you will be able to attend this
gathering in honor of the Class of 1984.

/ Quiche of the day made with swiss
and ·c heddar cheeses served with small
salad and a roll... $2.25

_Dinn_e r Special
Hot turkey sandwich dinner ·with
mashed potatoes or french fries
and cranberry sauce ... $2.59
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Moon's jollrnalis{ interviewed' 1~
.~-1-LE_N_D_I_R.....:~-- - - .;
By Reina Kay Mensh .
MANCHESTER, NHAcross the street from Cain
Funeral H-ome, and two
houses down from Westminster Presbyterian Church, an
old Victorian structure houses
approximately 17 moonies.
The outside of the duplex is
blue, paint peels froq1 the worn
siding. Behind it, there is one
brown van, with thousands of
quick-sell items scattered
within. They are packed in
boxes covered with Oriental
Jette.rs.
Inside, a small group is
congregated . in the su11 room
for Sunday Services. Tony
Parham leads the service today.
.. Which comes-first?" he asks
the group. ••Life or love?" No
one answers.
.
.. How many of you think it is
life?," he asks. Again, no one

ans we-rs.
. rather than the ones he does.
"I've written · some ·of
'"How many think it is love?"
He emphasizes the word everything. ·. Our papers, The
.. love." All the members raise Washington Time:,,:, the News
their hands.
World, and The Harlem
Parham was the minister of Weekly-those papers ., are
the service today. But in basically · general interest
December 1981, · while a newspapers. So, I used to cover
member of the church, he was a things that . were genera :!
journalist.
interest. I never talked abut
During Parham's -career as a stuff that was specifically
journalist,. he worked a·t three religion. These were all
different paper~: The secularized stories because they
Washington Times; News ·were for a . secularized paper,"
·
World . · (The New York he said.
Tribune), . and the . Harlem
Parham said The WashingWeekly.
ton Times is not at all a church
· · Although Parham considers paper. The paper was run by
his journalistic view very . people who were not members
objective, his church seems to of the Unification Church.
Editor-in-Chief of Thu
have such an immense effect on his life that it would .be difficult Times, Jim Whelan came to
to disniiss it completely. Many The Times because of his
times, this sho\Vs in the types of ideology, Parham said .
articles he does not write, MO_ONIES, page 10

, WEDNESDAY·, May 9
READING DAY: continued through Thursday, May 10.,LACROSSE: Men vs. Dartmouth, Field House, 3 p.m.
MUSO NEW/OLD CINEMA: "Yiddle_with His Fiddle,"directed
by Green(l937), Room I IO, Murkland, 7 p.m. Admission is free.

THURSDAY, May 10 ·: READING DAY
BROWN' BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: Gallery .wafk by
Exhibiting UNH Bachelor of Fine Arts Students. University
Galleries, Paul Art.s, noon. Admission is free.
NUCLEAR AWARENESS FILMS: First is titled "If You Love
This Planet," and the second, "In .the Nuciear Shadow: What Can
the Children Tell Us?" There will be a discussion after the films.
Room LI03, Parsons Hall, 7:30 p.m.
FRIDA YJ May 11 ·
-· FiNAL EXAMS BEGIN

1984 COLLEGE'NEWSPAPER

1984 COLLEGE'NEWSPAPER

CRI~7\.11VEJ\DVERTISING CoMPETITION

C~F;5Z\11VEJ\DVERtISING CoMPETITION .

'NATIONAL'WINNING EN-TRY

CAMPUS 'Wp:mING ENTRY

Want ·'tolfObst your
G • ·p •-A·• ?·
•
•

Image is important
But it doesn't have to be expensive.
Introducing the Dodge Daytona
Turbo-Z. The only high performance,
front-wheel drive, turbocharged
sports car on the market for under
$10,000.*

Dodge Daytona Thrbo-Z.
Made to make you look good.
Comfort reigns within the classic
black interior. Dual reclining bucket
seats wrap your body in comfort.
Ample room to stretch your legs.
And a high-tech dash that belongs
-in a cockpit.
·
All inside the sleekest, most
· aerodynamically advanced body
in Chrysler history.

to

.Made perfonn.
More power to.you from an awesome
four cylinder engine topped by a
· turbocharger that makes four
cylinders ~ like eight.
Four cylinders make it lighter- for
faster response and easier handling,
It comes with a multi-point, fuelinjected, fuel-efficient engine. Mileage
ratings om est. hwy, 22 EPA est.
mpg.** .

And front-wheel drive with powerassisted rack-and-pinion steering. ·

.

Dodge. Americas Best Buill,

. Best Backed Cars. +

Made to last.
Quality. Dodge quality is built into
every car. And backed by a 5year/
-50,000 mile protection plan.*** The ·
only turbocharged car with that.kind
of protection.
Priced right.
laugh all the way to the bank. You 'II
get there first. In the only high performance, froriFwheel drive, turbocharged sportiu- on the market for
under $10,000.*'

m

·
.

'

-

An
.
American

Revolution

•Sticker prict exdudes taxes and destination ~arges, but indudcs optional 1urbocharger ... Us,e EPA est . m_pg ror comp,lriso~. Yoor mileage ma~: \"V).dtpendingon s~. 11,·ealher and disunct. A~,u~ h11,~ mpg prnbabl~
lower . ... Syean or SO,IXX>milcs. whichever comes first. Limited warranty on outer body rusH.hrough, enpnt, and poweruam . Deductible applies. Excludes leases. • loll'CSI. percentagcof National High11,ar Traffic Sal~~
Administration ~ls of any American car division for '82and '83domesticallyd.signcd and built can. -

CONGRATULATIONS TO

Amy Alkon, U. of Michigan

The Dodge Division of The New Chrysler Corporation is very proud to present the award-winning work of the First Place National Winner in the 1984
College Newspaper Creative Advertising Competition. A blue-ribbon panel of
Judges representing the College Media Advisors and advertising professionals selected this entry from among 'those submitted by students at 100 colleges and universities around the country. The Judges are pleased to honor
the outstanding priginality, creativity,
and presentation of this entry.
·
_ _ ~

k

/ J ,~•.,

JOE CADDELL, Dodge Mar~eting Mgr.

The Daytona Turbo Z
will give you
Grand Performancemade Affordable·
For the person who
is looking for a ·
sports car, the Daytona Turbo Z
will meet your
distinguished
criteria. It offers:
•Innovative design
•Aerodynamic styling
•FronHAiheel drive
•Advanced
technology four
cylinder engines ,

Dodge

0

•State of the art
handl-ing
•Driver-oriented
cockpit-type interior
•5/50 warrenty
The Daytona Turbo
_Z - Ouaiity,_Style,
· Perfprmance and above all Affordable.
See your •local '
Dodge dealer and
improve your G.P.A.

CO~GRATU~ATIONS TO
The Dodge Division of The New Chrysler Corporation is very proud to present .
the award-winning work of the -First Place Campus Winner in the .1984 Cot-:.
lege Newspaper Creative Advertising Competition . .A blue-ribbon panel of
Judges representing the College Media Advisors and advertising profession·als· selected this entry from among those submitted by students. The Judges
_,_ .
are. p~e-~sed 1_0 honor th~-outsta~ding origi~nality
creat1v1ty, and presentation of th1.s effort.
,
__
. . .
. -~.

Sponsored by
CMA and podgE:

.

-.

_ . -_·.
. .

.

·,

au, .
.

.

·
.

JOECADDELL,DodgeMarketingMgr.
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Moore: Vietnam vet

and politic8I pi-o~
By Hank Soule

said>~West Point is -~ot a. very
Professor David Moore of good place to go .to school."
.· N·:H. ' RURAL .RE-HABILITATION\ CO.RP.:
INTERVIEWER ·coMMENTS REVIEW:
_the UN H political science
After graduating in _l 962,
_. SCHOLARSl{IP: , Sponsored 'by D:ea·n\ ' Office:·. - Spo.l)So~ed ,. by Career Planning ' and Placement.
department is still alive.
M ooi:e was assigned to Korea .
. CoUeg~-:: of Life Scie.nces and Agr1cu-ltU.r(
Students may learn of how they are coming across
Vietnam, - 1,964: Moore and As a second lieutenant in an
· 'Applicants must demonstrate _ fin~ncjal need ,~~ct:
, durjng ::· tl1eicr on-campµs interviews 011 firstthree other U..S~ Armyadviso·rs armor division, he was
· former 'o'r" cuireht residence-on ·a N_ew 1:IaIT1psl:fir:e _.
·_ ccirhe{fffst~serve<:i basis. Thursday, ~1ay 10,Room
arc driving i.n a jeep along a dirt · siationed•five miles south of the
-fa-rm by - submittiq.g a one-p~_g~>· statemerir _ 203', .ft ~~:dieston, I :30 to.:._4:30 p.m.
r9ad ~whe_n they are ambu_s hed Demilitarized Zone. There was
' indic.a ting the_ si?e ·a·nd nature of the -ag-ricultur~l
by a small _band of Viet Cong. no . i.rrimed1_a te danger of
operati.o'n qualifyingasa"farm". Res·idents of New
, lfampshire cqmmunit1es wit;h a population of less ·
Th~ guerrillas materialize IO ho.stilities, however,. and he
J han 2.,?00 also maY be )el.igiQJe. Grant~ •.,are
yard~ away_and open fire. The soon became restless.
-" cavailahle to . sophomores, junior"$ and seniors
..
.
'
- .
.
fo_ur soldie~s duck .a nd s-peed
'"Muth of the Army life is
e·nrolled in. a ~four-year curriculum;' second-rear ·
CLUBS A~'.D ORGANIZATIONS ·
~way, : unh_a rmed, .- tbe .jeep is boring," Moore said. "Korea
students in a tw-o-year cµrriculum, an'd a limit:ecf;
peppert:d with bullet holes,. .
was· basically a dreadful
t htfrriber . 6L graa.uate stu:dents; Appli,c trtiohnire· . . UNIVERSITY FOLK c ·LUB -MEETING: "They were lousy shots,'_' existence.
I would-n't
r -a vailabJe· from the .Dean's Office· and 1should. b,e
"Fashions from Yesteryear"_pres~nted by .Barbara
Moore said; laughing.
Tecomn:iend it to anyont who
.
•
_ i submrtted by July. 15_. .
.
Myers. Tue·sday, May 8, Aiumni Cente-r, ·I , p.m.
Durham, . 1984 : Moore's enj_o ys life:"
FOF lunche~n rese.rvations; call Jane Chase, 868·
. 114() For Habysifl-ins resefvations . c::ill Martha
office is ·on the th·frd floor of
He · requested reas·s1gnr11cnt
Drake,868:·;1760.
· ·
·
HortonSocia!Sc·i eliceCenter. to Vietilam, : which he
_ GREAT B,1Y FOOD COO PE.RA TIVE: Enjoy
The tiny c.ubkle is cluttered considned ·"mo1'e exciting than
};:ATHLETICS AND RECREA, TION , .
great prices' Ofl .,whole grains;.·cheeses and . herbs.
with paper: on-desks; in •boxes, . dusting end connectors · on a
',·N.H. SPECIAL 01:.. YMPICS VOLUNTEER·s
New members welcoI11e. Open through summer.
· on the floor, c.hairs, walls. tank."
MEETING: Sponsored by Physical Ed•ucation
Special rat€dofsummer:-onlymembers. ·Tuesday
te!ters _, :. fnilneographs,,
Moore was ·"sia-tio·ned in
;_ Department. For anyone interested , in_·<;1:r;tdThursd~y. B-- 00 m,2~0, _Memorial l)nion: 4 to6_
computer printouts,, surveys.A Saigon for five months, then
I►\1olunteering for the summer games to be held at
p.m.
btrnkcase is - st w.ffcd with near a village called Cu Chi for
rl.JNH on June 8 and 9; Thursday, May IO, Room
:::.:,
v6Iurries on -political' scienc::e-. the · remainder of his_ tour. At
t J04, New 'Hampshire Hall, I0:30 a.m. For more ,
,,.,
Binders. are _s tre\\__ 'li on io_p of.a that time, _'in ' 1963~64, the
: f!nformation, call Mariann Thompson at 862<}070?__:-;;
. ..
.,
filing cabineL
__
· u riited States wa~ hot d,irectly
11
~.
_,, ..... · ' . 'u'lj_E
) A
~ LTH t\
lnt_erspe_rn;d in the mess are~a inv'olv,ed.,· in_ d:m1bat, and . his
<SMALL CRAFTS INSTRUCTION: Spqnsornd" .- ~•,, ,. -, - · (:..~·
. . .
.
.,."Lby
·
R_ecreat1ona
·
J s ports ·. D epartmen,t..,
· · ~' .- ·· . ,··,,.· " ,··. _
'··"· ._ .
fe\y. ·-pp...,_r__ s_
·ci _n·a I items_·. a ' w, hit"..., diii_1e_s_· consisted_. mai_nl"y_ of
_B.a,~ii::
·
{«
;;instruction in sailing, windsurfing and can'o~ipj~~: , ~: ,:JYJJTRITJ's:>NAL ASSESSMENT AN~
.porcelain mushroom, ,, a dist.ri~utirig fooda11d s11pphes
to the Y iet'oamese, .. a .rid
;'.:erwo week sessions at Mendum's Pond, three day-s '',, ·; eO-U NS E ~ ING · ~s ,15 RV I CE:- S p·onsored,· b:y- -~ -composite of fami'ly ·picturns:
~-a week, classes are two hours long. Transpdrta'frb1n l 1 >L} Htl'fuan NJ:i;tri_tio"i:i-- r .~nt:eJ"· ~ervic.e provides
Mo 6 re ·was · _born ._ in · conducting sho(t, patrols} -, ' .
:..'. provided from Field House. Mustbeabletoswim
complete f\it !lriti'orhihfssessment of'·you,r present
Ho_~oJulu in "1940. Fbr:c~·a to
There were ·o ccasional
1::200 yards and float fQrqo i:ninµtes: .ije:t;is-$30Jor
dietary KJ "6itt
Call 862-1704 Jor ,: mMe_' ~- e~a~uate in February, 1942 . confro-nt -ations. Moore
,-0 summer school studenfs and -·-recr·e ation pass
informatioW
J 'k..
F
._ after lhe Japanese_ at_
ta_c k _·__on · exchanged fii~c with Viet Cong
r_: ,holders, $40 for other
_s. Register in Room__ 1_5__1,
_
,.,.
,.__/-;[_:; :;r~
·
,.i
a.
'"'
,
.,Pearl
Harbor,
his
tam\lY ·'·several times\.. :w.as , moi·tai'cd,
· field House; 8 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Mdrto~y i•nr0ttgrr-•inS,:,., f;,i '
f_._ ;
·
.
- · ,·.... '. -··
,"·'·
~ _. moved ·a,:ounct{hc s ·tat.e s wr.11c · and ambushed. ·,
<Friday.
---~ · ·
it;,
'SUMMER EARLY -BIRD AERO.Bl CS: _
,-·
· his · father was stationed in the
· ·•From ·time tff ,tiinc you did _
GENERAii ~
·
I
· ·
:<sponsored by Recreational Sports Department.- .
., •
Pacific Theater, ~finall)' sett-ri_ng ; get mvo VNk 11i -comba"t:-y0.u
· Three, four week ses's ions begi-irning
28,- J.un~ , -Su \\1 ME R't W'D RK ,· STUDY· . POSITION:
in ,L os- Gatos,_Calj(ornia. ·_
· couldn't avoi_d .. i-t,'' he ssaid.
".25: and July 2-3, held on Monday, Wednesday and - _ Recreational s"ports Department has summer , . , "
g 'r adiia(i1rn frolli h{gf1 · '"You just sort of learn to live
_. Fnday,6:30to7:30~.m.$l8feeforsummerschool
·· work stud:/positions at Mendum's Pond, UNH's ·
··school tHere. Moore spen~ a with it.;, ·
,-students and recreatwn pass holders, or $ 25 for all ,· - outdoor recreati-on area. Duties include grour:id
_ year in France before attendl ng k , ·M o:ore \VµS ·rotated b~-ck to
'.others. Regi st er in Room I 5,I ,-., ,8 <:l-11}- to . 4 P-1!1·) ,
maLntenanc~ and construction WOFK. Moniforing·· -~ WeSt· Po+nr:·:
er; 5, :tbeiS-t~tes i.n.- 1964:,;,a:11,d _serve<tijt
. ;~~tf~tiE~ri~i\:1t1tuiAGUE: Spon;~.i-id b/ - ~ , _ac,tiv_ities
tlf~ p~~ng ~ [qcJ4de ·, ~ca-u;.~; le>tit; it~.Pl- ,,c:,-\\:_:. ~N ;re-a:JJy,wiilnteci- ~l'O~O- to~ . s~v~ral Ar·ir,iyc;fo 1;;~$1 u~itil .li2~1i:tRecreational Sports Department. Games played
~nforc~me1!f o{! r_ules ~n~ regu!ations. Botti'. - Cal at ( ~t:r,~ J~y.".- . .ryt99r_t:_ sfid. ·when · he · atfrnded graduate
,-.:. ,: :
28 h. ,
h A
-9 M d
h.
h
hfesavmg a~p y~ur own transpo~tat1on helpful .but
He - is -attired in a plaid shirt, school at - Ohio State, in
.', May
t roug - _. ug_u st - , , ._ .0 ,n , ay t, roug . , not a must:-: Contact Scott Burn II, 862-2031.
·
·
·
- ·· •
· ·
SU:MMERXj JqB _ LISJIN_G S:. . S:ponsored ... by _ _ tw~ed _. :1ac.~.e !:, a_~~d_ a ~!de~ Columbus, Ohio.,After e~ming
, ~Thursday, bet_ween 4:30 a_nd 7:30 ·p.m._ Rosters are_
. due May 21, Room_l5 I, F;1fhtJ;lp1,1s$~l1:r,~ii trn~ . : ,. ~tillld§;ritJob; Bdard, Office of Student Activities.
. ~~)()Slt;l k_mt t1_e. Maro?~: so~Js . his . Ph. p. jn politica.l scienc_e ,
,--•:a'.dl tf'"-.uoaru
. : ·~ on
- ·t h e-. s; tu d..ent·J o b 8 oard ·1s
· f.a -11· . with
white
---entry fee
. · Mandatory
_ ca--nta:ms
r
. meetn?fg ',,,.·l 7uesaay-"
.
' "', ·- _L .T'h•·e· m1
· - ·suede shoes· a.nd he ta.u gb't at Wes_
, · t Point
- . -• befo_
. ·re
black laces cerne:nt his. civilian co'ini'n g to · UN H in - I 9.72 as .an _
· May 22, Co~ference.Room, Field Hous•e.; 4:30,.p':m :;.: ' e:-'. r".•~r '·Nmmer)j'obs- 'in all areas from _Cape Cod to ,
. ~ust ~a. ve e1th~r a summer_~chool ID or recreation
_Dover to Qencord to Con.w,ay., It is located near
image. - .
_
_
_
_a ssociate profes_sor. . _
_
_
:_::.W~MEN'S WEIG
_·- HTS/BODY BU,ILDINt{'JrP th.e iEasJ/~_.·est -~ounge _in the l'v!_emorial Union_,:.,
·•-i·was indifferent toward the •
David Moore's dirty blond ·
prospect o(a l!lili-ta~:y caretfr/' hair is_receeding now,_c_orpbe_d
·
(Ml.JB)
· Sponsored by -_Recreat_ion_al Sports Department: '
COMJ,diN:GEMENT :EXERCISES: Thomp_s on ·
Moore sai.d . Life a-t West Point over hts ·-bald spot. Hts fac~ ,1s
28
nd
25
•,,Four week sess_i~_n s begm~mg May a June ,
was ,. opp.ressive and rigidly · not ·what _ ;·one . -wou_ld
Scnclo1_· ot, Ap.p lied Science commencement
:_ -Monday, Wednesday, Fnday_, _E1e\d House, 8, to
'€Xercises w·i'll be - held on Sunc:Iay, May . I 3,:
·
Lundholm . Gymnasium, - Field House, 2 , p.m :
struetured, focusing on cadets' ·h?ndsomr, but plea~ant, ~1th a
· 9:30 a.m. $18 fee due upon re_g1strat10n for summer_
. -,school students an~ recreation pass holders: $25
_Gordon A. Haa.Jand, ~interim President of UN-H
' pcrfotmance, milit(}ry . tactic~. h1_nt. of st~e/, ~n~ , 1,mpat1ence.
,. for all others·._ Register Monday through Fnday,
will address -graduates, their families and friends.
~nd · everything but scholastic Moore. ts .; c~ ut_1o_us _ ~nd
.Room 151, Field House,? a.m. to 4 p.m.
, ·
'
education.
reserved, guarding those
'"Academics . were an thoughts and emotions he
-_extracurricular activity:" he ,_ ~OORE, page ~O
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A Parent speaks out on the dangers,
of our nuclear age~..
_- ·- _ · -__ , , ·
-
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·_ .,.andthe children speak out
.
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The Coalition for Disarm~meht &Peace
· _presents: two fil¢s: j\t
;- :·
•:,'5- •., .,_,_~ •'
S

:

--:

n•.

, . _-

>

•

. _· . ~theAcaqemy ~Ward \viriniflg- :'

:'.' IFYOU LOVE ,THIS PLANET" ., vith DR. HELEN CALDICQTT
(30 •minutes}
and Academy Award nominee

)

.

"IN THE NUCLEAR SHADOW: What can the
Children tell us'?" ·-.

.

(30 miputes)

Upstairs at- T &C
Main St
·868-9661

. _Thursday, May 10th, 7:30 p.nY.
Parsons·s· L 1_03 UNH
Free Admission _
0

Educational materials available
Informal discussion following films.
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Colllputer h,~lps di Sabled child
By .Edmund Mander
Lisa Gallant, .a five-year~old
who lives in - Newton,
Massachusetts, · suffers from
muscular dystrophe, 1 and is
confined to a -wheelchair.
Because she has only limited
use of her hands, Gallant has
until recently been unable to
write or draw.

But now her prospects are
considerably brighter, due to
the development of a computer
system that incorporates _ a
unique device invented by Bert
Binge I , a U N H h ea I t h
.administration. undergraduate,
and computer engineering
- students Steven George -and
Timothy Fiss_e~te.

gro:tmds th;t _th€ University is
in the process of applying for
production tighrs ,: fof the
invention._. .
·

""We hope that the project
will get us exposure, and will
ge:nerate interest" Binge! said.
• The ,three students assem··we are very pleased with the
bled -the system using a
- result, and so is _the girl."
standard Vic Computer and
$ 75 worth of add it ion a I
The project, which laste9
eq·uipment. - Althou_-gh_ the
four months, was funded by the
computer was donated to the
project •by · a · local company; Sanborn Regional School
District, with the direct
accoraing to Bin-gel, the system
encouragement
of Director of
can nonetheless be constructed
Special Education, Sher
for around $225. -·
Kamman. G-uidance and .
supervision - was provided by
. According to Binge!, ··she UNH Electrical and Computer
nee_d ed
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·. -We have fifteen years experience
tne: /ob~gettintl -·
process.. Our resume will help YC!U as :y/JU1begii,.i1,-. .
most important.marketing effort of your Ille.- - . - . : . .
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MUD Cafeteria B:reakfast Menu
CONTINt~TAL -B1R.EAKFASf' -~fPECIAL_
: Two ?c'r ~mbled ·eggs, toast. 8 or 5 oz. j~ice 95C

.

-·

- . Caitu~;to; "im' 8PP!Jiniment! . · -

.

.

iL~j\.J}.2

The Garne" 14.J ,;F?ocket, ,.-:Billiards Competition
Sunday, May· 6 at 11 :00 a.m .
- Games Room, Memorial Union
1
Students5 Faculty, Staff
_Preliminary Rounds 50 point~
Finals 75 points
To sign up see Stan Copel-a nd
'or call 862 - 1910

· . · '. '. '_·- ' ' · . - ,- · _

.. -;

.

i!

.. -

17 Madbury Road. Suite 3 ~

· WEEKLY> BREAKFAST SPECIALS
Two S.<?rarnbled egg~, homefries, and t~ast
iyiq"ritjay
Tuesda'y
Pancakes and sausage
Wednesday Cheese omelet and toast
Thursday Frerich toast and bacon
Friday
Two fried eggs, homefries 1;1nd toast

868-1.104
Chpice of any two: coffee, tea, hot chocolate milk
8 or 5 oz. juice. BREAKFAST SPECIALS $1.65
Breakfast specials served from _7:30- 10:30 a.m . Monday-'>Fri'day
Breakfast served from 7:30- 11 :00 a.m. Monda•f--Friday ·

_ Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
·
Optometrist

-• .-.EYES EXAMINEQ, GIASSES FIITED
• CON'TACT LENSES:·

The Tea Kettle rM .
Bouquet from your
FTD® Florist. $QQ; oo
Mother's Day
is Sunday, May 13.

:• No obligation free in.-office trial
• 90 da_v 100% refundable fee ·

The MUD Patio ~
Opening May .21 !
Enjoy runch i_n the summer s~n.
at our outdoor grill ..-.
·
-hamburgers
-hot: dogs
-beef kabobs
-specials daily :grill items
_
along with a garden salad bar
· SUMMER HOURS 11 a.m . -2 p.m .
Monday- Friday

. Pi;tacliio 's h;e Cream Shoppe

.Tinted Soft Contact Lenses

5L-leJ~I

-FLOWER IL GIFT SHOP
56 Main Street•Ourham
161-7021

Send your. tl)o)lghts ,_
with special .~- '~care.IM
/® .

SENIORS '.'.
While They Las_t'(
* UNH SOUVENIR PINS *
For"your tie; jacket-,-svyeater, pur,~e, .collar!
PN!,.Y $4.50 . -·
CHECK IT OUT!!L-

] ;: f

W1r write _
te'surhe_'s that buik(on your strengths -an,(!-.
a~J:Omplishlrle'?~S. W~ '(a~lor "'!ii! ieSf1rmJ.;t,~tmee1: YD_Uf} .

"'Up to now, the joystick has
had to be mounted on the side
of- q wheelchair or a similar
fixed location. Now it can be
mounted inde_pendently in
front ( of the operator) at chest
level which allows the user to
change _ hands, and avoid
fatigue:" Bingel said. ,

~

...

Cat's .Closet at the MUD

·Games Room at the MUD

· Undet$tandingwhat a resume ca_n andrnusi doflxyou
is as Important as the resume itseff.
.
,

Meet - ·Me at t:he MUB
May 8 to May 11 ·
LIKE SURPRISES? We've .Got
them for you-each Friday
in the Merrimack Room.
COME SEE4 1O,a:m. __.:.5 p.m,

process.

. .specific situation.

Let your
love sliine on
Mother's Day.

.A.ss ·istant .

Professor John Lacourse, and
the UNH Consulting Center.

The resume is ~ misunde.rstoodj:Jar-t of the jolr.,.ntiii,,~

-- -

Bi11gel wouldn't disclose any
details about the device, on

bngin~ _ering

.her

·llESutnea ·\.

Using the mount, thecon'troJ
·can be _ positioned anywhere
iHai so-its the-<operator best. ~
~

system _ for

The New Hampsh ire ( USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly thr'oughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Roon:i 151 ·
of the Memorial Union "Buitd•ing. UN~H. Durham. N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday IO AM -2 PM .. Academic year subscription:
, $20.00 . l'hird class postage paid at Durha·m. NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first _day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
·responsible for typographical or other crr?rs, but will reprint tha_t _part ~f:_an _
advertisement in w'hich a typographical error appears. 1I not1l1ed
immcdiatel" . POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New
Hampshir/ 151 MUB. UNH . Durham, NH,03824.11.000copiesperissue
pr inted by Journal Tribune. Biddeford Maine.

• ""We designed the system
uslng existing technology and
software, but .the mounting for
the joystick is unique," -Bizel
said.

"¥

the

-educational needs, . and as a
recreati_o nal o_u tlet.

Now the chi.Id, who Binge!
d·e scribed as .. very intelligent,"
can use her. limited· physical
faculties to·. write_, draw and _
ev.en play music, by selecting
notes displ~yei;i on a TV screen,
and depress'ing the "fire" button
on her joystick.

-

Binge! plans to teach
Gallan-t's parents to program
the computer themselves.

_:

®Registered trademark of Florists' -- '.
Transworld Qelivery
Assocjation.
"
.
.
.

Available

....___.ye contact unlimi_______,

Ice Crea.rn. Cones 1 scoqp 50¢
2 scoops 70C
3 scoops 85-C
Sundaes _$1,.05
_Frapp:~s, $1 ;25
Freezes· and Floats 90C
-1-1 a.m. -11 p.m. Monday-Friday
noon - 11 p.m; Saturday _and Sunday _

• Open ~onday thru_Samrday to AM •

123 Market Street, in ttie Oid Harbor District
. Portsmouth, NH 03801
. (603) 436-1200

S.UMMER HOURS 8 a.m . (serving coffee and donuts)
to 3 p:111: Monday-Friday

I
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Door-to~door ·hazardous W8ste .pick-up ·possible
By Stephen M. Soltysiak
mismanagement _and exploitation, and finally a discussion of
·. · A slide presentation . and
hazardous waste management
lecture were presented Friday
morning at I 0:00 in the · techniques.
Knox said that industry was
Hillsborough/ Sµllivan room
,
of the MUB.
by far the greater, but not the
only producer of hazardous .
The r.neeting was led by
Chari.es Knox; from the New waste.
Drairi dumping is· a common
Hampshire Bureau of
Hazardous Waste Manage- method of ' household waste
ment~ aod Kevin Hopkins, a · disposal, Knox said, which ca·n
chemical engineer also contaminate local water
. employed by the Bureau. It supplies . ·
Certain areas of Massachuincluded a broad overview and
. specific classification and · . setts have · successfully
definition of hazardous waste, experimented with a household ·
hazardous · waste pick up
·. follow~d by details of ac.tual
examples of hazardous __:wast~ _ servic;e he said, and .'added the

_~ Pistacjhio's Ice cream Shoppe
"The last winter FREEZE is at Pistachio's!"
... ~herbert FREEZE
only .90C

Come to Pistachio's

~nd enjoy 'the last
winter FREEZE
· May· 7-May ·ll

(good only 5/7 through· 5/11)
HOURS: Monday·through Friday l 1 am to 1 l pm
Saturday and s ·u nday 12 noo~ ·to 11 pm
1

discussion on some short term
Dover League of . Women
Voters is currently debating the · effects such as nausea,
implementation of a similar headaches, nervous disqrders,
program in the Dover / Dur- intestinal problems, and in
·
ham area.
extreme -cases death.
Long term effects, Knox
Knox divided hazardous
said, included increased cancer
waste into four. categories:
and heart disease, various birth
toxic, corrosive, ignitable, and
defects, decreased general life
reactive.
expectancy, and death.
· Toxic waste includes
Knox listed numerous waste
organics, (such as benzene and
toluene), cyanide, various dumping locations in N.H.,
including sites in Dover.pesticides. and heavy metal·s,
Somersworth,_ Kingston and
notably lead, mercury,
Epping.
chromium · and cadmium,
Knox said.
A corrosive waste was
Knox said he could not be
define<l as any w:-:iste suhst:-:ince
more .!.pecific ab(;H1t the sites . •
that · had a pH above I 2.5
Problems incurred by
(caustic) or below 2.0 (acidic),
mismanagement- were primaraccording to Knox.
ily due to airborne contamination through toxic organic and
Ignitable .wastes ai:-e those flamable vapors, he _said, and
substances which ·have a
contaminati·o n of both surfaces
flashpoint of under 60 degrees and ground · water. He listed
centigrade, he said.
ground water contaminations
Reactives are those wastes
as New Hampshire's biggest
considered highly unstable,
waste problem.
including obsolete military
Knox rllustrated the clean up
ordinances, for example lost or
process of hazardous waste
buried shells and hand
dumps by showing slides of
grenades.
actual sites·. This process
Knox included a brie(
re4~1ires _ removing the waste,

Knox said, and may require
removal of contaminated soil,
natµral and synthetic sealing
· and capping, and frequent
monitoring of the area through
contamination level . meters
placed at the site.
One student asked where the
removed waste "ends up."

K n~x said it is transported to
an authorized disposal facility,
of which there are none · in
Maine, NH, or Vermont. He
said the largest ·in the area is
Seacoast International, located
in western New York state,
where much of NH 's .waste is
taken.
Knox di-scussed techniques
for waste management, and
displayed what he _callee! "the
backbone of hazardous waste
management", the hazardous
waste Manifest Form .

-,rhis document makes
hazardous waste p·roducers
responsible for complete
disposal of all · waste from
beginning to end, a copy of
which would he sent to the
Bureau.

-----------REPOR T---------~
( continued from page I)
gone, he said.
While Kaufm~nn acknowledges the falling test scores of
high school students as being
indicative of a deeper problem
he said professors just do._not
ht ve ·the . time t◊-·- speri," '

o_n·,

with students.,,students that they used to.
Haaland and Sanborn agree
Kaufmann said UN H ''has
an excellent reputation in some the report must be looked into .
H?wcver, Kaufmann, said
areas" and students can get "a
very good education here. previous reports "don't seem to
Fa_culty J e _a lly__sp,end. a -hcfve (ha.d) . a .., tremendous
t.remendo_':s amount · ~ f_ .ti:ru~ ·" ~~ff~St" ,.. ·.~- _lf" .•· . . :\

--------------------------.. r------------------.. . -------------~;....
NEED'"1;summEa.JOB? .•

.

./ '

Allison Wilms-Kansa_s

· ,.

·

· On~ of the best ex~ei'iences of ~y life has been to h~ve wor.ked i~ the Coli_e gf·
Program. Unlike most jobs, t_he · College Program left me with a feeling of
accomplishment and reward at the end of the summer. ! had learned-'. t<i deal with
- people very effectively. In other words, my communication skills increas~d
exponentially ~uring the summer. Also working in the CoJlege. Program is· fq.n,
enjoya~le work. And·, the. College Program pays students very well .. NO: other ..
- . , -·
.
summer job has paid me so much in so little time.
As woman, I-found it very easy to _relate to prospective custom~rs. Because ·
most Electrolux customers are women, I felt a bond of mutual trust and respect
~ existed from the outset of a demonstration. This bond certainly -helped my sales,
and, · ~ade for fun, excting summer. If you ar_e a woman looking for ,truly
rewarding· summer employment, call your Electrolux Office and find out if some
jobs are available. Step in wit~ both feet and have a _memorable summer that is as
·
·
ricb in experience as it i~ iri monetary rewards!

a

a

use localJy or oda. :.
. ·.
one.-way (!erit-it-r.iere, leave-:it_;thetehrtp·~o another city .• ··:, .. '· -~o,:npale costsoefqi"e·}'outriake_plans'Jor moving·_at.the end ,',.~'
of the:seQ1e~te~ Witt:, a truck:you ecin take al_ong your stere9(l O~s·peeq; ·
clqthes, a}I yo:ur stuft anq-stiJI -have plenty of room for·one "Or two otMer
people acid their ,~hings', so you can :sha.rethe ~osts. Cdmpare that t9 a, ·
, _ ..·
· :·
plane tic1<¢t. Or even a bus.

. If you/~ ·j 8 6r' over yo~ :c~h f~rit -a~Rydertt~ck__tp

R]

Re~t from tile best-ffi~intained, mosi dependable fleet.in [
·,the vyorlp - Ry§f~r: The best trµck money-~an rent.. RYDEii

· ,

•

;-~h

_ _.

'It"

,- '".••

'= ,;•• ,,~, •

:,;••?•'\';'

#,•~

••• • •~•• •i. •

-::.

~

_,. ..._

•,_

.~- +:· :-Jai~,~li~~;~~tat..tente( ··.
Last summer we ·.employed 1000 ·
· men and women students ·
· -in our college program.
Last ·summer students .
in the college pr_ogram
averaged $260.00 per week. •
Interested? ·
Call 1-800-582~0876
For meeting arangements in the MUB

.· Dqver-,,:_N'. .H:
'-'·. ,J49,.2E368. :___

.or

Thrifty Rent-A-Car
· Somerswortli, N'.H.
' 749~6254

··

.
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"'T-hat some form of written having fewer of these parties
policy wiH be · formulated take place, and would like to
should be acknowledged as a get fraternities out of the
given," Kidder wrote in his alcohol selling business for
cover/ letter which accompan- profits.
,
ied the 33-statement draft.
- .. Submit timely written
The written policy will apply · notification of off-campus
to the entire Greek System.
chapter sponsOTed events along
Kidder said that soine of the with written authorization
new policy suggestions will be from the chapter advisor or
controversial, but · said "Tm Corporation President to the
interested in the discussions Greek Affairs advisor," is
that will come out of this." another potentially provacaThey will be •~laying these items tiv~ proposal written into_the
on the table and discussing draft.
,, ·
them w·ith good hea_lthy
"Any off campus event in
dialogue," he said.
:which alcoholic beverages are · ·
, One issue which he predicted served and/ or provided will
will be controversial deals with require approved group
an alcohol policy in which the transportation," the draft
fraternity or sorority may reads.
·s ponsor no event where alcohol
Kidder said he is concerned
is to be sold wi-thout the with legal liability. Tne orr- ·
'approval of the · Dean of campus events would include
Students office.
p I edge · dances, reg i o na I
The approval will be limited meetings and semi-formals.
according to the draft, .and
Many recommendations
there must be prior written within the policy deal? with
consent from the ~hapter .paper work and house records.
advisor or corporation
"'Submit -an annual
president submitted with a · statement of audit of the
written request from charter ' chapter and the Corporation
officers.
by June I with ·the University
"Concerns that we've had through the G~eek Affairs
reported to us a number of · advisor to establish fiscal
fraternities have open parties in responsibility," one suggestion
which alcohol is b~ing sold to read.
ufider-aged people," Kidder
"A guest log book should be
said. "We are concerned about maintained by .the designated
that and we want to try to get chapter official." read another
on top of that. That will be suggestion.
. obviously difficult -to do,·· he
'Establish and publish house
said.
regulations pertaining to the
"Tm sure that's going to be areas of social activites. visiting
very thoroughly discussed-it is hours and security within
a controversia 1 item, no University guidelines," a third
doubt," he said.
reads . ... A copy of these should
Kidder said he is interestecEn be kept on file ~with the Greek

Affairs advisor."
suggested this regulation will pledge period .
Other statements reiterate be phased .in over a two year
The academic average of
existing rules, such as abiding period for chapt~r presently-in pledges and the Chapter
by . the regulations of th~ a hou,se.
membership would have to be
national fraternity or sorority
"This should generate some eq·ual or above all the
in all matters not in conflict healthydialogue."Kiddersaid. men's/women's average
with University regulations.
The regulation will affect campus wide.
·
abiding by all rules of the fraternities more than
Falling below this level
Panhellenic Association. l FC, , sororities, he said, as sororities would place · a chapter on
and Greek _Senate, conforming already incorporate a house academic probation, according
to University rules and policies mot.her.
__
._
_ to the policy, and if ·a chapter
as outlined in the Rights and
Kidder added that most fell below this level for two or
Rules handbook, and · Nat_ionar chapters ·w·ould more semesters. it would be
conforming to University, approve of the improvement in subject to review and possible
Federal, State and · Local quality of life. in these places,.· -loss of University recognition,
Alcohol .control laws.
but said his suggestion is the draft said.
·
At present. decisions- perhaps not the best solution.
Pledges would not be
concerning the Gree.k System · "l 'm looking forward to allowed to rush, if they fell
a,re made by "an umbr~lla whatthey-have to say~" he said. below these guidelines. ·
organization conisting of the
Regulations pertaining to
"This i's not going to happen
Greek S-e nate. Panhellic summer occupation of Greek overnight,•• Kidder s_P,.id.
Council. and I FC. •• according houses would be put into effect '•We· re ta I king about
to K idoer.
also. tr tnts policy ts passeo.
tractitioqs. "
The format to be used in
The relatio-rtship between At the first meeting with ·
working towards a final policy Greeks and administration fraternity advisers, Kidder
has not been set, and "there ·is needs to be looked at, Kidder . passed out the policy draft,
no time frame as to when such a s-aid. A lot of schools have
-without the accompanying
policy should go into effect," stated policies in regard to their cover letter, although he
Kidder said.
Greek sy st ems . ...,,
verbalized what the letter said.
Another recommendation
"I looked throtlgh other rule
proposes that each house books. took suggestions.
Apparently. the draft,
employ a . live-in manager, considered past policy and put without the cover letter~ was
resident advisor or house together a draft allowing us to passed on to Greeks who· were
mother approved by. the House have, a focus." he said.
·
not present at the meeting, and
Corporation and Gr_eek Affairs
··we believe in the Greek · were not aware that this was a
advisor whose job description System (arUNH) and want it to suggestion. and not a formal
is also approved by both be a-healt hy system- not like it proposal, Kidder said.
parties.
was at Colby and Amherst."
"It caused a bit of a panic,"
This person. in cooperation
Other suggestions in the he said. ·
·
with the chapter officers would draft inchJse the ,r equin;ment
"As
soon
as
everyone saw the /
be responsible for seeing that of chapter officers to attend
cover
letter
that
accompanied
University and House orientation and leadership
Corporation policies are seminars provided by the this," Davis added, "'it should
have ,put everyone's fears to
adhered to and will work under University.
the joint supervision of the
Pledges must be granted a rest. 'fhe new policy statement
House Corporation and Greek minimum of three hours study is made up of all the
Affairs advisor.
per night. and eight hours of suggestions made, and present
In the d~_tlt, Kidder uninterrupted sleep during the rules, and put down on paper~
0
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Awards for English excelle~ce
By Hank Sou,e

Charai( •prize, given to the demonstrating creauv1ty in
The · Graduate ·Readings in
undergrad uaie or graduate poetry- or fiction, was awarded
Poetry and Fiction were held · who writes the best short story, to Ann Davis, _ with · special
last night in the Forum Room
was awarded to Buch Poole, mention awarded ·to Richard
of the Dimond Library, with
with special mention awarded Davenport. Ms. Davis reeeived
awards being presented to eight
to Elizabeth _E lwood. · Mr. .$50.
The Richard M. Ford
UNH undergraduate and
Poole received $75.
. graduate students whose works
The Daniel Morin Poetry Memorial Fund award~ given ·
·were chosen by several
prize, for the best work of to either an undergraduate c o m m iJ t e e s w i t h i n t h e poetry subi:nitted by a regularly - Chemistry major or underUniversity as deserving special
enrolled Stude' nt on the graduate student enrolled in a
recognition.
Durham campus, was awarded w r i.t i n g co u rs e s h ow i n g
Graduate students Richard
t.o Karen Propp, with special scholarship, creativity, and
Davenport, Ann Davis,
mention being give.n to Mimi academic achievement, was
Chandler Gilman, Buch Poole,
White. Ms. Propp received $15. awarded to Maggie..McKowen,
Richard . Propp, and Mimi ·· - The Dick Shea Memorial former. editor-in-chief of The
White were the readers.
award, given to the under- New Hampshire. McKowen
The Lieu-tenant Albe-rt A.
grad u a t _e or graduate received $500.

NICK~S
Would -Like To
Wish Everyone

---~1\1:00NIES--- - fcontinued fr9m· page 5)

A GREAT SUMMER.

· "He could have ma·de more
. money at his job in California ,
where he held a position in· the
area newspaper. But he was
losing faith because the liberal
papers had such - a strong
foothold in th-e Capital City ,
and he wanted- to express a
· convservati ve point of view,"
he said.
·
Parham entered Reverand
Moon's church in 1976. 'Later
that satne year, he left it for
four years to study the bible.
He moved to California and
worked there for some
christian churches.
In 1980, he ' returned to the
church because, "I found that
the teachings of the Unification
Church fit in with the . things
tha_t --l had already believed."

RESUMES

Electroni c~·11y Typed
.~
Selection of Pap-er & Envelopes ·

"

ir~:~r~

25 copies -

25 envelopes..

25 extra sheets of paper

$1 5.00 - one page
$21.75 - two page

a

the newspaper, Moon called
m e e t-i n g i n t h e G r a n d
Ballroom, gathering all typ-es of
people to help work on it. He
asked . if members were
interested , and those who were ,
and th-ose who had any skills
which could relate to
newspapers discussed the new
project. Moon began to choose
people who would benefit the
paper:- and by the end of the
· meeting, almost everyone was
picked.
.
"\\je went over and . began
working on the 7th floor of the
News World Building where we
had this ·training programhow to write and so forth."

Parham said the trainiI1g was
the equivalent of four years of
college training, eight hours a
A ft e_r _d q i n g h i s b i b I e · day, arid five days a week.
· The best way to guard
-research, he "feels now; that it's
Ron Gary 868- 7031
against breast cance.r .is . •"'
eight
in
your
hands
.'
It's
"
_quite clear rhaueachings. of the
-••-1'II. never forget this one guy
Hours M--=--F 8:30-5:30
-,ca-lled breast self-exam-'
Unification .Church are most who impre·s sed me themosr. He
- Sat 8:30-1,?:30
ination. Ask your doctor to
soundly based ◊-h the Bible· said the main thing in writing
teach you how to do it.
'Durham . Copy
.
than any other church I know was accuracy, balance and
And while you're at it, ask .
/
him about mammography
of. That's my opinion, objectiv.ity; A ·1ot of the time,
Jenkins evurr-·- -c - ~
- a low dose breast x-ray.
anyway," he s-aid.
people write stories with a-slant
Durham, N. H. 03824 ,,
to it. He . himself didn't like,
After his return, he began his doesn't bel·ieve i~ writing any
j o urn a Ii st i c ca.re er. "In stories with slants-you know,
For more inforrna- .
ti.on, call your local
December of 81, at that time, I slants are your opinion, or any ·
ACS office.
was working with young kind· of opinion," h~ said.:_
· American
- - ·members, new members ar 6or
-.. headquarter~ ,bui°lqing in New
.During his- shor.t time as a
®Cancer Society _- Yo_rk City.- And so, I went over jou·rnali·st,
Parham deveJ.oped a
_too-we had a little holiday
confidence_i~ hjs writing which
celebration for Cliris-tm_a s -and
bordered on conceit.
c::::::,
-Ne w s W or Id . ha d t hes e
About one pie-c e he said,
applications out-a11d they s-aid
"Actually I understa-nd a lot:.o f_
they were starting up a new
people liled it. I thought it was
paper in Washirgtori, D.C. and
_
they were thinking about · decent but- ·other people .
~!~~~ it The Was_hington thought it was pretty good." _
He talked about his articles
with · the ·· security that is
- At the time, Parham said he
someti_mes absent from greenwante·d to do . something horn
jdurnalis·ts. ,
differe"nt than what he was
doing, and felt like this was a ·
••1 think the _last.,, story i
good ~pportunity.
published for the times was
actually sort of an an~lysi-s, but
"I _ wouldn't mind wntmg it was comical. -·It was real
_b ecause I was actually in the 'interesting. I liked that story so
process of trying -to write·about mHch. In writing it, I didn't do
_ all of my studies I ·had done an autline, l didn't sit around
when I was a w,{y- for' four -a-nd ~think. I wrote it in about an
years," he said.
hour.''
.
,
.
A week later, on January I,
He said the copy editors who
t
his cnurch celebrated - God's w·e re all - non-chu_rch, pro.fesDay, a very important holiday ·s ion a I p e op I e we re _so
in their movement. Parham impressed that they thought he
said. On that day. an interest haq taken formal · writing
party suggested -to -Moon that cours·es .
he buy out The Washington
Star which had folded in
As ·a member_ of the
S_~ptembei· of 1981 ~. Unification Church, Parham
has been able to travel much of
the country on business for the
•·But
they
found
they
P?sjtive I.D. Required To Board._..
couldn't come up with the ·Chµrch. He has learned trades,
-Sponsored by HSMA
money to buy it, which goes and·· met ·a large · variety . of ·
against all the stereotypes that peopl~. He enjoys · the
--- we have so much money, ha ha companionship and the love he _
.
shard with his brothers and .
ha," Parham said ::
·
, .\Y~th the gears in motion for sisters.

'i·

.--------~!!!!'~---~~~---~
Throw Those Exam ------------------..
T,en~ions
. .Overboard & Crus;e on
·.T. h\
: _e ·v·k·
1 1ng un

ThaA Right ... It' The

c~L

BRA _T loiv

__

Dance to the Stillwater Run Band

l\fay 17th 7:30 to 10_:30 pm--·Tickets $14.95 - Available MUB. ticket office starting 2/15

Complimen.tary Hors D'Oeuvres ... Cash _Bar

Shove Off From Portsmouth Harbor With ·Us ..,~. '\

.
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alumni and the alumni career
things done next year."
The ten new appointees are: network," Davis said.
•Dorothee Heisenberg, •Kim Blewett, Academic
Student Senate Business · Council Chairwoman. Blewett
Manger. "Dorothee has been served in this position a: year
working with (outgoing ago. "I amconfidentshewilldo
Business Man ager) Phil well because of her exCoughlin, and I am confident perience;" Davis said. '"She ·
she can do a good job," Davis has~ shown that she -can do ti£
said. Heisenberg is a Junior · job." Blewett is a Junior from
·
Business Administration / s ·mith Hall. Psychology major from •Robin Price, Commuter/
Judicial Affairs _C ouncil ·
Woodruff House.
•Brian Shea, Student Activity Chairwoman. "Robin will be
Fee Council (SA F C), doing an evaluation of · the
Chairman. "He's worked a year judicial system," .Davis said.
on...,... the Student Activity Fee "'She has worked on the
Council, and I'm_ looking Judicial Affairs Committee
fo\Varq to having him work for before." Price ,is a Junior. She
us," Davis said. Shea is · a · lives in Chi Omega Sorority.
Junior frorn the undcrgrad.utite • Tim Collins, Student Activity
Fee Organization (SAFO),
apartment complex.
•Peter · Donovan, Financial Business Manager. "Tim was _
Affairs and Administration appointed last month, and has
Council Chairman. "He's worked at the job." Davis said.
served on SAFC for a year, so . His .· computer experience
we know he can do a good job makes him well qualified.;,
: with budgets," Davis said. Collins is a Sophomore.
Donovan is a sophomore who •Fred Marshall, - ·p-frsonnel
Officer. A Junior, Marshall
lives in Hunter Hall.
•Scott Kaupin, Health and "has t]le personality needed to
Human Services Council deal with lots of people and
Chairman. A Political Science work with the ~dministratiort,"
and International Affairs according to Davis. Marshall is
major, Kaupin served on the a commuter student from
Health and Human ·services Dur.ham.
counc_illastyearasafreshman. •Valerie Deneen, Public
"Scott lives in Smith Hall, so he Information Officer. '"She has a
has a good backgrou,nd,;, Davis good English background," ·
Davis said. "She works at the
· said.
•Bill . Puglisi, Students for the Student Press, and will be able
University (SFU) Council to bring what the Student
Chairman. : A Junior who lives Senate does to the students."
at Sigma Nu, he served on SFU Deneen . is a S_o ph-omore
for a year. "He will be doing a English major living in
lot with the · legislature, the Durham.
i

•

ENJOY
summer .vacation

Enjoy medicol
coverage despite

short-term
.problems.
If- y_ou·re just out of .school. Dropping off o family pion. Between jobs!
Or on the move and between group

medical plons_tftno·s new Short-Term
Medical -Insurance is tailored just for
~

and

ot a reasonable cost.
- Contact me for _fu.rther informotion
you . .

today._
Susan E. Hazelton
Representative
Personal Financial Security -□ iv·ision

400 Maine Savings Plaza
Portland. Maine 04101
(207) 773-5611
.tEtna Ute Insurance Company
JEtna Life Insurance and Annuity Company
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University of New Hampshire
Durham, ·New Hampshire 03824

·COMMENCEMENT
COMMITTEE
I.

.

.

.

May 1, 1984
Open letter to the University
.

,

The spring Commencement Ceremony is held annually to
recognize the achievement of those students, both graduate and ·

undergraduate, who" 1have completed the requirements for a
degree f~om the University. ·The liighlight of the ceremony,-the
awarding of the various degrees, is recognition · of the many
. hours of effort the students have expended in the past few years.
It is a time for celebration,- happiness and pride, pride in
accomplishment-one's own, a friend's, or a relative's-and .
pride in the University.
A year . ago we wrote an Open Letter to ._ the University
Community~ ~sking_for your cooperation in resto,ring to the
Commencement Ceremony the dignity which it once had, and ·
deserves. The - response, as evidenced -. by . behavior at
Commencement, was gratifying..The change in the atmosphere
was noticed by mosf people attending; and graduates, parents,
and friends enjoyed.the ceremony much. more than had been_the
case in past _years. We heard mostly words of pleasure and
satisfaction. "While there is still some room for improvement,
_much has been accortiplished.
The results of-the cooperation which we received from most
people last year so improved the program th.a\,w e are once again
making two requests from all those who will . attend
commencement. First, we ask that no alcoholic beverages be
brought _to the ceremony. Anyone canying a bottle in the
proces·s ional will be asked to leave it behind prior to entering
his/her seat Second, we · ask that speakers be given the
_
consideration they deserve at an educational institution~
If everyone will once again respect these two requests, we are ·
sure that this year's Spring Com~encement will be one which
the· entire aud~ence will enjoy.

The University Commencement Committee
Teresa Acerno, Class of 1984
Alexander Amell, Professor of Chemistry
·
and Chairperson ·
Dennis Bellucci, Class of 1985
Martha Byam, Student Affairs
Elena Carbone, Class of 1984
Phil Coughlan, Cl~ss of 1984
Chris Greil, Class of 1984 ..
Robert Keesey, Committee Secretary an~
Conference Coordinator
Jamie Rock, President, Student Body
Marc Schwarz, Associate Professor of
History
Jeanne Shaheen, Executive Secretary
Parents' Association
Laurie Unaitis, Class of 1984.
Jane and John Webb, Representatives,
Parents' Association
Frances Zimmerman,' Representative of
the Registrar

!
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said.
Discussing UNH's research
·c-apabilities, Frederickson
referred to the nuin-ber of
doctoral . programs at UN H ..
EWU does not have a "strong
research base," he .said.
According to Frederickson,
doctoral research - "len-ds

excitement" t.o an institution,
and enhances teacning.
In _addition to the aerospace
and marine research,
Frederickson called UN H's
graduate programs in history ·
and literature . particularly
'"impressive .."
Long- range plans shoul

Offering quality used
_spring .and summer clothing
for bargain prices at ...

SI. Gaorua's Church Thrill Shoo
Main St., Durham

_O pen Thursdays, 10-5

We are-seekirrg a motivated individual with
an educational background of two years of
animal science courses or an Associate' s
Degree in Animal Science, and two years of
experience with. large animals ( dogs or
· larger), _ to fill a position at our new Mini, Swine b'reeding facility in Pittsfi~ld, NH.
You will be responsible for assisting in the
initial set up of this new facility, for animal . _
caretaking, and in-house health monitoring ·
of mini:-swine. from the rieo-natal stage
· through growth up to 150 lbs:
We offer a full benefi~ package,;~):9mpetiti".~
salary, and the potential foradvancement m
. this new facility.
Please send resume and cover letter to:
KaJhryn Kavanagh, Employment/Employee
Relations Adininistrator.

C harles River
e .

/ ; } FROM THE

BREEDING LABORATORIES. INC

·•

2S l Ballardvale Street
Wilmington, MA 01887
An Affirmative Action Em~loyef

v~~r~,~:RT:i

TO RESEARCH

also include a look at UNH's EWU which handles issues
commitment to the fine arts: such as tuition rates of
Frederickson said.
-pro~osed intreascs.
Frederickson . hesitated w
speak on specific terms about
UN H's problems, saying he
didn't have enough information about each issue. He did
however, explain how he has
dealt with comparable iss_ues in
his present pos.ition.

said.
EWU faced the issue _ of
accessibility to the mobility
handicapped by formµl~ting a
"systematic program" to
upgrade the campus; building
by building, Frederickson said.

Direct stµdent involvement
in campus financial discussions
is also possible, Frederickson
said. In additi-on to University
The program also included
ad!llinistrators and faculty, the
Eastern Washington Univer- · plans to · aid hearing and
visually impaired students, he
sity campus financial
committee includes four said . .
students, he said.

Frederic ks6 n d i"scu ssed : .
UN H's accessibility probFrederickson admitted,
alcohol misus~. and the
lems are especially difficult
however, those students because of the number of old
_treatment of alcohol at EWU.
i n vo I v e m e n t h a s -bee n buildings on ·campus,
"sporadic.''
Frederickson said :
He said students in their
dormitory rooms are treated as
if they were private citizens in
Recommendations from that
However, he called the
private homes.
·
committee come · to the Handicapped Student Sei·vices
President's Cabinet, which ·office a "good· sign" of UN H's
"There's . no breaking down i•n cludes the student body attitude · toward the- accessibil~
of doors, no drawer foll of president, he said.
ity problems.
signed search warrants," to
Frede1:ickson also spoke
· confiscate alcohol, he ·said.
In response to a comment about his school's efforts to
But while alcohol is not about this year's_ selection of . solve advising · problems for
prohibited in rooms , he said,
the UN H _ commencement , students with undeclated
drinking in hallways and
speaker, Frederickson said., "I _ma_iors._
lounges -is disallowed.
agree it i.s regrettabhi -when a .
committee makes a decision
He said it has been
Frederickson said EWU has ·and . it doesn't come out that recommended by EWU that
a disciplinary officer who _ way."
that university form a
handles · problems of alcohol
"·University, College" to· which
misuse. However, resident
He added that decision- -all undeclared students would ·
assistants and student safety'
··
making bodies cannot overturn belong-.
personnel usually try to solve
a committee's recommendation
minor problems, he ~aid.
in . a "cavalier"· way, or too
"It's sort of an undeclared
He added that -"' he - was
frequently. This obstructs the
"reluctant to make judge..: · idea of working toge_ther, he holding company, .independent
of a n y o i h e r ·c o 11 e g e , "
ments"· about alcohol use or
said. ·
Frederifkson said.
misuse at UN H; .
Pre'sidents are· often ·
.
crjticized for their · de.c isions,
With such a syste-:n he said
Frederickson said. They often, · "there is . a_ fair i ch_~nce th~
however~·- have a different ~ student will get aav,1sed by a
perspective on a situation, he competent advisor."

Students can have a role 'in
the state budget process, he
said, for · instance there is an
_9rganiz~d · student lobby at

FINALS!
Need a Quiet· Place to Study?
-,

W~HAT'S AVAILABLE·
~ lim_ited space f~r individual study
-- thr~e conference rooms for group study

WHERE:
- Elliott Alumni Center
(located next to Sniv.ely Arena) -_-

WHEN:
May 14, 15, and 16

TIME:

-GROCERIES

-

6:30· p.rri. to 12_midnight

EXTRAS:-

Before you hit t~e beach ma~e a stop he.re.

~ proctored to ensure ·qu'iet
~ study-break lounge and free coffee

:__·free par king

Kites. Frisbies. Sunglasses. Suntan OiL
Film. Straw Totes & Baskets.
Plus Ice Cold Be~verages with free ice
for your cooler!
How, at,.out a Ben & Jerry;s Ice Cream ·
- for the Road!-·

CALL TlIE ALUMNI -CENTER
AT 862-2040 TO RESERVE
CONFERENCE ROOMS AND TO
GET MORE INFORMATION.Sponsored by
UNH STUDENT-AMBASSADORS
i.n conjunction with
THE UNH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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Editorial

..

Ill
Wen here i-t is, the end of another semester of
life at UN H and just what have we got to look ·
. forward to? There is always the summer to
recuperate and hopefully to make a little ·
money. With that in mind lei's look" ahead to
next fall. The student body will be similar with
approximately the same number of people
between the ages of I 8 and 22.
There will,· however, be a substantial
d ifference in the adm_inistration if we are lucky.
H opefu lly. at this time next year UNH will
have had a year of "non-interimness." While
ma ny of the· people most directly affected by
the select-ion of a new · president are out
enjoying the summer ~he new president will be
· sweating in T-Hall ) formulating policies on
some of the problems that UNH must address
in the near future to retain . its present
auraction to out-of-state students. Among
these ,problems are deferred maintenance,
u n de c 1a r_e d lib er a 1 arts advising,
student/ faculty rati-os, pasticularly in the .
c·ommunications department , and -t he
monetary _burden placed on the students by
inadequate state funding.
Our next president must foster a , good
relationship betwee_n Concord and Durham.

the n ew president
the people who are footing , the bill at this
institution really want for their money.
One of the first steps for our new president
sho_uld be the overhaul of the liberal arts
advising program. Currently there-is a ratio of
900 students to each of the-two advisors. This is
ridiculous and the situation should never have
been allowed to reach this stat-e. These people
need the most assistance during preregistration. It is they who may fall through the
cracks into the five year plan .

We cannot survive the upcoming years without
hdp from the fellows up in the state legislature.
A walk around this potentially attr'a ctive
campus provides all the evidence need.ed to
convince anyone of the · need for a progressive
deferred maintenance program. Even if the
~ext administration only made a concerted
. effort to get identifying signs for all the
'buildings on campus, it.would be a step in the
right direction. How are new students
supposed to know what is where if there -is
nothing to tell the_m?
. The new president should take steps to find
out more about how students - perceive the
problems at the U niv"ersity, as well as how his
administration feels. Regularly scheduled
meetings with 'representatives of the student
body -might be an , excellent step toward
achieving this aim. Another policy mentioned
by the pr"esiderit of a West Coast un-ive.rsity that
of open office hours, sounds like a healthy idea
for UNH. This is a time during_which -anyo·ne
in the university can see the pre~ident without
an appointment.
Students should also take a more·actiy e role
. in tl)e U nive-isity next year under our new
president. H_e can .use input to help decide what

This is merely the beginning of an extensive
list for the new president we so desperately ·
need. When this individual finally comes let's
hope he ·can st~ck around longer th~n o_ur last
few leaders, because'_ abov_e all w~ need a
leader willin_g to devote serious time to our ·
University. UNH needs direction and strong
leadership. We cannot afford another
president who will .come, be frustrated and
· then leav_e us ·in the °Iarid of interims again.
J ust between you and I the next president is
likely to be Dr. Gordon Haa~and. But whoever
it be, may they enjoy the summer in o ·urham
and show us a refreshed UNH when we return
next- fall to begin again. ·
·

Letters
school le~~I) realii~~- i~~ediate-iy ,
that the . word "man" in that
context ·connot~s no sexism
whats.o ever. The · word in that
context Cai? have only two possible
· ~ e _a ~ i n gs : e i t h e r .a s i n g-1e
· To the Editor:
10d1v1dual male, or mankind . The
The students of UNH shoul.d be
latter word is also not sexist; how
aware of events going on i"n ·the
many of us ever think mank"ind
faculty community which threaten . , refers to a collection of males? Yet
their educational welfare . Every
the Committee has acted out
decade _or so this cam_pus engages
arrogance, ignorance, and ·.
in a p,;troxys.m of silliness; often
i r res Po ri s i bi Ii t y to deny
this involves student activities such
accreditation to a course solely on
as streaking or bizarre dress, but ~he basis of their personal
this .time it's the faculty who have
mgorance of th~ E_n glish language .
freaked ·o ut. Under the guise of Furthermore, ·1t was not within
eliminating sexism from t-he · their jurisdiction to use sex ism. campus·, the Faculty Caucus has · al'leged or real-as a criterion for
passed a resolution which paves acceptaoility.
the way t_o the ·creation of an
"appropriate supervisory group'~
Students,. don't let ignorant
whose respons ibility will be to scan faculty gum up yQur education. 1
all university comm-uni·cations and
urge all of you. to Jight · genuine
written material for sexist · sexism-:-either in the language or
language . Anyone who has in its actions-wherever it is
.attended meetings of the Caucus found, but don't be duped into
: will reaFize that virtually none of its aiding and abetting these silly
members recongize actual sexist activities wh ich distract from the
language when they see it; their legitimate -goals oL Women's
attitude is generally a hysterical
Equa.lity. Furthermore, 1 urge all
response to three-letter clusters
of you to re-educate these faculty
such as "man" a n.d "son" . who are in need of Remedial
regardless of context. Next year · English so ttiat they can do no
may find this campus swarming more harm to our educational,
with these Wortpolizei (Worpos),
syste~. The demise of Chemistry'
perhaps wearing distinctive arm
409 has decreased your ability to bands as they scour the campus satisfy General Education
looking for those nasty three-letter
requirements . The department put
combinations which constitut e-' a lot of work into the planning of
prima facie evidence of blatant
that course so that it would meet
sexism. In fact, the Worpos ha ve . the needs of · students wishing to
already struck : The Gene ral
become literate in certain aspects
Education C ommittee , w bose only
of chemical sc ience. There is no
legitimate charge -is to evaluate the
doubt whatsoever but that the
educati o nal suita b ility of courses
course represents the highest ideals
wi th respect to meeting·the genera l of the Gener a l Education
educat io n criter ia, have rej ected
philo sop hy. W h ich · one of your
C he mistry 409 "Chemistry, Ma n
favo rite courses w ill fall ne x t?
and Soc iety" sole ly on t he bas is of
the sexism alleged ly implied by the
F ra nk L. P ila r
second word of the course title.
C hemist ry
Now any one who has taken
fres hma n E ngl is h (at the . hi gh

Sexism

of

Hair Dimensions
responsibil ity lies for putting out
Delta Zeta
trash contai_ners for the campus
and the to\vn of Du~ham. They
Congratulations are also • in
seem to be a scarce 'commodity
order for Kappa Sigma and Chi
which is -evid.e nt in the· amou nt of
_ , Omega for capturing the titles,
"Champions of the Rope". - ·
debris lying around. In a college
To the Editor:
town of this si1.c easy avai libility
· Jordan Aristotle Ambargis
Many thanks to Ken Fish for h is
with an eye for atfractive ness
Tug-of-War
Cha
irp(;rson
article '!Bookstore system deters
PS : Yes , there will be a 3rd ·should be given top priority.
book theft" and to the ed itors of
It's a pretty town. Let's keep it
Annual SAE / Easter Seals: TUG T~e N~w Hampshire for putting
that way.
·
~his article on the front page . The OF- WAR next spring. Will Kappa
L.
Smith
Sig
and·
Chi
O
be
able
to
keep
their
issue_of theft, especially of books,
titles'?
requires increased public attent-ion
and awareness. Taking appro. priate action in the event of a theft
_(co_nta_cting bookstores, filling out
an 10c1dence report with the police)
can hell? a victim recover his / her
stolen goods . Although I am a
recent victim, 1 am one of the
To the Editor:
luckier ones since I managed to
I ·am not sure where the
recover my belongings the same
day they were stolen. J got lucky
only because I reported the
incident and followed up on it.
Thanks again for the article. ,
JAMES M. Mil.LARD. Editor-in-~hicf
Kate Saltus

Theft

Trash

The New Hampshire
Sl : I' .MO l "I TO'\. Manag in g hlit , ll
! );\'\ I.A:\ l lR l (iA:\ . '-c \\ s h.lit" 1
SI I:\T IA:\(iF\' I '\. S p o rt s h l it,ir

Tug-o-war

JOH!\ (iOI.D . Managing Ed itor
MICHEi.LE I::VA!\ S. !\n1s Ed it or
MAURE.El'\ O'!\E l l.. h:a t u rcs Ed ito1

SC()"! I YOl "\;(i. Photo· Ld it"r
BI ii. 1'11.CHFR. Bus in c·s"s Man a l!L'r

l'A l/ 1 MORR IS. Ad1c rt is ing M a1 ~1µn

To the Editor:
On beh.a lf of the Brothers and
Little Sisters of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon· Fraternity and the Easter
Seals Society of NH / VT, 1 would
like. to thank all those people and
busines·ses who hel.ped to make the
Second Annual SAE / Easter Seals
TUG-OF-WAR a big success.
Thank you,
Nike .
Michel.o b Light
Skoal Bandits
J odi'sT he Durham Ba nk
O pen C ountry ·
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. Qiversity Forum
On being strong and .wiping noses
By-Lisa ·Prevost
_ The paranoia began the morning I discovered
someone had defaced my picture of William Hurt.
They _colored -his ~l_ue eyes red and penciled in a
moustac~e above that famous seductive grin.
I admit that the much-abused walls of The New
Hampshire office are not the place for personal
treasures, but why Bill?_ Why not the pin-ups of

their physically impressive company while I inched
my _way to the top. I didn't care about satisfying
their male needs, squelching their fears or bearing
their children.
I wasn't even a feminist - I was just selfish.
F9rtunately, before I threw away my re~ume, the
~oston G_lobe ran a David Wilson column just in
time entitled "But They're Missed at Home."
(Nobody left it on my desk.)

Marshall warns that women, like me, _whQ · set up
interviews on the phone, ,~ather than wait by it, are headed for a lonely and barren existence.
Christie or Brooke or the anonymous black and
white blonde squatting if). the sand?
I attributed the ruination of Bill to the jealousy of
some sex-starved male and retaliated by converting .
Christie into a "little. Hitler.
Next, my postcard o( a female bodybuilder
disappeared.
.
It was actually a woman's head-on a male body
and very definitely bizarre. Most people call_ it
disgusting. But I likeq it ~nd I feared- the person
who stole it wanted it for his own wall. ·
Then came the articleleft on my typewriter:
"Feminism and the Fear of Intimacy." Written by
Me~a~ ~arshall, !he book _excerpt appeared in the
Apnl 15 issue of Boston Globf Magdzine. ·-.
According to Marshall, wom~rr, like me, who
want a successful career more than they want a
husband will end up with a psychological handicap.
They l5'ecome so absorbed in their own work that
they are unable to see men more than business or
sexual partners.
. Ma~shall warns that women, like me, who -set up
mterv1ews on the phone, rather than wait by it, a-re
. headed for a lonely and barren existence. No man
~ill ever fit our unrealistic requirements for . the
ideal husband .
·
At age 23, I'd believed my life was just beginning.
Now I felt old.
_,
. Finally graduating after five years, I planned to ·
break _for New, York and work rriy way up on ~
magazine, yet Id negl€cted to consider a husband.
~orse I never cared! I thou-g ht I LIKED . independence.
.
~
·
Doubts about my femininity began to show up in
my dreams. ·!'-'IY nightmare_s usually included runny-nosed .
children, gobs of laundry and Jidy-Bowl men. But ··
now my mind _tortured me with vivid images of an
elderly me, dying alone in my dark apartment with
no man around to hold my hand.
I cornered both my close and casual male friends
as to whether my career ambitions wrote me off as
untouchable.
Never mind that I spent rhe majority of my
colleie years hunched behind a typewriter, spent
the rest of m_y time scrambling from the weight
room to my Job, and shouted obscenities in the
newsroom.
Did I, at 5'2",· 98 Ibs, scare th.em?
They were brutally honesf, a quality -of mine
which I began to feel guilty about.
"You ARE a bit intimidating."
_ "_Obtrusive." ( Definition: Unpleasantly
noticeable.)
··
"l 've always thought you must have a secret
desire to be -a man."
"All ~~u care about are mindless men -w:ith
muscles.
,
"I can't imagine you crying."
Can't imagine me crying?
.I could list a number of men who forced 'me to
hide behind dark glasses for days.
·

But maybe l'd been wrong about my b~oken
romances. Maybe it was my fault that my oldest ex
decided we'd have to break up because l wanted to
trek off to London on my- own .
Maybe my health obsession forced that last ma~
to assume our relationship · should be pur~ly
. physical.
A~d maybe it was nasty of rne to date one
par_t1cularly _affectionate guy for an entire summer,
w~Ile ~nowmg I 'd never spend the rest of my life
with h im .
·
The tla~less men on the wall of my apartment
stared at me · accusingly. I only wanted them for

displeasure 1s feared and whose heart can be
broken. :.
"~foth~rs _ar~ wiping fewer noses, kissing fewer
brmses, .. _.11:i_s_1stmg on fewe~ manners, furnishing
less _s.p1ntual_ ~<;>nsolat1on, baking fewer
coo~~e~,_. . . e_xp1b1ting fewer sensibilities and
sens1t1v1t1es ."
Something in D?-Y Stubborn little head snapped.
I _agr_ee that children need love to survive. But
somethmg wasn't right here.
All my m~n:iories_of someon~ hol_dil)._g m_y sweaty
hand on the first day of school , picking me up off
the _tar_ when I ~as attempting a two-wheeler,
remmdmg me to sit up straight at the dinner table
li~tening t? _my prayers, dan~ing -mecfown The stor~
a-isles, waitmg for _me to sneak in the front door
after curfew, _a nd ~onvincing me it was okay that I
totalled my car;·d~dn 't quit~ fit Wilson's theory.
That someone m my childhood was often my
father.
. .
My parepts operated as a team _:_ when Mom

Wilson attributes the deterioration of a sense of
decency in _today's young people to the flight of
mot~ers fro11_1 the home into .the working world.
Wilson wntes : "What works, and has since time
immemorial, is the inculcation of standards and
v~lues _by a family, in particular a mother, wh_~~ _______ .NOSES, page 19
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Your Books Call Be Your
~ Ticket ·Out.Of Here ...
· ~~~
When !You
Sell·Them To Us For ·Cash!

The
·Rules:

1. _ Bring us your textbooks.
2. _ For every book we buy, we'll give you an
ENTRY BLANK. (Or just come to the
~'BUYBACK"counter and ask for one-no sale
necessary.) Fill out your name, address, and
phone number and put -it in the "BUY-BACK"
fish bowl.
·
.
3. A drawing will_be held at 5 p.m. on the last .
day of finals and the winners will be announced on each campus immediately thereafter.
.

4. The contest is open to students only.
5. The Grand Prize winner will be selected by
random drawing from all entries received from all
Barnes & Noble Campus 8ookstores, and notified
by registered mail prior to July 1, 1984.
·
6. The 1st; 2nd and 3rd prizes will be awarded by
random· drawing at each
Barnes & Noble Campus _Bookstore. _

UNH BOOKST ORE
.A Service of

Barnes & Noble·.
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Moods and music varied at spring concert
By Jim Sullivan
Saturday's May Music Fest
at Snively Arena offered four.
d1stinctly different bands. The
crowd's reactions to this free .
concert ·varied from booing to·
-loud applause.
·
Pink Cadillac, the opening
act, took the stage at about,
seven o'clock. Their short set
consisted of lead singer/ guitarist Dave Champagne's cutting,
often

offensive

wit · "vrapped

around a rockabilly style.
Champagne's voice was
· drenched with · childish
sarcasm, , such as · ~in the
repulsive "Somebody Tell That
. Girl to Shut Up." His guitar
work was spotty at best. ·
Despite arria.teur drumming,
"Daddy's Money" and .. 'Tm
Not Happy" 'were the most .
likeable songs ·of the set.
Nonetheless, ·even the ·
group's more refined_ songs
were flawed in_some way. An
otherwise smart instrumental .·
was - rl:lined by . Champagne's
annoying chant of the song's
ti-tie, .. Whoa Baby Yea."
· One comment ; summed up
the crowd's feelings towards
Pink Cadillac. As Champagne
announced the fact that he was ·
about to change guitars, one
ridiculer shoti.ted "Cµangeyour
The band Somers~ult performed as part of the four band M~y Music Fest Saturday night. (Scott Young photo) · · ·
voice instead."
.
The second act was the jazz
Ano_ther highlight was
songs · were full-speed · rock Died." The· . shouting crowd
set's most impressive songs.
band ,somersault. ~ They .- fl rl'e ntdrumsolobyctdmmmer - topped with Ca~rroll 's enjoyed this anthem and its adperformed lengthy numbers of who had remarkably never· streetwise poetry:
NRBQ's show is laced with
lib bed reference to . J oh·n
interlocking guitar and played before with the band. ·
snappy -humor. "It - was A
· The best of this set was "Jt's Belushi.
saxophone in the mold. of jazz
The audience gave thi_s :Too Late," . from their album .
Accident" best combined this
performer Tom Scott.
- pleasantly well-meshed group Catholic Boy. This featured a
humor with the group's
The final act of the night was
In a tribute to the great appreciative support.
infectious bouncy sound.
· stomp'ing bass line bracketed the spunky, whimsical NRBQ.
pianist Count ' Basie, the
The Jim Carroll Band went
However, sometimes they
by Paul Sanchez' white hot They played a lengthy set of
group's lead guitarist showed on next to an increasingly guitar.
take the comedy a bit far. A
. · ·
.. rock, country and western, and
experienced skill.
rowdy_. crowd.· .Their twelve ·. - "Three_ Sisters," ."Lorraine,'_' jazz-influenced music.
purposely horrendous · joke
From the start they set an version of Hall and Oates'
and "Jealous Twin" were all
well done. ·On these, Carroll's upbeat mood with the merry "Maneat.er" and a salute to the,
band's manager" Captai"n Lou
sometimes mundane voice was · ''Me and the Boys." The
Albano could happily have
helped by some superb, Snively Arena crowd ·
been left out.
responded with much dancing.
extremely quick drumming.
"Oh Daddy" contained some
A rousing if not exceptional
Their song "Sweet Jane," .
_from their latest release, WclS version -of the classic . "Louie -punctual brass by the two:..man
Whole Wheat Horns.
-marred .only by poorly ~ailing · Louie" was a crowdpleaser.
A · cover of "Money"
"My HomeTown" followed by
bac!<-up vqcals.
. .
The only exception to the keyboardist . Terry Adam's .introduced Anderson's raspy,
band's high-gear play was "City claim that Durham is NRBQ's high.:pitclied vocals. His rough
rendition made · for a sloppy
. Drop_s into the Night," a hometown. The group's latest release -attempt at the song.
longer, ponderous song led by
NRBQ, although not quite
sharp guitar licks and rumbling "When it Rains at the Drive1n-" featured some fine consistent, used their amusing
. drums.
'".
The band's one encore was harmonizing between Joey zaniness effectiv"ely · to round
their minor punkish. hit frorri Spampinato and "Big · Al" out a night of contrasting . .
Cathoftf. Boy. People Who Anderson; This was one of the moods and mi.lsi~.

a;

'-

Harrowing war'games p'layed
Dresden bombings with some
By Chris Fauske -·
Director-General of the BBC
The War Game was made in pulled the program just 24 . superb footage shot on locatio•n
in South East England by the
I 965 for the British B-roadcast- - hours before it was scheduled
BBC.
.ing Corporation (BBC) before to be shown.
The War Game depicts the "
It became a · cult .· movie
the M X Missile was . even a
gleam in the eye of t"he U.S. among anti-nuclear people. effects" of . a one mega.ton
and the Campaign for Nuclear (Hiroshima sized) air-blast
Defense Secretary.
Th_e show has yet to be aired Disarmament( CN D) protested above a provincial capital in
on T.V.-, but the MX isabout"to its banning to gain publicity. South East England. What
be deployed. And that, a lot of Over the next 15 yeai~s it was follows · is. quite simply, a
people believe, · is a sad shown to private groups all nightmare where the living-to
use the only cliche that is still
reflection on the state of the over Britain.
Yesterday and Sunpay it was · defensible-envy the dead:
world.
Made in bl~ck and white
In Britain, the film, a shown in _the .Hillsborough
documentary- about the likely Room of the MU B. It was, in using hand held. cameras for
effcts . of nuclear war, was -its way. ri10re harrowing than much footage-· of post ,attack
Britain, the film made one
banned under the · D-Notice The Day A_fier,
The audience of approxi- thing clear: There ca11 be no
system which warns editors
that certain material is harmful mately 50 people who watched · normal society after nuclear
t<;> national security. It is a the film last night was visibly _ ~ar.
v o I u n t a r y sys t e m a I°m o st affected by the combination of GAMES, page 18 · always obeyed and the film from Hiroshima and

a

Lead guitarist of the, Jim ·Carrol band performing in Snively
Arena Saturday night: (Scott Young photo) ·
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Studen t artwor k exhibi ted
By Consuelo Congreve

Paper Towel Blotter by David Marstoff won second place in
the Student Art Association show. (Scott Young photo) ·

Jane 'Hoover's etching titled Mercersberg Academy. (Scott
Young photo)

The Student Art Association's 1984 Spring Show
exhibits a "wide spectrum of
student interest in a variety of
media," according to the Art
Association. Beside traditional
oils and watercolors there are
etchings, watercolors,
sculpture and woven blankets.
All exhibi~ed works are by
UNH Students and will be
shown in the Granite State
Room, MUB, until May 9.
One · unaque piece was
•·cherry Stool," a triangular
stool crafted out of cherry.
wood by Gwendlyn Letson.
The beauty of the wood's grain
and sandy red color was
highlighted in the stool that
looked like it would be found in
a .J 5th century tavern.
A number of the artists
worked in graphite ... Tools" by
Rolfe Voltaire suggested the
varying · rough and smooth
textures of saws anvils and
planers propped against a
· rough wooden wall. The kinetic
energy of the momentarily
·resting tools was brought out in
· the drawing .
.. Mercersburg Academy," an
etching by Jane Hoover,
suggested the grace and
strength of a chapel in a field of
trees. The strong stones of the
- building's walls contracted
with the graceful spires forming
a cross on top and the delieate
strokes in the windblown trees.
Heidi Kaiter's watercolor
"Corfu Alley" showed a view of
the back of ancient stone
houses from a vantage point on ·
an old~ worn stairway leading
up to them. The pale whites and
grays of the stones were offset
by a peek of a brilliant blue sky
in the upper left-hand corner
and a yellow flowering_bush on
the right.

In the "Weavi11:g'' category,
Lauren forman's •·Mohair and
Wool Throw Blanket-" was a
delicate blanket with geometric
and horizontal lines done in
pale mauve, blue, and maroon
colors. The softness and beauty
of the blanket would make an
interesting _ and attractive
shawl.
Karl Koga 's · ""Snow Scape"
was a color photo of reeds in a
snowfield with a backgrou_nd of
blue ice and loo,k ed like a
painting.
Prizes were awarded to the
following exhibits at a
reception Friday night:
Best of Show - •'Larry"
pastel by Patricia Elliott.
Second Best of · Shuw"Paper Towel Blotter #I", oil

on canvas by David Martsolf.
Color Award- .. SelfPortrait as Rembrandt," oil on
panel by John Jacobsmeyer.
Photography Award"U nititled" color photo by
Peter Guenther.
, Printl)1aking Award.. Today" etching, softground
and drypoint by Patricia
Elliott.
3 - D Award--:-_l)_ntitle d
bronze by Karl Koga.
Drawing Award-Untitled
pastel by Sue Dewsnap.
Alexis Serls-McConnell
Birthday · Prize- "44 Formation" bronze by Michael A.
Walz.
Winifred Clark Shaw
Annual

Purchase

Award -

Untitled oil by Virginia Nelson.

-,--------------

· Lauren Forman's mohai; and wool throw blanket exhibited .in
the Granite State Room. (Scott Young photo)

S-----------, GAME
page 17)
<continued from

It also made the total lack of place . the . blame on any
planning for survivors all too particular nation, but on the
obvious. "Civil Defense is a · . conf\1sion betw_een atomic
joke" i'S the message of the film. · s£ience and Stone Age morals.

Since the film was made,
there have been some
If the bombs do not get you, impr6vements in · society:
the fall-out .will, and ;f the fal_J,- Bishops no longer support the
out does not, the lack of _use of nuclear weapons. The
medical care will. If tha·t does ·retaliation belief is losing
not do it, the lack of food will support. The MX, however. is
get you, or the lack of vitamins. still bc_ing deployed.

Student art works on display in the Granite State Room. (Scott Young photo)

Have a .aood -summer _and ·write about it

And . if that is not enough
there 1s the breakdown of
society. It happ~ned in Dresden
even among the middle classes,
the_reby proving they are the
p~ssessors of - probably the
thinnest veneer of civilization
of any group in the western
·
world.

M issifes · a re no longer
launched -from the out-dated
bombers in The War Game but
from elaborate rockets that are
unlikely to be intcrc~pted .

The War Game is still
'banned in Britain-, showing the

. lasting .power of the film . This

-Features
in the Fall

is ca use for cynicism a bourthe
enlightenment of. our age.

The . War Game was made
when the Vietnam War was Just
b~ginning ·and. like The Day One is left after the film
Ajier, it responded _to a world
crisis still in the making. Also asking "Dear God. can nothing
be done?"
like The Day Afier, it did not
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'(continued from page 15)
ba_tt,Ie of the sexes neither side- by the time I'm 3o. I ca_n 't Globe and a somewhat
w·a sn 't .
Others· claim they like ·the will admit that wh;t they really pre_dict whet~er I'll accomplish bedraggled Bill for . company.
there ·t o keep me on the right -challenge of an independent · need
is each other's love and it smgly or wi~h a pai:tner. But I He never asks for the news
track, Dad was. If the moment · woman. It fits the image of the
support. They're too busy can _say l,'ll _s~1ll adm1re healthy section.
But if he did, I'd
called for tears, Dad could do it 80s to pursue a two-care<;r
trying to come out on top.
bodies, I l_l st1ll_have _a st~bbo~n _ probably split it with him.
as well as Mom.
_
relationshi.p.
.
_
.
My mothe.r's ·goal - was - to st~eak of tndepen~en~e _and _I II
If there is a g;:i p between men
As long as she settles into her
have all her chil.dren by the time . still type on a Fnday mg~t 1f .I Lisa Prevost was news editor at
and women today, I have a child-bearrng duties, doesn't
Th~ .New · Hampshire this
she turned 30 and then pursue a have to. . , -. ,
. _ . _.
hunch it doesn't stem ·· solely · show hi~ up in ~ublic, and
career. She did it.
The, paranoia has subsided. semester~ She .resents men at
from women's fear of intimacy, I.ea yes his _morn mg p~per
My goal is ·to be· established
I'm again :- enjoying my the v.f.fice who refuse to share
but from men's fear of unruffled before he _sees 1t, a
in
some
sort
of
writing
_
career
·
Sunday
mornmgirw1th only a The Globe in the morning.
inferi'ority.
caree_r woman 1:1akes perfect
-Some college men I know marriage matenal. _ Ater all,
won't chase a woman who she's not home long enoug_h to
doesn't whine arid simper at become ~ored ~ith. . .
their feet.
What 1s obvious 1s, !n the

THE PERFECT
SOLUTION
-FOR A CASE

----COURSES--- -

OF THE

(continuei from rage 3)
degree: ·
among some faculty that there
• Make the AA · degree a
i~ a problem with· the foor
terminal deg-ree by changing it . credits for four hours system
to an Associates in Applied · we have now," Theodore
Science degree. ff ~h · AAS - L:o_d er, Chairperson of the
degre_e holder· wished · t~ · Calender and Cl!_rriculum ·
continue on, courses taken for . 'co_m mittee said.
the AAS degree . could be
Loder, however, did not
ind i vtd ual ly eva Iuated for ,·specify what these perceptions
transfer credits.
_
were, saying only that it "might
•Have the AA degree -be~hetimetoreviewtheentire
cont rolled and awai·ded by one "system at this time ... the same
or more of the undergraduate
t.im~ when the U n1versity is
colleges and consists of only
initiating ne~ general
regular depar.trriental courses.
education requirements and an
• Gontinue to have the AA _-h9nors program."
degree control.led and awarded ·_ : 0 ~1Jhe present system has been
by DCE, -but_ consist only of i·n place since 1.968, according
. regular university courses. ·
to se·nator Darrett Rutman,
In other · _businesses, -the professor of History.
Senate approved a motion
·_ The Senate also voted to
· forming a special committee to increase -the number of faculty
review the University's _present members on the Computer
four cours_e-four credit system. Advisory Committee from two
•'.There is a perce_ption
members to three.

WHERE

MAH

GONNA

-PUDITS!

0

FROM CARS TO
-GUITARS AND
MASONRY JARS .,CALL US WITH
·VbtJR ~STORAGE
PROBLEMS - · WE'VE
GOT THE PERFECT
. SOLUTION!

I•

The New Hampshire

would Iik_e to con-gratula·i e _- ;· · ,
the class ·of

-PURDY .. _.
SELF-STORAGE

1984 !!

CENTER

Best -of luck in all you do. _

THE PERFECT SOLUT ION

56 SIXTH ST .. DOVER. NH 03820
· TEL: 742-4422

"

3 WORK STUDY

positions available for
summe~ at D.C.E.
registration office

...
..

10

.

'

Call 862-2017
ask fo,: Lori -

Responsible 30-year old
woman seeking modest
housing · next academic
year.

Fall
s~mester just Tuesday and Wednesday nig•hts;
spring semester similar.
Betty 868-2557

)

You've Worked H·a.rd for
-Your Degree . . . Now
-Let it Work· for You . You've put four years of effort into earning your co_
l. lege degree . Now it's time · for that degree to do
something for you. Your degree caQ open the door to
one of the - finest opportunities available to college
graduates - Air Force Office~ Tr_a ining Sc~ool. Comp~eting this three-month cour~e can put you into executive
positions-right away . You'll work with professior:al pe~ple in challeriging and &~warding career ar~as. If qualified and selected. yO"u can ~even enroll 1n graduate ·
school at little or no cost to you . And the employment
papkage we. offer is hard to be~t. - F i ~ t row you'r
degree can go to_work foE you. Conta, _
T Sgt Bill Kast
868-72.66
Your· AFROTC ·recruit er
is Captain Becke_
r , _862 - 1480

A great way_of_life.

~
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-----CHUPP-( continued from page 4)
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happened until two years later,
' after I left,,. he said raising his
left eyebrow, bringing back a
resemblance to Paul Newman
he had in a 1950 photograph.
He received a PhD. in Physics
in 1954.
Fror11 1954-59, Chupp said
he made many flights in drafty
Boeing B-36 's · to measure
cosmic ray-produced neutron
activity at 55,000 feet.
He became the father of a
son and a daughter and found
he was tired of being away from
a family he saw too
infrequently.
_ In 1961, on returning from a
scientific conforence in Japan,
he found he bad a third clilid..
_In 1962 Chupp came to
UNH . . . I needed the
change ... it's self-fulfilling to
refresh myself witn a new and
interesting thing," he said.
Mrs'. Chupp said her
husband is importa.nt to his
stfidents. "He's the only
Principle Investigator hired by
· NASA who's also a university
professor; this is gravy for the
students."
_
Chupp said .he h~d no _real
plans for the futu~e other tban
teaching at UNH and studying
gamma ray radiation.
Mrs. Chupp_works with her
husband as his .s cientific/ tech.,_ , nical ·editor.
. ·
,,.__ ••f ·have to c-a refully go over
every document that comes out
of his office-there's tough
competition -out there," "she
said.
- In the Chupp's bedroom
hangs a stainless ~teel mobile of
. the solar system; 's ilver-colored
· balls revolving slowly - on
conf:entric rings. A painting of
flowers made in bright colors
adorns one wall. Mrs. Chupp
said !)er daughter painted it.
-_: '"'.. -- r_J . Cbris"dnt, looking in the
1
living room at her father, said
'"Even when he wasn't around,
he'd always .be near, like phone.
calls almost every night. He's
such a father to us: "Lock the
car doors,' he'd say to us, even _·
-now."
She watc.h ed her father read
- his planning proposal. . '"I ·
wonder if there's a correlation: ·
a scientist studying the sun -a nd
an artist -recreating a flower?"
she asked:
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Can you find the hidden U.S. compan~es?
AMERIC::AN CAN
AVON •
BENDIX
BORDEN'S
CHRYSLER
COCA COLA
EXXON
FIRESTONE
FORD
GENERAL FOODS
GENERAL MOTORS
GILLETTE .
GOODYEAR
GULF OIL

IBM '/
KELLOGG'S
NABISCO
PILLSBURY
POLAROID
SEARS
SHELL ·oIL
SQUIBB
STANDARD OIL
TEXACO
U.S. STEEL
WILSON
XEROX

,, MK..OP(JfJ, 5.33
HIT f3Y A SUMMIT 5TREe-~ _/Jl.lMP. ·

\

\

~

._;__MOORE- ( continued from_ page 6)
chooses to keep private.
Moore is -married -with- two
children: Eric, 18; and Allison,
· · 13. · His life is filled with
teaching, pub"lic opinion polls,
and writing a textbook on the
media's• role in . American
politics.

C ·
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His life-is not as exciting now ·
, as it was in Vietnam.
"'Challengi·ng and interesting/'but_not ~xci_ting_
-Si metimes he feels a longing
to return to Vietnam, to seek
,,; out friend,,<t he made there; the
Vietnamese _villagers he feared
were killed by Viet ·cong, and- _
the classmates who died in a conflict "''we had no business
being· involved with,,. he said.
""It was a war,,. he said, ""that
the United States can't be
proud of.,.
·
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-----MEDIA----<continued from page 3) ·
qualified individuals at , UNH
who are frustrated by the lack .
, of cooperation between media
· groups, as well as the lack of
appropriate facilities," the
report stated.

The report also '·said that
even if · UNH had enough
equipment, ••it would be a
nightmare to try and figure out
where .to go for _what seryice."
Watson said the program
would cost $55,000 · over the
nexffive _years to buy the new
equipment. This amount would
not covei- the cost of hiring the
media coordinator, · said
Watson._who added he h;icl T)"t, _
done ·a ••good cost analysis.

repair fpcilit_ies.

Presently most of the
u n i Ve rs i t y,s :a u d ro.vi s u a I
equipment is on. ·: ·pe.qnanent ·
loan" to departments. Most
repairs, howe\ier, are done
within the departments or off
campus because of poor service
through media services, the
report said.

HFAF

WORD
SEARCH
ANSWERS

STREET
SENIORS!
.

-

ROOMS ·STILL AVAILABLE :
FOR ,GRADUATION~GUJJSTS
The report recommended the
LI niven;ity

hire

u · full - time

video repair technician to ""save 11,;::::...- -,A,._
money that is presently flowing
off campus ... It is our opinion
that with a small initial 1,,--..,,__,,,_,,_.__-...
investment, .a,nd- _an even
s ma 11 e r, bu t c·o n t i n u o
infusion of equipment funds,
The_ report recommended - we could create modern, upUN H decentralize equipment to-date audiovisual system on
a.Jlocation .but .centralize the campus~"
·

3 SHEAFE STREET _PORTSMOUT~ NH 03801

us

603-436-9104

a

.

NH Printworks
· Ha~s, totes, golf shi~ts, sweatshirts
Businesses, clubs, organizations ·
Mahy styles available
~
' N~·· o'rde-r too· small

'

SPRlnG CAMPING.SALE

.mau 8th - mau 18th

9

•

Long sl_e eve T-shirts
with sleeve printing
Peter C Greider ·
603-431 -8319

, ·,

31 31 Layfayette Road
Portsmouth, NH 03824

Sl~eping Bags_- North Face
Centaur
_:;Reg., $112.50 SALE $~8.50North Face Griffen
Reg. $138.50 SALE $96.50
Coleman Peak I
Reg. $5_9.95 SALE $48.00
;

1972

VWBeetle ·
'One -owner . recent._ engine
overhaul, 4 - nearly - :iiew·
tires, body_in goo_d shape.
Asking $89 5

·

ask for Bob

Tents
. ·Dhimorid Brand Prima Dome
? .·., =:, R:·eg. $159.00 SALE $125 .00
Addit_~_On'}l tents at sale prices

·868-2374
.

__ .,.;,-•

,..:

'

Frame Packs

Get

Kelty Tioga
Reg. $,52.00 SALE $120.00
North Face Ruthsac Travel Pack
Reg. _$_105.00 . SALE $84.00
Wildthings Ice Sack
Reg. $70.00 SALE $56~00

Smart
Finance your
.education with a
Student Loan from
United Federal Bank.
Our guaranteed Student-Loans can help take the bite out of r.ising educational costs! At interest rates much lower
than other personal loans, you can afford to finance
your schooling.
And you won't have to worry about making payments
until after you're out of school.
So don't let a lack of funds keep you from your career
goals.,Stop by or call United Federal Bank today.
. We're here to help!
Manchester 825·2800
_Derry 434•5400
Hooksett 825·4800
Concord 225,2321

~te~

·

~~~·~~~~~r=~~~i~o F£ era Bank

Hiking Boots ·

t.

Fabiano Leather Models
30% off

l/lildtrns Crai/g

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham Tel. 868-5584
Right Behind The Durham Trust Bank

I

I

I,

I

'
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Room.mates wanted for° summer sublet.
Si _
n gle bedrooms, Just outside Durham..
Sc_reened porch, huge yard, completely
furnished. Very comfortable house. Call
Jed at 862-1323 or 742-7150.
·
Summer sublet available June 1st. 2
people great location.:_right above
Community Market. Ask for Dave or Jeff
862-1290. .
.
Hampt9n Beach-3 "Pike'; brothers are
looking for 4th and / or 5th ro_o mmate(s).
On the strip, large front porch, 3
bedrooms, can mov'e in i·n 3 weeks. $800
toJal, incl'udes light, water, etc.. Call Don,
Aridy, or Chris at Pi . Kappa Alpha 8689830 or 862-1292.
· Summer· Sublet-Davis Court, Durham,
availabl_e June 1st to the end of August, 2
. bodroomo,..

¢ _: 100 1/ mo,

(ront

r109otiobJo>

full_.bath, kitchen big living room,Jaundry
fac1ht1es, parking minutes from campus.
Call Marie 868- 7208 even ings.
Stuaio apartment-summe·r sublet at
room 118 Woodman Ave Apartments
with fan. option. $190/mci during
summer, utilities included. Available May
20th. Contact J_udy P., Stoke 244 868- ·
9813 or 2-1133 or contact Cheney Realty
at 659-2303.'
Summer _Sublet in the Coops·. Looking for
1 or 2 people: Call Steve at 868-9797 or
D.ave at 868-9844.
Room for- rent in private home just off
UNH campus. Furnished, · private bath,
$200/mo includes utilities. Female, nonsmoker. Call Janerat 862: 1900 available
forsummer ·and/or fall semester.
·
Summer Sublet $330/mo. Newmarket 2
bedroom apartment, 2-3 people, possibly
4. Full k1tcl]en, (fully furnished) and living
room. Call Holly 659-6407.
Hous_e · for Rent: Architect-desigAed,
luxurious, contemporary, 4 bedroom, den,
3 . full baths, laundry . with washer and
dryer. Ouet, wooded location overlooking
Oyster River. Easy walk to UNH. Available
Se_pL 1 (possibly Aug . .1_5). One year lease
m1n1mu,m, no undergraduates,
references required. Wm Bonnice, 22689 or (617) 754-3060(Worcester, MA).
Summer sublet with fall option, in
convenient Durham location. Modern
apartment for 1 or 2· people, $355 per
month. Eve•n ings call 664-7636 ask for
Robin.
·
Wanted~ 2-3 bedroom apartment or
house to rent in Lee, Durham, or Madbury
for a small family-no pets. Please call
Susan at 659-3196.
·.
FALL Of:>TION-SUMMER SUBLET:
Exclusive Durham apartment, seconds
from campus, very large . 2 people
apartment, fully furnished-FANTASTIC
place to live! Call 868-9820 Dot, or 8681880 evenings.
Cape Cod-Summer Hyannis: town or
beact). Gals stop here you·ve f.ound it,
alone or with friends. Rooms, 2 per, with
own fridge and kitchen priviledge, use of
cable TV. Apartments, cottages, $50 up
weekly. Season only, college atmosphere.
778-1158 0~ 72-9-0905.
For rent: 3'bedroom modern fully carpeted
apa,rtment _ in quiet, wooded location
overlC>oking Oyster River. Living room.
with ffreplace Separate kitchen, with
d_ishwa-sher, regrige.rator, ·range,
d1sp_osal. Easy walk to UNH campu$ ,
Available June 1st, asking $660/mo. one
year. ·
··

2

Wanted, or 3 b.edrm. apt or house in OR
School District for a quiet family. 6593196.
. · . ·
,

NEED A SUMMER JOB? Our company
hires · students! Last summer we
employed 1000 students· in our college
r,ir·ogram. Last summer, students in the
college program averaged $260.0o" per
week. Interested? Call 1-800-582-0876
for an interview._Ask for Mr. Spaulding-.

Housing needed in or around Exeter
Responsible . non-smoker working i~
Kensington. Ready to move in anytime.
Call Alan, 772-3893.
In Durham, apt. sublet avail. for s_
u mmer.
Two single bedrooms, one double, full
kitchen and bath, very large living room
w/ fireplace and large windows, laundry,
yard, garage, very nice residential are·a.
Rent is $750/mo. includes all utils. Call
868-7377.

Summer work 21 year old with WSI and
three other staff positons avaiable at Boy
Scout Camps in NH. Must ehjoy working
with kids. For-more information. call Ellen
at 742-5536 after 6pm on Tuesdays and ,
Thursdays, or any time on the weekends.
Summer work 2·1 year old with WSI and
three other staff positions available at Boy
Scout Day Camps in NI:, Must enjciy
working with kids. For more inforamt1on,
call Ellen at 742-5536 after 6 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays·, or any time on
. the weekends.
·

For rent. One bedroom apartment in
Dover. Great location-near downtown
Dover-on the Kari-van · route ·$230/mo.
Heat and Hot water included. Call Lisa

742-6366
Dover-4 bedroom apartment available
6/1 /84c85. Newly renovated, large living
room, dining rm and kitchen. $600/mo
plus oil heat and electricity. Located near

~g 9~fi-Van

g~'/YaWt-h~~~ragg 8

route.

Furnished single rooms with baths
available for female students only.
Available for 1984-85 Academic year.
Private entrance. Ten minute walk from TH all. $800 to $950 per semester,
including utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4
pm.
.
Summer sublet-huge room in beautiful
downtown apartment. · Females only.
Price negotiable. 23 Main Street, Call
868-2322. Ask for (;orene.
CAPE COD summer-Hyannis town or
beach/Gals, s_top i'lere you've found it,
alone or with a friend(2 per room) with
own fridge and kitchen priviledges, use of
cable, T.V. Apts and cottages. $50.00 and
up weekly. ·Season only. College
Atmosphere. 1- 778-1158 or 1-729-0905

For , summer work at Salisburry Beach,
two individuals desirable with some
photographic experience. Salary arid
commission. After 6 p.m. 926-5714.
Summer work-study positions and
. Student lnterships . available at
· Newmarket Recreation and Parks. Department. Variety of positions include:
Youth outdoor Education Director, Arts
Director, Sports Director, Office ·
Administration and programming
9pportunities as well as Senior Citizen,
Pre-school and adult program
opportunities available. Excellent pay and
work\ng envirome·nt. For complete
inforamtion, call 659-5563 or send
..--resume and area of interests to:
NEWMARKET RECREATION, · TOWN
HALL, Newmarket, .03857.

Wante~-summer sublet in Portsmouth
areci, must have own rooin, rent
negotiable. Call Sue at 749-5367. Try in ·
I.ate evening .
Young Drive house seeks 3-4 roommates
for the fall semester-please call us at 868-

2587 ·
Summer sublet for rent in Durham, 2
bedrooms 4 people $120 month. Call
868-9857 ask for Elizabeth.
4 rooms available in big .house in Dover.
Sha(!=: living room, dining room, kitchen, 3
baths, Co-ed. Off street parking near KariVan. $135/mo and heat. Available 6/1.
Call Beth,. Fran- or Steph at 742-0081
anytime.
Summer Sublet: on r'e sidential a,nd ·quiet
Bagdad Road. Barbeque .grill ,. lots of yard
space for parties. Two bedrooms for four
pe.ople. lots of closet space, windows let
tons iof sunshine and cool breezes in.
Rent. negotioable, ·call 868-1658.
WANTED: Male Housemate for great
house in Durham. Small private bedroom,
share full housf;)(and it's loaded!)one mile
from Campus-Country setting. Nonsmoker, serious only. Call 868-1711
daytimes before 3:30 PM fo r
appointment. · Available late summer.

Wanted~l[IJJ

' ~He-Ip
·

Mother-to-be, looking for co-ed to care for
(May) newborn and toddler beginning
June ·'84. Guaranteed J ll)Onth position,
possibly 6 weks. $200 wk. Central N.H.
·area. Room and board possible. Driver's
license. Character or work references.
Call (603) 293- 7667.

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round .
Europe, S. Amer., Austr"alia, Asia. All
firlds. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write IJC, PO Bx 52-NH, Corona Del
Mar, ·cA 92625
·
SUMMER JOBS-MAYHEW needs male
staff for i'ts_:: summer program. Pos'itioris
are residential, 9 weeks; with salary,
· room, board, laundrey. Job Descritions
applications-'-RFD #J, box 179, Bristol:
NH 0322? or (603) 744-8494.
·
NH DWI Prevention Council has available
for followiAg work study . posi:ti0.r;rs, for
spring and summer. 1) Assistant to the
. director /typing, writing, telephone, filing,
orgainzation. 2)Clerical. 3) REserach
Assistanqcompile, analyze and report on
data. 4) Sales and Marketing Manager for
distribution of non-alcoholic alternative
beverages·. Pay range is $4-$6 / hr
depending on position. and expericne .
Contact Leo Spencer at 659-5743.
Four positions available for. sumemr at
White Mt. Family Campgroun and Gottage
. c·o mpl·es. -- 1) Assistant Manager. 2)
Recreation director. 3) Office attendant.
4)General maintenance p!;')rson. Lodging
prov1decj. _A couple would be ideal. Tel.
659-2790 for iterview .
" NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAMP"-(Mass)
Counselor Positions for Program
Spec_1.al1sts: Baseball, Canoeing, Cycling,
Sailing, . Swimming., Tenni.s, and
Waterskiing , Arts and Crafts, Computers,
Drama / Music, Photography, OvernitJht ·
Camping, Woodworking . Send details,
references-Camp Mah -Kee-Nae, 190
Linden Avenue, Glen Ridge, NJ 07028.
Summer · work-,--$309 / week, · g o od
experience travel, must be- hard working
and independent . ·Send resume t-ci
semmer work. Box 82. Midtown Mall.
Worcester, MA 01612.
::~~~~--~~~~~~~~::~~:
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Fischer · skis '(120cri-i) > Salamon
bmdings......:$50. Skis need some work.; but
bindings in great shape. 868 ~2587 Tues·
Fri after 5
' 1978 Dodge Challenger ; A 1T, AM :1FM .
Great shape, $2000, calla 868-1874,
1974 Bu·i,ck Centurini luxury ·car Power
seats. Power windows, cruise control. Air
cond ition .· iV)any nevv parts. No rust.
Excellent running ocridition . Ask $750 or
.
,
B.O . CAIi Wang, 749 , 9213.
'68 VW Bug in excellent condition. $1950
call 659-3991
Queen size bed. Sheets, pillows, pad Like
new._Great buyfor $130. Call Fred at 8622067 .leave message.
Improve you_r grades 1!! Bu·y a professional
quality desk most see to appreciate .Such
a small price to pay for a bettere.durntion.
Call 742- 7150 and make an offer b.efcire
its ,too late.
·
1978 Ford Mus'tang II. Exellent Mileage,
No rus t. clean Enoine. 4 soeed . .AM / FM ,
hatchback. $1 500 or best offer . Please
call 868°5407 .
1979 Toyota Coral la; 2-dr, 74,000. miles.
· Needs a transrrnss1on. $700 . Portsmouth
Hannah 431-5270 (work) · 439-4074
(home)
Refrigerator for sale (dorm · size). Goo<:!
Condition $85.00 or best offer. Can Edna
at 2-1596.
·
CLARINET, King dar·inet for sale, only
used one year. $125 is a steal. Ca.II CJiris
at 868-5509 om tje evemomgs pr ;eav~ a
message
Motorcycle for sale. , 1975 Honda, :550
Super sport: Excellent condition , cl~ian :
many accessorie:s: ·in.eluded. $750 . .,Cali
Scott at 868-5241 or see at 25 ,Main
Street.
,
'
1 976 Kawasaki Kz 400 E->wel,le.rit
Condition. -Many,: j 1ew parts.. B,un's
extremely well. ·Mwst , sell fast~., Ask!iing
$650 or B.0 . ·0.all.Mike,868-755·5 ,,, ,,
1970 VW £ernii;-i-Automatic Yelfow -Bug
w1thsun roof;, n.ev.v front radials, ·year&Jl.<ij
rebuilt engine .'<'"2•7: mpg ;- .eas¼ "' on: oi.h
Handles well and only $650. $725 with
Sony Cassette / FM and J.ensen triax. Call
Mike at 2-1319 or off campus 868-9678
evenings best .
Kawasaki, KDX 175 1980. $500 or B.O.
Clean, Dependable, ver.v· good condition.
Call Steve 868-2.381. ·
·
For sale: 1980 Kawasaki KZ440. 3,200
mi_les EXCELLENT CONDITION-great
mileage-faster .in the ¼ mile .thatn the
Porsche 928. New battery, cover, rear bar;,
vgit!J_;, bag. _.,Q .esr offer,,,:·Ga/1 -. 868 >1OO6.
mormf1[!_S__ b~fore 9 a.m. or evenings.
•
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TYPING, WRl T.II\JG , ,A{':..fD. , (iF,l.AP.Jrll.G:
DESIGN
' by-·P·ENN·A(3-RAF'HICS- ~
WRITTING ASSOCIATES'." Resom'e~
reports, charts, ,;'and · graphs, 5Ef M~iri
Street, Durhan~ ~68-1PW IVi:F ·1b'-;6'"·0i
the stairs between''Cl~'ssic Corie a.rid Red
Carpet .
·
··
·
''
0

Doing· research? Collecting boGks? Need a
book? Fre_e out-Gf-print _search .service,
D?ug Robertson 749-4335 ,
D.J. Smvices-D.J. -from .. radio station
WGIIVManch~ster to D.J. your next party
or school event. Rates reasonable/
negotiable. Call 749-6709 weekday
evenings after 6 p.m . Keep trying
FREE makeup an conlnr consultations·
per-sonals or groups. 10% discount on any
makeup or skincare products of you
:organize a group. Learn which colors look"
best on you - and have fun! Call Sally742-0370.
.

SUMMER JOBS. MAYHEW needs male
ALPINE #7151 cssette deck, AM i FM car
staff or its summer program. Positions are
sterro system with Alpine speakers
residential, 9 weeks;" with salary, room
Hardly used. $~JO or B 0 . (603) 778and board ; laundry. Job Descriptions,
_7257 Ask for Gordon or (603) 868-2833.
applications - RFD 1, Box 179, Bristol ,
Storage space available at re asonab'le
N.H 03222 or (603) 744-8494.
· . <DeaFl Elite guitar for sale. Very. good
rates. Call 742-6148.
condition Tiger stripe finish . Top of the
NEW .E NGLAND BOYS CAMP - (Mass.)
Papers, resumes and ·i"etters prepared
line with hardshell case. $400 .- Call Nick
Counselor positions for pro.gram
professionally and quickly by 9 to _5
Furnished single rooms with baths
or
Jeannie,
868-5928
pr
659·-2580.
specialists:
Basketball,
Cycling:
Tennis,
Secretarial Service,_String Bridge, Exeter,
avai_lable for _female st-udents only.
Canoein~, Fi!>hing, Kayaking, Sailing,
NH (603) 772-9585.
Available for 1984-85 academic· year.
16' Hobie Cat · for sale. fa81 Tequila
Watersk11ng, Wmdsurfin.g, Archery, Arts
Prwat·e entr"ance, .ten minute walk-from TSunrrse Ed1t10n. Doable trpeze, righting
TYPING, WRITING AND GRAPHIC
& Crafts, Computers, Drama/Music,
hall. $800 to $950 per semester,
system, rug-rails, trailer, More extras
DESIGN by PENNAGRAPHICS &
Electronics:
Ham
.
Radio,
Ove.
r
night
including utilifres. Call 868-2-217 after 4
_- incluc(ing life preservers (Omega), and
WRITING ASSOCIATES : Resumes
Campmg, _Vrdeo Taping. Good salari.es.
p.m.
wet suit. Call Ty ·at 436-8417.
reports, charts and graphs. 58 Mai~
lnquire: _Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 190 Linden
Street, Durham, 868-,1025 MWF 10-6
For r~nt: bedroom in private' home bouse
Traynor TS-~H Cabinet for sale, 200 watt
Avenue, Glen Ridge, N.J. 07028. Phone
Sat. 9-2. Up the stairs between Classi~
privileges-a.II Litilit_ies )ncluded, only 1(i
capacity. Nine 3" speakers, Excellent
.
- (201) 429-8522.
.C_one arid ~ed Carpet .
. miles ,. from IJNH. Country setting, ca-II
condition. $200 . .Call Nick or J.eannie,
.
JOBS
IN
ALASKA
$800-200-0
monthly!
332-4838. '
·
868-5928 or 659-2580
Parks, fisheries, resorts, oil industry and
Sum~er sublet-:-Westgat!=! Village,
For. sale one pair women's Tioots , "AM
more! 1984 Summer Employment Guide,
Dover. $340/mo )Nitb fall option. Move in
leather, burgandy, (Blad~) 3" heel), side
employer listings. $4.95 Alasco, Box
ASAP, · May rent free! Ideal for two or
zipper, Size 8"1/;, : Condition· Excellent
30752, Seattle WA. 98103.
·
.
three.,. price negotiable. ,Ca.II Jofm ·or Todd
worn approx. 5 times. Why am I selling?
Summer _Camp staff needed. Both
'·
·' at .749-0689. · . ··
Was given s1mtl-ar pair Call 868- 7347, · Lost at Beta .Friday night: fv,,;o jean j~d<ets
·resi.dent and c~y c·amp positions · Mon and Fri 12-5 p.m. Tues and Thurs 12one with Shamrock pins and Mass
Only 1 space left!! For summer sublet in
available. Cook, Waterfront director, Rifle
license. If found please return to Stoke
2 p.m. Final sale.
·
Durham. Beautifu·1 2 story, 3 ·bedroom
range director. All must be 21 years old
' rooms 324 or 325. No questions asked.
house: washer, dryer, dishwasher,
DHEVETTE HATCHBACK ' FOR SALE:
minimum. Other positions open. All
Pleas return the pins and license to
garbage dispos·al, spacious living area.
1976, 87,000 miles. Body in good shape;
camps in New Hampshire. Call 625-6431.
Stillings box 1733.
·
Call ·.NOW at 868-2845 or stop , by 19A
engine needs some work . AM / FM
Room and Board exchange for 26 hours of
Lost: a set of keys lost at the tennis courts
Main Street. D-ON'T MISS YOUR
casseHe Great a II purpose economical
babysitting arid ligbt housekeeping.
1
behind Hetzel Hall. If found, please call
CHANCE!l!
car . $1000 or Best offer. Caroline 868Madbury Rd. Faculty home Amiable
Dave at 2-1612 or 868-9792, 223 Hetzel.
1522
Roommate wanted to share 2 bedroom
toddler - Flexibie hours. Call 868-5669.
Lost: Set of keys on an Olympus key chain.
new house on Great Bay on the water,
Kawasaki 350. Runs good, S325 or B.O
UNH WILDLIFE REASERCH FACILITY.
Somewhere betweeh Ghetto and Post
wall to wall carpe_t, washer, dryer,
Dave Robar, 868-9678
Fawn
rearing,
animal
caretaking,
misc.
Office. If found please call Al at 2-2159.
$500/mo, $250 each, 3 miles from UNH
For sale · 3 - girls 10-spet!cl Scl1winn
duties.
Must
have
.
summer
wor.k
study.
Call 742-3458 ask for Phil,
,
Hetzel 3rd Crew - To one of the loudest
·
· Srrburb~rn bicycles-excellent condition
Call 862-1000 for info.
but ghreatest and funnies( years Th~
Summer Sublet-Durham 4 room
only been used a few ti111es Please cali
.
Summer
child
care
worker
needed
at
silinest and preversity kept us a.11 goingapartment just off Gasoline Alley: Wall to
Ken, 868-1904 . Selling for $125 a piece
Little People's Center in Durham. Must
never once regaining our sanity You guys
wall carpeting, fu-lly furnished full
Reel to . Reel Dokorder 7140 (tape
have an interest in being part of socially
are the nads and, we're not too sure how
kitchen. Available June-Se~. Vi~w of
recorder)
.
Like
new,
20
hrs
ol
ust!.
4
track
conscious cooperative and enJoy-handling
we 'r._,e _going to get _.;ilong without T J
Oyster River, large yard. Call 868-"5180 .
with s•iml'JI synck on all channels Echo
a group of ch1kdren $4 / hr. WORK STUDY
Sc::hnooker, a long hopedale fan, Herbie
·
ask for Matt or Rich.
·sound with a 4 tra -::k reel. Mix down panel
.
ONLY! Call 868-5412.
the Den-tist, Sleazy wild wenches, a
Apartment to rent in · Newmarket, 2
Firm $480 Call Rick at 659-2583. pseudo-Italian munchkin, · and assorted
JOBS
IN
ALASKA
$800-2000
monthly!
.
bedrooms, . large living .room, kitchen·,
Sunsurfer sa·ilboard for ·quick sail
other demented m_em_b ers of our motely
Parks, f_1sh_e ries, resorts, oil industry and
front porch. Either partially_furnished if 1
crew. 'We wish you all ihe best. So, until
complete with heavy duty large sail. Like
more! 19!;34 Summer Employment-Guide,
person to move. in . or unfurnished if 2.
homecoming ... take care you guys. Love
new
20
hrs
of
use.
Firm
:
$375.
Rick
659employer listings. $4.95 Alasco, Box
$160/mo, neg. per. person .- Call Riehard
2583
.
Deb ar.::l Ang
30752 , Seattle WA 98103.
S. 659-6407.
.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY-I'm looking for a
female roommate to share a quaint
furnished 2 bedroom apartment, only 3
. miles ·from Durh.am, quiet s·etting.
Starting Sept. 1st. Call soon' 742-0691
ask for Cincly. Leave a messa.ge and you~
phone number if interested.
.

·I_
,; _
, P
-e rsonals----']~
_

AIMi°E - Can you beli~ve that ,t he yea·r is

almost over? I just didn't' want you to
forget the great times we've had jover the_
summer: Rememlver - RI.and meeting THE
"Paul B". Don't forget Boston and the
scene at Durgan Park (I WILL,. get even)
aAd Northeastern. We'll have to do it
again! Of course we worn't ·forget the
days that the dcmr m_ysteriously wouldn't
open or the UFO's in the lives. You really
have · made life specia.l! Thanks for
everything - Kee1o1smiling sweetie! NCN - ·
love your "roomie' '..
Beth, Ronda ; Sandi, Do~, K, Gail, A Carol,
Krick, Marie, Elaine, Nie, Sue etc ... and the
pit friends · Davey; Kevin- , Dana,· Trots,
Roo, Jt., Co-Pilot,' Jim, Bear;· Gamer,
Topast,. Brent, ScottE, Mr. Sechony, Tim
(in Calif) - Just wanted to thank you for a
wonderful year and all your love, support,
hugs, kisses . . ,You gotta have'em.
Sunappe, anteaters, parties, Eddie
Murphy, Chili., . typewriters security,
weddings, road trips ... Especially to Da,
Kevin ancl RJc;:iom iP. for all vour love and
support. Happy Vacation! Love, J.
"Fingers·" and "Guido" - congrats, you
made it! It's been great p"laying in jazz with
you. I wish you weren't g!'_aduating this
year because I'm really goint to miss you•
next year. They rhythm section won't be
.the' same without you! Best of luck_to you
both! Good luck getting your project done
John, and thanks for all the fun! Steve
Cummings, even though you drink Genny
Cream you're okay and make gr9at
spaghetti. Best of all good ttiings in the
f-uture; I'll miss ya! Thank you and John
for entertaining Sandi and Me that one
friday nite. We had a great time.
-f3.QUNDBALL, Good luck to you and the
r.est of th~ CREW TEAi\(! at the Dad Vail
. Regatta. We '.re sure you'll do GREAT! P,S.
Best_ of luck at Cornell. We'll miss you
L0-T-S next year. Please don't forget us.
· Kath W. (my old roomie) Didn't know if
you'd ,bother to _read thrnug·h all of these
but...just wanted to teH you that it's .been
g~ept knowing you all these years!! Next
. 1/E/<H.MO!:! will definitely see more of us-L
prom1s.e "-we·11 be living so much closerit'll be great!! This summer a roadtrip to
Hampton - is in the plans-BUT no more
sunburns for me!·Love always, your friend
from STIMULATING Anthro. which I know ·
we will both miss-hah hah! ·
Dear Neighbors of 5-Here·s to Leroy G,.,
your emacul,a te · li~[n.g quarters, holy
h~ndg.renades, . Jhe · ·vicious : circle of
hocke/ arid-~ttiat wild frie'n d
and is
there a problem? Thanx for a great
semest~r' ESP Johnny GG

c:

W.W. of 6-Hey twin, wake .m-e' up n .ext
time - i,i stranger , arr'ives at 4;:'00! ·Re:
Blackature dancin', M.J., Phil-Baby, yet,
I.eave it, . Rebel yells in the morning!
Doubles anyone?· C.C.C., D.P., and P.
Com-Good luck CYN GG.
.

h,App,

~JE)nn

and Kerr.r:=:.t;ef psyched to live
,~yah in Dovah this fall!!! Hey, how·s th'e
leasfi1?!! Hope we see it soon ... P~S. What
~treet .do we live on?? Good luck wi t h
finals - have fun this summer . "CAL
VAL"
Win thousands of dollars worth qf prizes
1n_clud1ng_ -a free honeymoon to the
Bahama's at the WXKZ 96. 7 "BRIDAL
AFFAIR EXTRAVAGANZA, .. Saturday
May 26th, 10 a.m.-5 pm. at -the New
England Center
Heidi, You asked me not to em bar ass you well , I'll try not to but it will be difficult.
Where shall I start? I think: Pike, then TKE,
Eric? Who's Eric?, Beta Hayyp · hours,
Nicks, I think we should call him '.'Bob "
Whos Bob? Eric's brother, of course! The~
SAE, SAE, etc, the best was Acacia, or
maybe Lambda. (I'm so depressed), Sigma ·
Nu (breakdance much? How about a
cigarette) Well, Heidi, its too bad we never
gotr the chance to party toegether, huh?
And I never kissed the pig! Well ; next time
I see you.sitting on the beach with a cooler
of Mich Lite next to you, I'll come over and
steal one! 03, 04 ... See y ·ou in
Nantucket!!Love ya, Chris. PS. Which Eric
was it.?

AAn -, Only 11. more days to graduation!
· Hard to believe we've been at it for. 4
years! We've been thr"ough a lot together and believe me rts definitely been worth it
all! You've been a great friend and I'm
glad to have bee □ lucky enough to have
met you freshman year and to have
shared so inuch witfi you! Lets make this
last week and half great! WelGGme to the
wjld y~orld! Love Sue.
GriFly_-Lo.9king forward to the wine. Hope
you dcrn't fall asleep.
_
.
·
Mir- .t lope you didn't eat that flower we
delivered to you, good luck next year as
RA and have a good summer i □ ports. Any _
free time- 2-5227.
Liz-It" was fun meeting you in conte's
class. Your a Grade A wise-ass just like
n 't . get
me. Hope your notebook does_
homesick because I will be needing to
borrow it(please).
Heather- Thanks for not talking to me
about you know who, have. a good
summer
Donna L. I tried but I'm too buisy for my
own good, crew meri are OK I quess. Have
a good time this summer.
Steph-l'm sorry about everything, GUILT,
just ask.
XIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXI
XIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXiXIXIXI

STEVE-Congrat_ulations on the real job ·
-Mark-1\/liHie said to stop writing about her
so a!I I have to ~ay is good luck at grad
school·.
·
· ·
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STEVE - The Little FAT BOY - so this is
where "A little affection between
friends" leads? Well, here's to many long
talks, late nights, and non-stop giggling,
laughing; arid of course the tired and
bleary-eyed (but smiling) mornir:igs. The
warmth and wiggles made it all
worthwhile. Thanks for the. "romance" by
t:he "fireplace ···, and those famous PB and
J sandwiches (no_L and Pplease !)We had
an. un~orgetable 50 day celebration, and
- the nicks / Celtics half-time was fantastic!
It too bad we have to keep kicking Deb out
to wc1nder the halls ai_rnlessly (tee-hee!)
Yes, ourc relationship wa _
s "Everchanging", but wonderfully fun and very
unexpected (fll, bet you _n!:)vl:)r. ~arga.ined
for a clown and a bunny rolled up in one!)
See, I hold many SUTpr.ises until the next
one ... Love the jFunny Bunny. PS.
Whatever the future holds, I hope you see
16'2".
DEB LEE F. - Fro_m the poor I ittle reject kid next ·door who became your pseudoOroomate; to finally 'roomates for 2 years.
We had one helluva time! Between life
Q o ci£i9ri s _;

G rnb a r,:o a.s ing

cntr.ar-:'t t~,

spring "lieatwaves·:, ·and strange (but
fun) lovelives, we :ve managed _to pull
ourselves through t.h_ese 4 years - and
with some basi.c resembla·n ce to sanity
imbedded VERY deep within us. In the
words of Jimmy 6. - With al of our rl_jnnin.g
ami · all of our cunning, if we couldn_;t
lawgh we . would illl . go insane ... lf .w_e
wer-en't all crazy we would gp insane.·..
Yes, what a long strange trip it. been here's to our futures ... whatever they m 9y
hold ... "There's just too much to . see
waiting in front of me and I know that .I i:u,st
can't go wron!cJ . "Thanks for the memorj l'!,s
kid. We did-it ,_even th-ough we all h,;rc;l_o4r
doubts along the wan (s9me more tha_
n
others) We made it . ,Enjoy life and try ·n:<;it
to tnink so much. Thanks ·- ah'd
CONGRATULATIQ.NS kid . Love, Ang . ~•.:
Rh-qr, : You're one·of the few goodfr.iends
we've made th:i$ year. Much ' has
happe·ned, ahd we· thank yo'u for· 'being
tnere to .share th~ furi and laughs. Have a
good senior year' --You 'II make it .thr.&ugh,
even without "us . ·Have great su r-n ifiel' you dese_
r ve· it. _Lcive Deb arid\/A f!lg 1PC·,q

a

Susan S.-- Sure, you've had your name in
print plenty of · times but its always
something written BY you, not TO you. So
here it is : TO Susan S. Thanks for making
my senior yea.r t he best ye.ar of my life.
You're my favorites! person of all time. I
love you. Billy
Happy 21st Birthday Raymond D.!! Love,

M.'
Work stuay -opportunity- 1 position
available Summer '84 - International
StudeJltS Office. General office work an_d
.assistance - with international program.
Good typing skills required. 10_
- 15 hours
per week, $4 per hour. Apply immediately
at: ·. International Students Office,
Huddleston Hall. 862-2030 /2050.
N·abu's- Thanks for all ·the help at a bad
time . It was appreciated more than words
can express. Here's to.better times aheadLess than 2 weeks to go!! See you ladies
around. Britten Pech.
Hey you guys, all of you-you know who
you · a're- Just want . to say thanks for
niakin.g this year so terrific! Get psyched
ro r a summer rendezvous (maybe the
4th?) Karin (one of. the Portugese chicks)
BINKS I know it's a little early, but it was
my .,l ast. chance. Happy Birthday! Big 19!
Yoa're one terrific guy! Have a t errific
summer in Nantucket-but don't feel too.1
sweaty! Love Kimmy
CLC-What . can I say? The past four
mon.ths have .been uribe.li.evable! Thanks
_for being a friend and a sweetheart...l'm
looking forward to a .Jerrific summer- .
hope you are too! Keepsmilng, Love you?!

E.T. ·
l'opher-W'e ll you are finally done,
cor;igrats! .W i·II miss you ilext year Big
Br-other . l'hariks for all your help and
advice. Good luck in th'Effl.Jture. Runt.
Oeanne ,....you·.re so friggin' cute! Tony
B0loney..c..-remembe:r: Florcicfa and: .. why?!!
PaL G. , you've beerrt a Sl!.lpef.friend ... Slinky
w ilh a+ways be sur:iky .-.·. to ' my roommate :
we :11 get dur Shot ,toget:liJ;-ei:! E.T
ue ~ l,know it'.s been..a'-. fastsemester, but
i ow 'lle>·-rea'lly-'ptil~ed·, me"t,hrough . Thanks
fo n be:ing ,;1y0u; , l\m exe.ited for a great
summer: Got to love those steel-toed
work boots! LGve ya kid, TJ .

ATTENr"ION: Or.1 Friday,_May 4 ,. between
9.-10 am, someone smashed into my blue.
Attention · brides to be. Come back to
1980 VW Rabbit that was parked in tl1e
campus on May 26th and join brides from
driveway at the Faculty Center , The only
all-ove F New England at the largest, _most
prnblenr is they took oft. If th.e peTson who
eleg'a nt, BRIDAL AFFAIR EXTRAVAdid it is+ eading this , well;you're ignorant.
GANZA, 10 am to 5 pm.
irresponsibl·e,·-and pretty i-nu'c h awin-Yp for
now owning up to it.'' All I ·ca m ask ing is
Thanks- Dari, Liz (got any numbers I can
that if ·anyone saw 'the accident or has
call), Judy (JB hugger), Maureen, BZ (ahas
information in regards to it plese contact
Sandy), Ave (Bahama Blue Eyes?), Rick
· M.. Kapl an at 2.-2711 , 868 °9609 or_ 2- (ming-ning man), Kenny (Candy's dancer)·
:~1~3.20,,T:branks:,v-! ,, 'J'J'
3 to •_•·. ,''· _• and2 Pat "ft he Modettes?!)·. an d al-I -th0sei
who made 20 special. It wouldn't have
Dear Mary, Andy, L,,wrie, Patty, Fritz,
been the same without you~Love you all~
Gemin.i Man, anybody anyone -·Let's do it
San.di.
on T-Hal lawn, let's do it everywhere and
anywhere - 1·11 supply the motion lotion : I The're's o_nly 2 weeks ofschool left, so the
.love you all, Te.agJJEL _ ~-- _:.._;___
Ji>.eople Vl£'ho live i~ the Gh_etto decided to
dosorffetmng · abotfr1C Come by Friday
Little sisters and ou't 'of house brothe1f's.!.\,o f
(:i i-gti t and hav~ sorriii ,f.uh'.ei
· .
·
SAE: '.Don't forget to pick up summer
directory t>efore you take off. They'·II be
·q~a)'. .G'.a ry,
ar~ ,li.ist a -vvee i5' away from
available by'the end 0f the week. See Rjck
gYa~ uating. You ar·e ·.about to leave four,
(Beazly) or Katie.
cna 'l len·gin£,· impor,fa'nt, and happy years
b_
ehfnd and hopefully "begin a life-time
Lisa Ownen. Congratulations Cuz on your
m_ore. I hope that they wilr be rewarding
graduation Congrats to you and Eric if
and filled witil love·.--Remember: success
you're graduating. Good_ luck out there
is " not the resu·I1 of spontaneous
and ·Ieave your names imprinted on the
combt1stion;
you must set yourself on fire!
world. Teague
And I know· the . best .,meanin_g on
One deviii-shly weindy,ski patrol went out
success ... happiness. I wish you success.
to play. They hitchiked to the bea'ch after
Love, Heidi.
happy hour. But rm . Red said Don't be
Cheryl-This is it! Finally your own ·
doin that. get in a room. So they waved
personal! What a great way to end the
back to second home, and alf their
semester, huh?! I'm psyched that we got
sneakers were gone. It was scary when
to talk last week . I love you so much- now
Miss Clairol combed her hair, which was
don't get -all embarassed,- I really do!
lighter ·on one side, and found .. a
We're gonna end this semester with a
birthmark, but she worr.i ed about extra
bang! (Ooh, baby!) I know we'll be friends
underwear. that explains those night
for a looong time - you're a very special
noises . Was it the birds chirping? I
wouldn't BET on i1.- They'd think you had . person in my life. I love you forever , kid.
Donna
the morals of an ant. if thats yo'ur
personality Its all in the spirit of the
To Nu·rse Shea - Are you ready for
games. See the new friends at brunch?
summer? Good Harbor Beach, A YC,
Pete r Cottontail and Goo-Goo were
Bludgening hagfish . Well, I finally got a
talking to Mary Poppins who wore pink
personal _in for you! The PD was wicked
polka-dots and carried a lollipop. The
fun , I'll tell you about it when we gef
Gruesome Threesome was back in action .
home. Peter is in Florida, and won't be
Trenchcoat and Mr Ed were seen
home this summer-lucky you! Hi to
carrying blue balloons_ after playing
Jane . Love Annie Green Springs!
bedspreak . Who's Jellybean jar is i•t? Are
Durham Buok pays cash for texts. DBE
we in the c..ight lane? He's wearing shorts.
will gi·ve you the best price possible. Cash
Can we go to Jud Board for this? Not if you
for
books anytime of the year, 38 Main St.
. play by our rules .
downtown, DBE .
Jed- It will be fun having you working for
T.J . -the-semester has been a great one,
me!!!!
everi though I almost drowned. By the
Liz-Y0ur leaving me????????
way, t f-)e trip down and the PD was great. I
hope·we can do somet hing.wild and crazyPaul-A chevett_
e?
befo.r'e school ends. "Greafost BB in the
Lisa-Fv.n meeting you aJ tJ1e_PP-t!oW _ttie
World ." Leon (son)
hell are you?
·
To all those that had to put up with living
· Ellen Thanks for the visit. I-lope to see you
with me (Christens-on 3C) Thanks · and
again soon. (7??)
·
good luck' on your ·finals. Dari ,hanks for
everything!!! And to 3B, it's been nice
Valerie So the psych man came around to
living beside ya. Finally summer-outta
my way of thinking-it's good because your
here! PARTY!!
a heck of a great person . Love those
.barrettes and · that kinky dress. Go crazy
Cute-I got the hint. Personal follows:
you wild communist.
Knowing you has been . interesting,
News Directors come, and News
enjoyable, and, because of ouF _everDirectors go: but alas, there is but one
watchi ng, wondering audience fun! ·
who has touched my heart like no other
We've had quite the time -with Spike
has. "Of all the college radio stations in all
(A.K.A. vampire killer, love bitch Goddess,
the cities and towr:is in all the world, she
teamslut , little blonde girl) haven't we?
had to walk into mine." Suzie R. is her
Life would be boring without her. Been
name and she's· gone without a personal
nice knowing you (& what yGu know). See
far far too . lo·ng. · Congratulations on
you at SPSASP-Sweet
graduation an'd a job well done. Maybe ..
Michael D. Just want to say Happy
someqay ... we'II meet in paradise. and
B.irt11day and wish you congratulations on
then ... ??? OOXXOO Greg
graduating. Good luck and be happy! "The
Cash paid for textbooks at the Durham
Midget!!"
Book Exhange. Turn in your books for$$.
To all my spineless ; worthless SN bro'sStudent ID reuired, 38 Main St.
1'11 really miss you guys this summe,r!
WXKZ 96. 7 FM presents " BRIDAL
Come on up and quaff with the leeches at
AFFAIR EXTRAVAGANZA" - Saturday, . the house! I'll be here, duining my
May 26th at . the New England ·Center:
reputation with Simpson .'.. Have a great
• including two elegant fashion shows.
break! Later--T.J.

You

John B. Hey, we never did go out for a
drink like_we were suppose<:! tb. ls-it top
late-??? Anyway, if I don't see you, good.
luck on your finals and have a great
summer . I'll be in Kennebunk a lot this
summ_e r so maybe I'll see you\! Take care
Bozo, Love Jayne.

1

Thanks mom. dad, nan, sue, Paul , Tom
and Joe . Love EJP Ill

Lori and Julie, I'm sure you're excited for
the semester to end! In between your
dili_gent studying, you'll have to make time
to co.me out with Shirl and myself!
Memory Lane perhaps? It seems more
than appropriate! Of cours there 's always
Nicks! Anyway thanks for al the good
times over the years. and remember
there's more to come! (hope to make a
roa·dtrip to North Conway this summer!)

THIS IS IT...my last personal , .. to Rae, Jon,
Craig. Mark(s). Brenda. Ken. Pattee.
• Jeanne, Rita , Barb, Tim, Amy, Chuck,
Michelle, Dee, Caroline, Kim, Doug,
Lloyd, Robin, Mary Ellen, Phyllis, Edna,
Deb, Sumalee, Uate; .Mike, C.B., Gretch,
-Patty, Jayne, Andr ea, Maureen, Rol'>erta, · Gary, Kathleen, Tony, Beth, Linda, Laurel,
Elena, Julie, Bert .. .and of course PAM ... tQ ·
Julie, -Tony Tom : CONGRATS!!! Thanks
JESUS IS LORD! Just ask the small group
all of you ... the last four years have been
for being such great buddies and-putting
if Area 1. Praise God for a great year!
up with me for so long, I expect monthly . great-Thanks! Just a short phrase to
Shall we do it -up in September again?
show how much I appreciate your
reports from each of you so I'll ltnow you
Thank
God for Feenyface, Greg arid Dirk,
friendship. "I remember a lot of little
haven't dropped off .the face of the earth.
"Evangelical Warrior," Darla and Melba.
things, and times we shared that made
Of course I won't always respond because
Keep in touch over the summer, eh?
me bappy. Thank you for each and every
I'll still be· a student and we all know that
moment you gave me ." Flavia ... love
students don't have time to write letters!
Hey, Shari. Julie, Jessie! Sure is gonna be
AND
TAKE
CARE
Bob
P
fro.m
Hudd!!!
ya
(ha ha ha!!!) But seriously, I wish you all
dull around here without our favorite
the best of luck in the "rea·I world." I'll
Kath-I just wanted to tell you that_it has
seniors! Go out there and give ·em· all
miss all of you. Love Sue
been fantastic · knowing you. Let's
you've got-we're wishing or:ily Jhe best
write
..
1'
1
1
·miss
you
over
the
s.
u
mmer!
Turn _your books into money. Top prices
, for you! And may all your hump days be
From Me!!
·
·
·
_happy! Luve, A & E .
· ·
paid for books at the Durham Book
Exchange, Main St., Student ID required.
Larry & Roger .. .What can we ·say? The end
Babe-I
iving
_
with
you
has
.
been
Top prices! _!
of the year has fast approached qnd it has"
unbelieva ble. NG rn ore fights:, ok? L c;,t' s
;, imp l y 9 (:) 1;e w o ra s1. s o·ma ny gooa times
sw~ P....:..l'm 91::,d· \NO ha·d that tall< Wed.
make the rest of thi.s semest er special.
to
remember .. parties ti n 3 i·n the morning,
night. I've been wanting for a- long time.
Let's sta [ t t his vyeek.Elnd, ok? I love you so
the last minute . brunch syndrome, our
Sorry it topok me 2 semesters to open up.
much. Love .A&F P.H.
road trip · to R.utJand ... Thanks for
Get psyched for -next year, I'm .looking
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIRFARES TO
everything .. reinember from two women
forward to more in-depth conversations.
EUROPE AND ACROSS AMERICA! FOR
who want you BAD!!!
·
Confidence-that's the keyword. Love ya ,
FREE COLOR BROCHURE, WRITE TO:
·Julie.
To PJ. and PYT. We are near the en·d of Gne
CAMPUS TRAVEL-BOX 1 1 387, ST.
phase, with one another for support. Get
Lisa honey-you woman-JM.wants you.
LOUIS,. MO. 63105
ready _for the next "phases" .. .together .
$1_6,000 we'.d be ,set for-a wild summer in
Dearest Karen Lynn, Reme'mber : only
They can only get better an·d more
Boston. What time, is . dinner- anyway?
amateurs fade in t he end . Peace Love and
exciting. Love always, Bob!! (P.S. Let 's
8 :_00 excuse me m ister gas man are ·you
Key Lime pie, Lots of Love, Aunt Wynn
snuggle into the sunset) ·
·
expecting any-one in the - next· 5
minmutes? I'l l never forget our . wild
Laura E., yes you the business manager
weekends : Let's look for more good times
for the Grani1e, Can 't wait til next year
after graduation! !. Love Judy
when we have cfasses together again.
Squig -· Did you enjoy y~ ur suprise? Get
You can come over for dinner as often as
psyched fro June 23 rd, I know I am . We're
To the blond poi'itia-al science ma.Jar. Too
you
like. Don't forget my birthday., this
goin.g to make that day as nice ·as your
bad we're not in. any psych courses
summer,
July Hlth.' c1nd_I won 't forget
·showers, and don't forg.er, -we're full of
·anymore, I always enjoyed discussing
yours. We.will defanately have to meet in
mischief. Love, Rae and Pam
··
major changes with -you .
Boston or maybe in Por-ts(T-louth at that
Aldo -oh Aldo - last personal of the year.
Cash for books ·at th.e Durh.am .Book
awesome place! And don't forget, I have
Exchange downtown.
· I'm sure you're glad about tha( We made
tlie perfect guy for you for next year, afld if
it 't hrough a wbole· school year.. withou t'
he doesn't work out, I have ariot her one
To the guys at .39 B Main' St.--Qave, DLnc,
kill ing each ·other. Tlhan _
k s for an
that I know you'll like . L,.e(s get together
Mike & Jo-I hope you guys had a blast at
interesting year, to say the least, I think
before
the end of the sern.ester to vilork,owt
_ the derby and of course- plenty of
we: ve both learned alo.t - love, Reporter
SOl1)e summer chal_lenges ane maybe
women!! I wanted io ttrank you guys for
Woman
·
have that d_inner that we never had! See
putting up with me this-semester..,.-.!. bet
you sqpn . Love your pal, Kathy
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIRFARES TO
you didn't know ·ymi"d be getting a 6th
EUROPE AND ACROS AMERICA! FOR
roor:m;nate, but I had · lots ·of fun with
There bnce were two trainers from
·FREE COLOR BROCHURE, WRITE TO . :
cookies & cream ice cream, Ceits games
Hampshire Who on ..colci mornings often
CAMPUS TRAVEL-BOX .11387 ST.
and of course-sleeping over! You're great
said "Oh Burr", The marathon they
LOUIS, MO. 63105.
guys!! XO Annie
sighted, So by cold ! hey were not slighted,
Go for it •you_trainers from Hampsl)ire..
Jen,.l'm so glad we were roommates this
T.-Hey darlin' Boy do I. miss yo-u, hope
year . You're -a very special friend and we
you had tons of fun at the derby, thanks so
We have· poets among us!!
have ,had a lot of fun times __ Florida
· much for· the personal, _
i t made my day! So·
Attentiofl: Spring Break in Jamaica! Will'2
Forever, Da-ncin,g, We share everything
did 'the card- I also wanted to jet you
UN Hg iris from Exeter who stayed at Royal
including Scott. perfect roommates. the
know that I loye you tons! Get ready for
Court in Jamaica during Spring Break
Golden. Bannana· rides again. Thanks for
some wilq nights, and here's to EJ, .EC,
please
contact the Routleys. Call 868eve,ryt_h ing : I IOv~ you, Kyle .
.
scream, FNV's and the future! XOXOXO
9628 after 5 p.m. or Plant Science Dept.
!L:Y,A, ,.
· ,, --c ~ ,.,, -·,;r11.·.!
La.Vern, ,Carolyn :·vicki, Anne , ·Janet, and
(862- 1' :205) 'during the day a ri.q ·ask for
Jane, You al-I are the best of friends.
To everyone in Beginning Logic . Section
Doug Routley.
Thanks for all the intense talks and fun
01- Thanks for being such a great gr.oup.
Aldo-glad you arid Polo got the project
times . Always remember the . Lounge,
T'hursday afternoons just won't be the
running. We can start having some fun
.NYC and Trust me, Relax, Whaf are you
same! Good luck on finals and rememl'>er,
now that you 've got time, and I've got
a ... or someth_ing? See ya. mis!; ya, love ya,
if you need help, just call. Cheryl
·
some bucks. May i 9th here we come; big
Kyle .
LOST: A set of keys lost at the tennis
guy. I'll' dr:ink ·champagne and you can
Summer Sublet , · Durham. 4 room
courts behind Hetzel Hall. If found, please
drink beer. Luv from you · tavorite Mortapartment just off gasoline alley. Wall to
call Dave at 2-1612, 223 Hetzel Hall.
Mort.
wall carpe t ing , ful-ly furnished, full
Cash for books at the Durham Book
Arts and Fart staff-you've been honkin
kitchen. Available Jurie-Sept. View of
Exhange, Main St. Downtown. DBE will
good arid have made my semester fun.
Oyster River. Large yard. Call 868-5180.
buy any current edition textbook, 50% for
Consuelo, Liam, Jumpin Gervais, Mo
Ask foF Matt or Rich.
any book used next semester top prices.
baby, Gwen, Johriny 0. and the rest: keep
TO SOUTH CON6.0 2 - Probably the
in toucn, have a great summer and keep
To Lisa, Joe, Mark, Debi, Ch"ris, Deb and
c.i
es'
e
st
floor
I've
ever
lived
with!
I
hate
to
on
writing Features. luv Rae ·
su·e. Thanks s9 much for Weds . night.
J eave- tjli~ plac e. Thanks for· a good year,
What a surprise! Debi - that cake was
Beechkins, _We will miss you very muct:],
guys
:
to
Ma·zz,
who
gets
a!ong
with
. tops. I didn't know what they came that
yes? Have fun in La. with all the snakes.
everybody (no I won't look good in an
big! Sorry that you got written up Joe.
Watch o·ut for all those PSM 's in vinyl
earring!); to Dale,, a brother in Christ , a
Next time we'll ·let you argue with Scott
cowboy
boots . Korkie, Bageet and Jeanne
partner in various kindsof ridiculousness
and you can punch him out. Chris- I hope
(half-beard club, Rastaman, etc.); to Jim
PMM: Almost 7 months!! Thanks for all
your mouth feeis better- that's what you
and Doug, I'll see you in a deep, ·cause I'm
the great times. See ya in Oklahoma!!!!
get for blowing· balloons. Lisa- you're
· _history; to Lane, Mark, and Eric, alias Z?Love ya (you knqw who!!)
always special, especially with a crusty
Top;
to
Rich
,
·
thanks
fo
F
National
face. You guys are really great! Thanks
Cindy-Hi honey pie, just . thought I'd
Lampoon;
to
A.J.,
thanks
for
little
seeds
again. Love, the future Mrs. D. Libbey.
deliver you an end of the year Rersonal.
and exercise advice; to Big Jim w. : for
Hope to see you a lot next year even
Grizzly Adams: Thank you for everyth ing
snowballs that got us in trouble; to Jon,
~hough w_e will be living in different
during the past fewweeks ... love, support,
you'll be of\ the air someday ·cause you 've
towns
. I'll cook lasagne for you and you
silly jokes and the pursuit of happiness.
got the experience and skills to sound
can cook something else for me! I hope to
("Are you enjoying yourself?") It'll be a
professional (U2 still rule s!); to Steve L.,
see you this summer sometime around
frantic summer, but first a little bit of long
. for Block Buster - (an addicting
July 15th, or maybe even the 16th!! I'll
awaited porrip and Gircumstance. Be
aggravation); to Robbie T. for Braoonburg
have to comfort you I'm sure! See you for
there, or be rhomboid! Love and fresh,
Concerto tapes; to Dan and Christian,
lobsters in Rockport! Love Kath.
Calamity Jane
who gave me my new nickname; thanks
Danny Boy-Bubba and Aldo told me you
to.Bullet for ... oh, never mind1 (Seriously,
Lori & Donna-Thanks you guys for all the
heard where I'm going to be this summer.
thanks for defacing Lori's picture,
fun. at Nick 's .. This. summer we will
Hope you come to visit! Maybe .we could
amoung other things); to Mountain Man
definitely have to get together and go
Dan (take care of Suite 208. and don't do · go out for drinks, but I hope you won't
out...and have fun!!! Love M - (Gee Lori, I
wear .just a towel. Hope you've enjoyed
too many push -ups); to Strooch ·cause
_w onder who is typing these today???) 1
your personals, after all, all's fair in love
he's a cool R.A.; to Ray, who withstood
Kiwi-It 's been a long haul. We're almost
two -semesters with me, I thank you for
and war, and you did want some . Happy
there! My attitudes a_re _changed,
Graduation! Rand company
Hackydack infatuations, MGnty Python,
· prior·ities reevaluated, and most -of alland barricading me in th·e lounge (Bullet
Caroline R. He·r e_i s your farewell personal
I've run out of coffee! i want to be a nun in
t l1anks you for Lori); to Jimbo (sappenin'.
but if you write to me next. year than ·I'll
Pete rborugh. Love, the Hedonis_t
Cleotis?) for lending me your ball and
send you even more! I hope that the
glove for Halloween and liaving yc ur
Kerri M-Wish we were planning on
remainder of your semester goes wel l (l'in
pants ripped off ; to Chaz and Big Birc' for
Cambridge this summer., - but alas. if
sure it will) and that graduation is exciting
backgammon to.urnaments
Sorry I
wishes were horses! Get psyched for our
and pulsating!! Who am I-going to ta.lk to
wasn't outgoing enough to see the est of
annual bash, not to mention the 19th.
when you're gone??? I'll have to write you
·the floor . I'll be pr·aying for you ov .~r the
Tassel flipping here we come ; you better
very detailed· letters! I hope that you stay
summer .· - Sincerely, "the Sld pµer."
write! Love R.
out of trouble; and for that matter, I h-ope I
"Gorky -Park, " "your Favorite Freewaves
stay out of trouble too! When you visit
Kris, I just-wanted to tell you -that you have
Jock (as evid enced by a rash of
before
Germany next year, I'll be in N-3,
been the most absolute, fantastic,
autographs)"
and I'll want to play Trivial Pursuit! We'll
wonderful roommate that anyone ·could
To Lynn of the third floor woth curly · have to go scoping for old times sake, and
have asked for!!! Get psyched for next
just think, I'll be 20!! Make the most of the
brown hai r and India print skirts. I .say
year .. who knows???!!! From " Guido
rest of the semester! love Kathy.
·
again-I've got a gigantic crush on you
woman"
and want to meet you if possible . No
To the marvelous typists and copyreaders
Del? P. Keep on smiling in Devine next
sweat if I don't. No harassment, either.
of The Neir Ha1111jshire: you . are al.I
year, and don't worry we ·Irbe visiting you!
(Ah! It's off my clwst!) - Secnd floor
wonderful and deser\i'e. a lot more c.redit
Good lucl< in Hariover ' this summer, and
admirer:than anyone ever gives you! lfis really too
remember. Jessie's has good· happy
b_
ad that the editors don't know yo!,J
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIRFARES TO
hours and you better write. Luv from the
because you are wonderful people to
5UROPE
AND
ACROS
AMERICA!
FOR
109-er
FREE COLOR BROCHURE. WRITE TO . know. Keep up the good work!
Ann H.: Get pysched to live together next . CAMPUS TRAVEL-BOX 1 1387 ST.
Marie G. Thanks for the personal. It's
year in our "cozy ,' spacious living room"
LOUIS, _
M O. 63105 .
been fun working with you too . we·u have
apartment . It wil_l be _interesting to see
to get together this summer ·and go
Jim . - Glad I got to go out with you this
what actual furniture and appliances we
partying with Donna. Good luck on finals!
semester. I'm going to miss you over the
end up with! Joan H: No excuses for not
-Lori
summer. Have a fun tie in Germany. I'll
visiting us!! Love, Bethie-Jo
miss you. Love always, Patricia._
Brit-thank you - for a ·great semester,
·Jen & Laura-It has been really nice
To 1A Williamson - Had a great year. Can't
getting to know y.ou two this year. Since
you're a real gooa friend and I'll miss you
wait to see you all next year. Have a fun . alot. Have a great Summer, tell John I said ·
we live so close to each other we must go
summer.
MM
&
JM,
Fla.
here
we
come.
" Hi," take care of.yourself and KEE~ IN
out!!! Good luck on finals. From your avid
.Patricia .
personal writer.
TOUCH! Love Ct-)eryl.
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CONGRATS JO! Good luck after
graduation. We wish you the BEST and will miss y0u. lots.- Love, Michelle and
Adrienne. PS How about a can of frosting
for old times sake.
·

Karen S., sorry we h-aven't seen much
each other this semester. Have. fu·n · in
Europe and go-od luck at Sande'rs! Send
me a few post cards, okay? Are we going
to sip bubbly befo[e the 19th? Love Rae

Brit - My furture long distance neighbor.
You're a good New Englander c for a
semester at least . Enjoy the sun, home
cooking and John this summer . Please
keep in touch ~Lov~ Suzy .

AKAK undergrads-Keep up the good
work at Blood Drive after I'm gone.
Scooter & George, Larry and Mike K., .
Arnie, Todd the Flem and Todd the B., Jon
G., of course you Scott·G., Eric B., Rich M.,
Mr. President, Jim _L a P., and t'1e rest.
Have a nice summer. Luv from the Blood
Woman

Happy 19th Birthday
great roomate. ·I'll
semester! Don 't forget
COJ:.lling to see me in
break! Love, Brit.

Cher-yl! Yot,J ' re a
miss you next
Suzy and you are
California during

Buffy, You ·sex kitten you!!
- Kirsten, You're ·a great roomie ·and I'm
gonna miss you. Best of luck next year!
Jayne .
There's this girl y·a see, her - name is
Marianne and she works at Huddleston.
She seems to be really nice and I would
like to meet her.
S.V.

Only·

Ont

11, t:H · t

latt

11 igl-1l

LHi;::,

semester! If we keep on going out for subs
my 'diet' may go on hold. But I don't mind
cause I've had a good time. If I'm at the
lake this summe[, we just might have to
hit P.B., or even Horsefeathers and
Abacrombie and Finch (or whatever its
name is) Get psyched for the graduaiion
party at my place, hope you'll be there!
SLM· P.S. God luck on your finals .
Brian B. - Good luck in the bright blue
yonder! You're a great big Bro! Hey I'll be
around this.weekend. Thanks -T.G.
To _m y future roomie: · Here's to a gr_
e at
vear together - even if you DO get up at
6:00 EVERY MORNING! Love, C~eryl.
My California Vine is more "impulsive"
tha-n Gum by' s past prospect! lt:s not too
late; the·re are still 13· more days before
this vine flys home!
Sharon call me! Tim.
To Everyone at Stillings- with extra
kisses for Rob and Ch'9 rlie G.-1 love you
all, you're great! I appreciate· everything
everyone has done for me and I'll nevr
forget any of yotcJ! Don't worry, I'll be back
to hau-nt you next_year-you can· -i get rid
of me that easily! No, seriously though, I
love you and I'm really gonna miss you.
Have a good one. Love W.W. Cote, B.H.,
D.D.Y W-alias-ME!!
Yes ·Dari, "This -birthday (and semester)
was the best; the first that I have shared
with you, my very best friend. I love you"
(paraphrased from (iri)famous authress)
And if you don't know who sent this then
· forget it!
·
From ~ock bands to string quartets, from
limo's to horse-drawn buggies, from your
invitations to your honeymoon ... lt's all at
the WXKZ 9"6.7 FM "BRIDAL AFFAIR
EXTRAVAGANZA," Saturday, May 26th
at the New England Center.
Cash for books at Durham Book . Best
prices, fast service. Student ID req_u ired,
38 Main St. , downtown.
Turn your used or unwanted textbooks
into cash at the Durham Book Exhange,
Main St., downtown. Best prices, student
ID necessary, DBE. ·
Patty, you neat: fun-loving sometimes
aloof gin, not to mention a party animal
and suave goddess! The · semester is
rolling to a rapid hal.t. Let's be sure and
_ finish up the year, the only way (and of
course the right way) we know how-with
many adventures, journeys and points-ofinterests! Get psyched for our annual last
qay of class wild events! Memory lane
perhaps? Long live the Stompers, vodka _
coll ins, fire escapes, the President's lawn ,
- Pistachio's,. movies at Franklin, convoy
and Boogie Fever! Looking forward to
gr-aduation! Many visits next year to UNH! •
Enjoy! Love Sue. PS ···Ain't those cats the
most?"
Karla - thanks for being such a great
friend this year. I know it's been really
bumpy, but never again: CS is over. I really
hope I get to ·see you this summer, more
times than I did last summer!! Don't work
too hard, money is not that important. I am
sure you and Scott will have· a great time!
Take care. Love, Susan.
Karla, Laurie, .Marie G., Kathy, Jayne,
Brenda, Ellen, Donna, · Marie S., Julie,
L0ri, and . Kifsten _:_ thank-s so much · to
e\eryone for an excellent job - you guys
did a great -job and we really appreciate it.
ca·ro1 and I just want•1d to say thanks to
everyone. We hope to see you all again
next semester, when we'll be learning on
the new mact:,ines! Which reminds me,
stop in sometime within the first few days
after we get back next semester _if you
want to work; ,just leaye a note if I'm not
around, Tak,e' care everyone and have a
great summ_e r . .Susari

Dear Sweet, thanks for making the e;.,d of
my semester so . fun. The dinner- was
great, and the ice creams were too. Hon.
love your choic•e of wines and our
spectators. Of course you can visit me at
SPSASP, as long as you write. Love from
funn_y cute.
Scoop-We made it thro ugt1 UNH and are
journalist survivors. Get excited about oor
ahnuaLend of the year champagne bash
Should we wear our Mortar Boards?
Thanks for all the times vou listened to
·
me. Keep in in touch ! Luv R.
To the hostesses of the Purple Passion
Punch Party-From the SR member: You
have made this year memorable in more
ways than you will ever remeimber. I will
sorely miss the White Tornado
destructin·g our dirty dish piles ;;ind living
room messes, the crazy red head
performing tier solo hyper-acts, and my
dear roommate waking the sleeping dead
with her nightly snores. Believe it or not I
am less mellow now than ever and I have
you there to thank for it. I hope 2 makes
law school. C makes P, C makes it through
senior year, and I make the grade in thE;)
real world. Love you all. Bye-Me.
NEED A SUMMER JOB? Our company
hires students! Last summer :we
employed 1,000 students in our college
progam. L,,ast summer , students in the
college program averaged $260 per week.
Interested? Call 1-800-582-0876 for an
interview. As,k for 1\/lr. Spaulding.

Julia, Good luck in the Navy. Thanks for
·everyth.ing. Leigh.
Les, Don't let mobing "blow you out of the
water!" We '·re _going· -to miss you next
year, but there'll be more adulteration for
us! Leigh • ·
Korkie, Get psyched for our own place
next year - just don't fl ick on t.oo many
lights! Thanks for our fr iendship. Leigh
Monique, I'm going to miss you next year.
Thanks for touching my life. Leigh
Jeff, Thank·s for being such a terrific buddy. Good luck with whatever you do.
I'll always be there. Mutt
~ Top prices paid for books at The Durham

Book Exchange. Downtown 38 Main St._
K. you bag, you're an awesome roomie!
Hang in, the end ·is near. Love ya! JRL TManx for an awesome time at the P.D .
LRS
If interested in u.nd·erstanding/controlling PMS, call support group. 868-2480.
©COTT, I ju»t vvdr~t~tl tu t~/1 yuu LI lat you

are the cutest ·photographer on campus.

T.
Is that our Scott? It must be nice to have so
- many admirers on campus. Just who is T.
Scott?
Da~cy and Esther 0 _ Two of · my favorite
neigh_b ors! I'm really going to miss you
next semester. Behave yourselves! Love
Krista.
•
.
.
Peter: I didn't forget you! Thanks for my
scort, I love it! You have made this
semester the best. I love you. Always,
Chris.
, The Durham Book Exchange will buy your
· used or unwanted . textbook. Main St.
purham Cash Paid-for books
Bill - as if I don't have enough work to Elo
without having to do this! I believe you're
falling very far behind in your Macro notes
- D.on't expect mone though. I know when
I've been 'i nsulted, fend for yourself!

* Attention Water Skiers * Northeast
lntercoilegiate Tournament in- Oakham,
Mass. on May 19th and 20th .
Mens / Womens Divisions (slalom, tricks,
jump). Awards: 1st p lace in 'each event for
team / individual. lnterest_ed in forming a
UNH team, contact Barb 868-1'713 for
more information.

Mark V. wit!l the mesmerizing blue eyes,
you are the sexiest man on campus-just
so you wouldn't wonder. Anything -else I
can help you with? Your Admirer.

Shawn, I'm going to· miss · you this
summer, but just thinking about you will
get me· through. Love always, Leigh.

Bill. Graduation-doesn't mean the end of a
great friendship, 1·11 be around next ,¥ear.
to visi-t my count_erpart. A Special' Friend

Hey Blub, No_ more chemistry. We f inally
made it! Good luck with the mosquitoes
this.summer, watch that technique. Blub
IL

DEBBIE V- HERE IT IS! So stop whining.
It's been fun getting to know the real Miss
H,i ghschool. I wou,ld never have guessed
you're a closet soap opera/chocola_te
cake/fluffy drink fiend. Don't give up on
the male breed yet - just be a little more
discriminating . Go for the ones with the
br_ains. Preve.
·

ferry , Deb and Laura, you guys are the
'best roommates! I can 't tell you how
much you've done for me this semsester.
After everything · that happened to me in
·the fall, I never thought that things would
get better-I was wrong. You've really
made my semester an awesome one
(sometimes it was too muth fun, and,
Terry , you and I have the crutches to
·show it, our punishment ·for "Sunday
Night Club")_ You have helped to keep my
mind off of some the things that still upset
me and I appreciate that more th_an
anything. I only regret that I didn't meet
you guys sooner. Congratulations on
graduating and the best of ,luck! You're a!I
the best and I'll miss you tonsl )_ove
Celeste
·
Xl!_:_Mark C, Pete F, To_ny F, Hank F,
. Ken H., Rick H., Tony M., Leon P., Brett P., ' Tom P, Bill P Frigiri- George R., Mike T.
Russ _ W, Chris - P., Congratulations in
being accepted to the best fraternity
· anywhere!! BJK and WPP
Turn your wedding planning from a_seven·
month scavenger hui:it to a one day
festivity ... WXKZ 96. 7 FM BRIDAL AFFAIR
EXTRAVA,GANZ_A, Saturday, May 26th,
10amto5pm. ·
Marie_G. - Thanks so-much for comin.g in
both this morning -and tonight to work. I
appreciate it so much. I re-ally hope you
come back here next year - you're ·too
good to lose. Thanks for all the hard work.
You're terrific!!!! Thanks, Susan
SP - .don't worry, everything will turn out
fine. This weekendwas really fun , wasn't
it!! We watched everything possible on
television. Take c_are,. kiddo. Love, Susan
Scott - thanks for being such a great
friend this year. Even though we have had
our differences. I will miss you this
summer, believe it or not. I know we.don't
a_lways agree (do we ever), but we sure
have a great time fighting it out. I am really glad I got to know you, you're one
Plaistow person I wouldn't have wanted
to miss!! Good luck on finals and Have a
Graeat Summer! I better see you in
Duxbury this summer! Love (yeah, I said
·1ove), Susan
·

Hey Space!
Did ya think we'd
forget? No Way!
J{aye a great -Birthday.
_We'll party _before ~ego!

Love, _
Mo, Abe,_·c1:1Uy & Donna:

Area, Kim, Lush and Gus, It was a,get,chy
semester thariks'to you all. Hope it was for
you too. Have a grea·t summer. Banana,
Ny
-

JILL - You 're smarter than all of us. You
teil them all to go to hell. ·I will hound you
at the beach this summer. Keep an extra
cot for me. Let's go out for one last
blowout soon. LP ·
MARLA; Hey "dump buddy" and future
neighbor! "Okay-what's wrong?" How
many times?! Let's talk, Tues. at Hudd.,
shopping sprees, vodka and o.j. rides, etc.
Phew! Incredible year! Werl, our 'party
town· calls again and we'll just have to
_oblige. Dedicated todancing, drinking and
conversation-remember? And heythanx for everything; you're the best! Love
ya lots, Gig
·
COUNCIL TRAVEL / CIEE for Int'! Student
ID, Budget Air Fares, USA flights. Europe
Charters, Youth Hostel Membership,
Eurail pass, Work and Study abroad and
much more! FREE CATALOG-CALL
266-1926 or drop by our -new office, 729
Boyiston St., 2nd F., Boston, MA 02116 :
Congratulations MEM! Good luck in the
···real" w ·orld! Don't forget your friends in
the_twilight zone, we'll'still be-here. Love
Barb & Robin.
Marie, thanks for· being such a fantastic
roommate. Look fqrward to next year- it's
going to be greaf-with the apartments
and new guido's etc.
t ive graduate:
Edna, attent-ion prospec_
Have you fulfilled the "Friends
Requirement?" As proof of compliance,
you must have received a "personal" at
some time during your- four years of
undergrad work. Barely made it Hutchins!
P.S. Let this serve as a formal
announcement of Edna and Alan's
fort_h comir.ig_nuptia) ceremony.
F-2, Well kids, looks like tt"]is is it! I'd love
to stay put duty calls. I_wanted you to
know that .you nave .made this a
wonderful semester ... I couldn't have
done it without you. Horsewoman and
pig lover keep smiling, DD hang ir, there,
1344 .. .we couldn't have asked for a better
group.· Thanks GN.. I'll be .back-H.

My darling babycakes Greg K ,EX-GM of
The REAL editor's farewell to the NH:
W-U-N-H ahd ex-husband of mine, I'm
Goldie, you _ mustached wonder, try to
glad you wised up lov-er• and-- dumped
keep this the place up to our high
Suzann~ and are coming back to me and
standards next semester. If they mess up,
our f ive ch ildren. Little Jerome and Leroy
knife the ge"rbil! ' Jim-bud, keep a
miss you the most and me too, you big
dictionary by your typewriter and you'll go
hunk of man. Tell SMR to forget hop in·g for far. Dan-the-man, may the Feminist God
show you the way to' true journalism. · chi ldren· with you, after the way ours look,
you had ·better quit messing in tha_t area.
Michelle, don't let him get away wiht
Ser ious ly, now that you're back to stay,
anything. Keep that whip close by.
does this mear-i you' ll pay me al l of the
Maureen, stay away from the travel guide
a limony you neglected to when you were
reviews and features will flourish . Hank,
running around with that tramp ot an exI've notified the NY Times that you're on
news director? Signed BJB, the new news
your way. Sue . M, · ·Remember, all
director at W-U-N-H and the love of your
Heisenberg needs is · a little painful
li fe· c1lways
·
persuasion and you'1II ·make it home by 3.
GREGG IE - If you're ever sifting behind
your junk-food strewn desk at some tiny
newspaper, gloating ifl the sat isfaction of
having your own Globe, and you suddenly
have a passionate urg·e to debate the
positive side to watching murder in
progress, give me a ring . The obtrusive
woman.
Marc :_ What can we say? This year has
beeri our best, but the others were grear
too. -It :started out two years ago in that
unmenti0nable place on the hill. Don't
ever forger those Lord pit parties, Toga
parties, popcorn, the breather, KERRY
(Ugh!), Acacia, Stratton roadtrips, North
Conway roadtrips, semi -formals, and
Kappa Sig. And if that wa sn't enough,
~hetto. life has been even wilder. Ghetto
blasters, GREAT nieghbors; Bertha and
Martha, and SP!!, more North Conway
roadtrips, and your memorable F~iday
nights - falling out of Beta, falling into
brooks and fall·ing in the apartment door.
Mighty Mouse gets awfully hyper at
11 :0_5 pm! You sure have taught me a lot,
Brooksie (although sometimes I wonder i'f
that's good!) Guess we have alot of
memories, huh? I'm sure there will be
more after all this isn't goodbye, it's just.
our last day of work!! Love, your young
college roommates Squana, Bertha, ai:id
the Gakker..
·
Kathy - Had a great time last weekend.
Love you. Truesky
"UNH Nympho"; as soon as Wednesday is over we have to get together for a dinner.
Maybe Cheerios and whiskey? Well, you
cook the crepes and I'll provide the desert!
Love, your fellow track bum ·
CRIMEWAVE - ' For the thief with flare!
Lynnie - Whatagreat time this year has
been! Even though you are over there in
Webster House, we still think of you as a
Gh!3tto dweller. _The times. ,have been
great, on this campus, on roadtrips, arid
even on other islands! We'll miss you -next
~year, Love .ya!
·

To the litt le canary bird in the MUB. How's
lif.e .in the cafs ;pajamas!!!

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE for Int'! Student
ID, Budget Air Fares, USA flights, Europe
Charters, Youth Hostel Membership,
Eurail pass, Work and Study abroad, and
much more! FREE CATALOG-CALL 2661926 or drop by our new -office 729
Boylston St , 2nd Fl., Boston, MA, 02116
Elisa-This has·been 9 g.reat ye,ir. I am so
glad we were roomjes. I have gained a
good friend . Thanks for last weekend and
all the times when By came up. You won't
have ·to worry. about thaT -next year you
RA, you! Good luck on all your finals arid
have a wi ld summer! We w ill get together
this summer (the four of us) and go
camping or some.t hing Whntever •_I'm
sure it wi ll be "interesting!". Take careLove, Lynn
APRIL L.-Have a great day, go to the
beach, go -to Adam's pt. - Perer
The "Violent Femmes"? I think the gin is
cor~rp tjJng your -brain.
To 'Elisa-see, I t·old you to read the
per·son-als I pray each night to the Nyquil
God that you get over your cold ._From your
bubbly flirtatious puppy dog. P S.- Hi Ted.
To Dan Landrigan .i"nd· the rest ' of the
editorial staff: I will boil in oil before i will
be a staff reporter with the Academic·
· Senate beat, OK? No? Fiiiiin·e.

Matty T. So you 'v_e been looking for fhem?
Well, here is one and just in the nick of
time Happy early birthday and we'll have
_to celebrate so you'd better come up anc;J
Less -Or should we say ourfavor-ite infovisirthis summer and l'.lldrop into Mancb,. sex ma-n? Yeaaa! We are really gonna
Ciou! .
miss you next year. After all who will
--_:_----------,--.---expose themselves to us? And what will it
Greg _ happy _graduation. You ve been a _
be like to cal.I MUB Info and hear the 9009 (-and ~Mferent) friend th is year. We
phone ring? Don't rh~nti on .th,e~\1\/ord tqP§ _ff,q,a~ sp ~e ll,VLjd, h~ppy hour trips. You w1!I
or the word eject button in our presence
be mrsse_d by_all or at least Howie. I won, t
again. We love,, you .Aaron, and we a're . waste !hl_S dribb,le for the personals so.I II
go ing to miss . you as you travel "'across
smm 1.t until we re in person. love, Carol
Europe. Keep ir-i touch, ek? Love, A5
To the remaining Westgate boys, Doug,
. good luck in the big city, ALONE! and
To the Trio I leave these parting words:
Wi.nnie, _since !"never get to Conn, I guess
Steven-Hey friend, don't worry, things
I've h-ave to wait to we .all return . Take
will work out fine! You-'11 always have me! _ care
(Probably doesn't thrill you, does it'?) Yow :
Lisa R., my' cute litt-le dancer! You know
are very special to me -and always in 'my
you 're a greai roommate and friend so I
thoughts! I love you, what else can I say?
won't
tell you. I'm sure this is the summer
Gregg-Thanks for letting me " sleep
I meet you in Jersey, so exl)ect me. _Hugs
· with" you. It was fun! We'll have to"do it
·
again o)Jer the summer! Keep in touch, I'll , and kisses
miss ya! Ray- Well Wolfman, at least you
SUE-e-e -_e-e-e! That's all you get,_I' ll be
came-to visit th.is semester! We'l'I have to
seeing more of you than my phone bill can
go to Wellesley, this summeJ, together! I
possibly take!
·
am going to miss you next semester. Hope
Peter F. So you don't want to live with
Wash ington is -all you want artd more! I
Women! Fine. We don't want to live with
love you guys! Shroomy (alias . Meglet,
Boys Just kidding. We'll _meet you in
Spa·nky ... )
Hannon's.
Hey, a·II you swinging Portuguese Chicks!
Hi Chris!
And all you dudes too. This year ·s· been
great.. I know you're all going to miss me·
To my typists a nq copyreaders-:--You-guys
over the.summer and believe it or not, I'm
were real fun to work with this year and
going to miss you too.· Luv -ya, JoJo
·
great to put up with all the s- -t you had to ·
Denn-is, MDF-Congratulations! I'm so . deal with : Thanks and have a great
summer. · Student Press ·isn't that far
proud of you! I guess we won't be dancing
away, and if you need anothe_r job ..
too many nights away-but remember·Thanks. Love, Carol
·
Although we'll be apart for a short time,
it's the best for you and land without you
or I there can be no us!! We'll make it!!
Love , Cin XXOOXXXOOXO
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, northeastern
Penn. Co-ed children's camp. Interested
in Resident Assistants and other students
who really love children . Our spedalty .isour warm and caring atmosphere -12.
Alleva rd St, · Lido Beach, N.Y. J 1_561
(include your telept:ione number)
Kirsten' K.-Thanks for th~ persona l ! I bet
,you're all excited for graduation now! ·
Well I'm glad I got to ·know you if only for a
short while. Any roommate of Jayne's is a
friend of mine! Good luck! I know you'll do
well. Love Kathy

Bart - ' Well kiddo; · we have made it
BOYLEHEAD, well this is your last throuf,)h ariother year, can you belive it? I
can't
:_ just kidding!!. Just think, never
personal of your college career. Its been
·g reat being friends with you. Remember again will we ha·ve to go to the stupid
visiting 5A last year, and your crippled computers again, NEVER!!! That was·
roommate to · be. This _year . has been definately the worst course, huh! ! But , it's
unbelievable. So much has happened. over, although I'm surprised OLir
What else can I say? Congratulations ofl'- relationship survived all· the pressures!"!
But seriously, this summer won't be so
gra~uation!: Love always, Sue.
·
bad, at least when we call it won't be from
Mass: to Arizona so-the p.hone bi ll won't
No one who _goes to UNH ever grad·u ates,
be quite as high.(but it will q~pretty high)
they just stop going to classes. • _
Plus we'llget to see eachothe_r about once
Where's the Herald? a month, hopefully. It won't -be -so bad, we ·
Mary Alice, my lust ~as bur'ned unabated · did -it- before .and we caA do it again! G,oocL
luck o__n finals ('I like gqmg with an- olde·r for too long!!! Please don't leave me like
-. _ .
· man. by, tile way!). l0ve, Susan
this forever.
·
Michelle have you figured,out how to get
~ the only remaining three rrien af UNH yet?

1o Bruce, Dave, Steve, Einar, L inda,
Stacey and Wendy; Congrat4 1ations on
making it to the real world' Don't forget
about Hie good times we ·ve had and t hose
of us who'll .be around for anorher year of
fun with Physics. Hope your lives are filled
with happiness . and success. Keep in
touch, Qan.
·
CASH !=OR · T~XTS , Main St. Durham.
D4rham Book: Exchange will buy any of
your current edition college text at top
price, DBE Downtown Durham.

Carol good luck .'r1exi ' year 'oh' llJ'.e·
Advocate we'll really mi-ss you\! Th"anJ<S
for helping me out so much this year! a·_
You've been a great tech super. Love
Susar:1_ _ ·:,."

Bye Jane H. I'll miss you, but thank you for
(my) the Epix. Good luck in D_,C. Love,
Carol
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---------- ---------- ---SEAN CE------ ---------- the dead. Through this divine
white light she has the power to
heal "through . the almighty
God."
·
·
"Ninety-nine out of a
hundred psychics use this white
light as protection," said Norm
Gauthier, a we'll-known ghostchaser in the N_ew England
area.
Norm Gauthier believes that
psychics are for real.
"'But some fake it through
generalities," he said. "In the
· seance look for specific names
of individuals that were part of.
your life years ago," Gauthier
said. But as Nugent passed
from one to the next there were
few specific na_mes mentioned.
For $IO to $50 Nugent and
her daughter Marie will read
palms, tea leaves, coffee
grounds, tea cups, or anything
- a soul desires.
Nugent discovered her
psychic ability at 5 years old.
. As a child her family did not
own a television so she ~pent
her idle hours dreaming and
imagining. Bedtime at7 o'clock ·
each night was a time when she
could pray, meditate and •
develop this power passed on to
her family through generations. Since then she remained .
loyal to this calling, traveling
often and eventually shedding
her Roman-Catholic_ li:p_:::.::'.:-'
bringing to become a reverend
·in the Spiritualist Church.
"We plan to take the
proceeds from this business
and start our own church," said
Mary's 33 year-old daughter ·
. Marie. Marie also discovered
her psychic gift when she was 5
~ea_~~-~fd::~!,

(continued from page 2)
"When · I was young I ~aw evening after learning that her
auras-colors around people," 3½ year-old daughter, Alice,
she said. 'Td get to know things was on _the brink of death from
about them." ·
·
leukemia. ·
·
Now her mother is happy
As she sat amidst the rush
with her -development through hour traffic on · Brookline
the years as a spiritualist. She Avenue in . Boston, dazed and
used to practice her art on her pregnant, · a· car slammed into
kitclitn table at her home in her car from the back end. She
Salisbury bea.ch though now · died in an emergency room and
she is confident that she will be for three minutes she visited
successful in the Durham with her daughter Alice and her
community.
baby in another life. ·
· I've had people travel 500
"It was beautiful gardens and
miles forareading,"said Mary, music at a pitch not found on
as she sat in her closet..:sized this earth," she said.
reading ·room in the back of
Mary regained consciousPsychic II. She held in ·her ness minutes later. The doctor
hands a set of Egyptian Tar9t
iaid she had died. The dtH::tor
cards . . These cards, like the also informed her that young
German-made crystal ball in Alice and the baby she once
the back of the room are for the carried were. dead.
·
benefit of the customers-'-they
"Who's Jim around you,"
are· not necessary in a spiritual she said gazing at Scott, one of
encounter.·
the students at the seance. "The
Maryplacedherfairskinried spiritsaregivingmeaJim,he's
hands on the black velvet table here."
cloth. There are few rings and , ~•1 don't know anyone named
bracelets · on this woman; Jim," Scott replied.
nothing like the old ·gypsies · A half hour later darkness
who read crystal balls in the - had all but engulfed the room. ·
black and white horror movies The "very spiritual, very
o·n television. There is rittle healing" light blue color of the
glitter on this blonde-haired · walls was no longer visible. The
woman except for the gold · walls themselves were spare;
sparkles in her wine;-,colored there were no gaudy tapestries
nail polish.
- _,
of angels and devils, only a few
. Twenty-five _ ye_ars ago scenic paintings done by a
N_ugent passed on· to the next beardedmansittingontheside
world. It happened early ohe of the reverend.

Almost an hour 'had passed
"Her eyes were very wide and
when Reveren_d Mary turned to dark, very · penetrating then,"
the last of the students. "Spirits Bruce later said. "I was scared."
On the desk by the door of
tell me of a father and his two
sons," she said, "why do they Psychic II there is a stack of tan
business cards .available for
show me this?"
"I have one brother," he customers. On the bottom left
replied.
. hand corner of the card is the
"I see a knight in shining business logo, a ·bir'd in flight.
That night, after returning to
armor. There's a section
missing from his side. He is their room, two of the students
fighting a battle around you, who .attended the seance were
bringing you through it, he is int~rrupted as they studi~d in
their room. They noticed a bird
carrying a spear. .. ah.'."
"A lance,~• said Bruce, a perched quietly in a corner.
There had never been a bird
young man sitting on her right
in their room before.
side.

Happy Birthday Liz!
It's a. little early but I wanted
to wish you a good one!! ·
Love always, Sue
SUMMER JOB

.

Ca~e C~d, Ma~tha's Vineyard, and Nantucket have thousands of good
~a~mg Jobs ~vadable to students and teachers this summer:A directory
hstl~g t~ese Jobs by employer also includes com,plete housing info and job
apphca_tton forms. Summer f984 Directory ready now. For copy send
$3.00 (mcludes 1st Cl~ss Postage and handling) to:
CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU
Box.594, Room 109, Barnstable~ MA 02630

To

BACCHUSI
Happy Birthday Guy!

*Slimmer Sublet-Durham*

From Paul, Mike, Scott,
. Tom, Dave, Tad, & Mark

Just off Gasoline Alley, 4 rooms, full kitchen,' large yard, wall to wall
carpeting, view of Oyster River, fully furnished. Available JuneSeptember. Price is negotiable. Call Rich and Matt at 868-5180.

{Help us wish Guy
a Happy 20th)

-·THESTRAF,FORD HOUSE
- and THE STMFFORD MANOR

s ·u mmer

Softball
~tudent Rentals and Sum~er. Renta!s; : (All
Utilities. Included}.
.
~

I

May 28 ~ August 9
Monday through Thursday
4:30 to 7:30 pm0

-ACCOMMODA-T IONS
-

.

Single aria do.uble oc~upancy rooms.
Electr\c heat ·with indh,_
idual thermostats.
··Wall to wa!! ~arpeting.
All -r:ooms completely furnished.
. R~frigerator, stove, and sink -in ea~t) room.
Tel~ptiorle and television. jacks.
.TV Cable avaiiable. .
.
Parking avajlable. Laundromat.
Lounge area. Year;.round Pa~io.

Mandat_o ry captain's meeting on Tuesday,
- May 22 at 4:30 pm in the conference room of
the Field H.ouse .
.Rosters- are available in room 15 l of the
Field H~use and are du_e no later than May 2l ·
along with a $25. team fee. · .· ·

The Strafford House and the Strafford :Manor are located
in the heart 6f Durham, NH with all the facilities of the
Vniversity
of New. Hampshire
within
walking
distance.
..
.
.
.
•.

.

'All players must have either a summer

school ID ·or a recreation ·pass.

:'

Rental Office at

O!}ly four players not affiliated With-"the_
University will be permitted on a: team. ,_

The _S~rafford house
~P.!P.!!!!!!fflfflm..

. , 868'- 21 9 2

· ·1 4 Strafford Ave.·
Durham, NH

For More Information
Call Recreational Sports '
. 862-2031
:--·
Or stop -i n room 15.1 of the Field House.

. r,
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UNH crew victoriou s at New England-s
By Mary Penney
· ·. Winning was contagious for
UNH crew. They pulled in five
first place victories and three
second place wins at the New
. England Championships in
Worcest.er, Saturday.
"H was a_ very productive
day," head coach Chris Allsopp
said. "Once the first boat won,
the· others saw how easily it
could be done."
In the Varsity men's race, the
heavyweights •outclassed all
other crews on the water. At the
1500 meter mark, they had a
commanding lead on Coast
'Guard and Connecticut
. College. Putting on an even
more effective sprint, the
heavies finished first in 6:00, :
leaving Coast Guard four
seconds behind. According to
Allsopp, UNH's varsity men haven't won theNew Englands
since 1978.
"The start was- superb. We
·· · · took an incredible lead and
continued to move throughout
The UNH crew team in action at the New Englands held this past weekend at Worcester, MA. They put in a very strong showing · the race," heavyweight Joe
Whitty photo)
there.(Heidi
as
rowed
··we
.
Fredericks said
' according to Croft. The eight weekend in the Nationals. "The · four "pulled it out," according back together," Gardener said~
' one.,,
The lightweight men rowed a pulled ahead in the first 500 novice eight will be one of the
The heavies also finished
to rower Pete Madden.
terrific race according to meters maintaining their lead fastest boats," Lessard said.
In other novice races, the second to Coast Guard, but
Allsopp. Although they until the 1_500 when MIT put on- "Although the fours will both
lightweight men rowed well, according to novice Jamie
finished second to URI, they a strong sprint. The varsity be racing in varsity races, their according to Gardener. They , Dickinson, "Coast Guard is
succeeded in · beating third women pulled harder, though, performances today indicate
beat Conn College, finishing ; history at the Dad Vails."
place Coast Guard · (by . k defeating MIT by one second in they should do well."
second in.6,:34 to Coast Guard .
Standing out for the novice
. seconds) and Conn · College. 6:51. l. Simmons and Conn
who won in 6:32. Earlier in the
Next weekend, UNH crew
men, a heavy. four placed first
Both of these crews had College tied for third in 7: IO.
season, Coast Guard defeated
its final conquest' of .the
faces
••1t was: the most intense race in-the semifinal and first in the
defeated UNH earlier in thethe lightweights by ten seconds.
The Dad Vail Regatta
season,
I've ever been in in my life," final at 7:23, beating Holy
season.
The novice heavyweights . ~ the National Rowing
"The lightweights · demon- Amelia Friday, varsity rower Cross, WPI, Wesleyan and · had a great · performance,
Championships. This' race is
Amherst.
strated what I've known they said.
Gardener said, considering
comparable to a NCAA
.. Beating MIT clearly
According to coach Doug they lost their stroke· to injury
had all along," Allsopp said.
chamoionshio in Qther sports.
"It wasn't even a contest 'indicates how fast they are," Gardener, the four had rowed
two days before.
~~h99ls from Canada down to
against . Conn College," Croft said. •This will show the together only two days before
· Florida will meet next Friday ·
Dad Vail league teams what rowed a · smart race." Trre . "They · .showed
lightweight Eric Kuhn said.
lot , of and -Saturday· for a clashing of
. race was· close for the first I000 ·character, not letting that get to oars on the Schuylkill River in
The varsity women skillfully they're up against."
The novice fours raced in meters, but in the last 500 the
won both of their races. In an
them and getting the liQe up Philadelphia.
earlier s·e mifinal . heat, the different heats both against
heavyweight eight easily won, varsity · teams. The first four
qualifying them for the finals. won their semi-final heat by 44
The second varsity boat ·seconds. The second four had a
raced as JV, racing their best strong showing, but didn't
race all season achieving a weH- qualify for the finals.
By Bob Arsenault
Sch-wendenmann broke the jav. throwers."_
. In their heat; the novice
earned victory.
The men's track team took fifteen year-old record of
"They pu·shed themselves women's eight was in the lead sixth out of eighteen teams at 217'5" formerly held by Bill
Tom Lectmann threw
beyond limits they thought for the first I 000 meters, the Easterns this weekend in Phillips with a throw of 220'.
196 'I I" which placed him fifth
they had," coach Cecily Croft pulling ahead of a fast MIT
New Britain, Connecti.c ut. His throw was good for second
in the same event. Ed McCabe
eight. Equipment difficulties · _Steve Campbell, who has pole place overall.
said.
threw 136 'I I" for third place in
Racing against MIT, Conn forced . one tow~r to stop.
vaulted consistantly well all
the discus. ,.
College, Assumption, and In spite of this they managed a
"I didn't think I'd do it. We
season, won his event by
Amherst, the JV's finished first strong fourth •place finish in dearing 14',6".
had a slight headwind to throw
Rich Mazzocca ran a 50.9 in
·
a powerful 7:35 followed by their heat.
In the javelin, Todd into, but that actually helps the the quarter mile to finish fifth
Conn College at 7:37 and MIT · In the finals, a novice four
and was the team's only scorer
· won again w'ith a distancing
at 7:38.
in the .running events. ·•1 'm
••we dug in," stroke Julie lead of 28 seconds. They
looking · forward · to the New
Briselden said. "It was our wail finished in 8: 18 with Holy
Englailds next weekend a(
Cross second at 8:46.
and swing theory!"
Dartmouth," said Coach Jim
the
,
According to Lessard
The Varsity eight clearly
Boulanger.
outshined all the other boats, women will do well next

a

Trackmen take sixth ·-at NE's

----LAX-W OMEN---<continued from pa~e 28)
though, scoring the next three this season. "to score like that is ··
goals to pull within 4-3 with something." ·
I :48 remaining in the half. : UNH ( 12-2) now travels to _
However, Kittredge tallied play Northwestern tomorrow
·with just 28 seconds left in the in the first round of the
half to give the Wildcats a NCAA 's. A victory would send
much needed two-goal the· 'Cats against the thirdseeded Temple Saturday.
cushion.
Northwestern is the last team
ln the second half, the
Wildcats came out flying, · to defeat UNH, beatingthem8resulting in three goals in the 4. But UNH is a different team
first seven _minutes. Leary -now.
.. That (the Northwestern
-scored once and Collins netted
game) was the only game we
a pair of goals.
Aft~r Loyola scored twice, weren't prepared for," said
Collins closed out the scoring Didio ... Also we had just put in·
for · the game at 7:21. Collins our new defense and there were
scored seven goals· in the two sfill some holes in it," she
added.
games.
"The key to how far we go in
"Pauline (Collins) was our
offensive standout," said the NCAA's will be the
.Didio. ••For someone who had defense," -commented Didio.
never played lacrosse before ".We know we will score goals.''

RECRUITS FINALIZED

-BLUE-WHITE . ( continued from page 28)

There are four basketball recruits, seven hockey recruits;
and 38 football recruits heading for UN H next year.
. The most recent basketball recruit and the only one from
NH is James Best a 6-5 180-pounder from Portsmouth High
School. He led Portsmouth to the Class L Championship last
year.
The others are 6-2 Marshall Tait from Jersey City, NJ, 6-6
George Dragohetti from Mendam, NJ, and 6-7 Dave
Marshall of Fitchburg, MA.
The only NH native of the hoc~ey rec'ruits is Kevin
Thurston of Exeter. Other players include four from
Massachusetts , Quintin Brickley of Melrose, Tim Hanley of .
Greenfield, · Stephen Leach . from Lexington and Mike
Rossetti from Woburn.
Among the 38 football recruits are six NH players. Gleri
· Matthews and Jeff LeMarche are both from Concord, with
. LeMarche . playing for Bishop Brady and Matthews for
Concord High.
The other NH athletes include Paul Boulay of '
Somersworth, Rob Gray of Hanover, Craig Heisner from
Nashua and Bishop Guertin High, and Tim Hickey from
Atkinson.

sophomore Dave Duggan, who
missed the game because of an
illness .
· "With that many vying for
positions, they all know they
wiU have to work hard during
the summer," said Bowes. ·•1t
should make them all better."
Other individuals who had
outstanding springs were
fullback Mark Opdyke,
defensive lineman Steve
Dubois, who has shown the
most improvement of anyone
during the spring, and
defensive back Stanley
Harrison.
The only positions where
questions were not answered
this spring were at defensive
tackle and nose guard·.
"'As long as \ve continue to
improve." said . Bowes ... We
·
should do well."
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Wild~:a t lax-m en fall to Minu temen 12-6
By Steve Langevin
When the UNH-lax-men lost
to UMASS yesterday 12-6,
UNH head coach Ted Garber
probably felt it · more than
mosflosses this season, because
the UM ASS coach is his father.
UNH had beaten UMASS
three -straight times and was
riding a three-game winning
streak.

Lax-men host Dartmouth
tomorrow at 3 ·p.m.
The teams were even after
· the first period, as each team
scored a pair of goals. In the
second period UMASS began
to pull away, outscoring the
Wildcats 4-1 to grab a 6-3 lead
at the half. · ·
The second half was a mir'ror ·
_image of the first, with each
team scoring twice in the third
period and UM ASS outscoring
. UNH4-I inthefourthandfina l
_, period for the final six-goal
victory.

Toni Snow(l 9) controls the ball against Harvard ·earlier this season. The lax-men lost to UMASS 12-6 yesterday .(Scott Young file
photo) _
./
. ·:1u _ -.· - ·
,,
·
· ·
·
·

· Leading · the UN H attack
. were Steve Giatrelis and Tom
Arrix. Giatrelis .scored his
team-leading 29th and 30th
goals of the seas~rn and added
two. assists, while Arrix scored
a
pair of goals.
By .Martha Leighton
early-in the period on a dash by
fighting in the second hal.f, and
In the ·f inal ·two· minutes, a
The N.H. St. ' Pauri Girls secondrowCarrieTe mple.The
the game heated up. A score by mistake by the -referee cost the
. Women's Rugby Club closed Pauli Girls kept the scrappy
Bridgewater brought the score Pauli Girls 15 yards, · even
For U-MASS . (8-4), ·Ken ·
their -_ 1r984 Spring - s.easo.n .Bridgewate.r:.Statet eambGttled
to 8-4 midway through the half, · though the call was in their ' Freeman scored four times, ·
Saturday with an 8-8 ti'e with up in their own territory most
but th_e Pauli Girls refused to let favor, and Bridgewater swept while Oreg Fisk added three
the undefeated Bridgewater of the half, scoring again on a
up, and penetrated behind in to score, tying the game.
goals atid three assists.
State Colleg·e _team, bringing breakaway by fly half Lisa
Bridgewater's 25 yard line in an
The Pauli Girls were unable
their final recqrstJor the season ~ Deshaies. In the fi~al minutes
I
attempt to gain an insurance to _score in -the remaining
to 3-1-1.
.
·
_ 1i • ~J 3 ~he ,half "BrJ'9gewater . goal.
UNH netminderAndySom a
··
minute and the game ended tied
The Pauli Girls dominated · penefrated Pauli Gfrls territory
The Pauli Girls were unable up 8-8. The Pauli Girls were faced a barrage of shots in the
the first half of the game, and threatened to score, but
to put the ball in the try zone, undefeated this season in game and turned away 29 of
winning the majority o_f nicks time ran out.
however, and Bridgewater collegiate action and look them, while UMASS's Jerry
and set scrimmages and scoring
Bridgewater State came back
moved back into scoring forward to a successful fall Moreau stopped 11.
po s It Ion. With minutes season with the entire team
remaining in the game, the returning except . ·graduating
The Wildcats, now ·5-7, will
Pauli Girls repulsed Bridge- scrum half Martha Leighton.
close out their season at home
water's scoring attempts from - Martha Leighton is a member tomorrow afternoon
· against
five yard scrums arid a line out of the St. Pauli Girls Rugby the Big Green of Dartmouth.
directly on the try line.
Club.
-r

~

-~

•

St.Pau li Girls tie with Bridgewate_r State

0

Trackw omen place
sixth at the NE's

By Bob Arsenault
The women's track team was
sixth out of thirty teams at the
New Englands held in
Montville, Connecticut on
Saturday and Sunday. Coach
Nancy Krueger !ook 16 athletes
who participated in 13- events
and sco_red in 12 of them.
Wendy Decroteau was the
· only first place finisher as she
won the exhibitional. hammer
throw · with a distance of
114'3½". Deni~e Houseman
took third in the hammer with a
throw of 105'3". Sandy Richter
was the only other scorer in the
field events with a throw of
126'3" which was good for fifth
place in the javelin.
On the track, Anne Miller
was second in the five kilometer
run wi.th a time of 17: 18.21 and
fourth in the 3 k in I0:02.4.
- Also, Mary Ellen Rose ran
37:58.22 for second place in the
!Ok run.
"I fell · on some ice in
December a.nd , was - forc·ed to
take about .e ight .weeks off from
running. Because of that. this
was op ly my fourth race this
y~ar. I've qualifi ed for the
R egi o nals n·e x t wee kend , but
coach Krueger will decide
_whether or no.t I 'II be in

condition t-o run that race~"
said Rose.
The 4xl00m relay team
consisti-ng of Aleshia Davis,
Lyn Burke, Michelle Cochran
and Diane Spillane continued
its string of fine performances
with a third pl-ace finisµ on
Sunday. Their time of 48.95
was their best this year. The 4x800m made of Julie Wolny,
Jean Reilly, Lisa Klein and
Maureen · Connors was third ·
,with a season best of 9:39.3.
UNH had three people take
-fifths , outside of Sandy Richter
in the javelin. Eileen Hart ran . 39:35.3 in the I Ok, Jen Loiselle
. did the high hurdl·es in 16.14
and Michelle Cochran ran
25.75 in the 200m.
Four more New Hampshire .
runners posted sixth place
finishes . Diane Spillane ran a
59.8 400 meters, Aleshia Davis
and Jen _Loiselle -competed in :
the I 00m and the 400m
intermediate hurdles respectively. Their times of 12.41 and
67.41 took sixth place in each
- event.
·:
Finally, the 4x400m relay
team of Michelle Cochran~ Lyn
- Burke, Je n Loiselle and Aleshia
_·. Qavjs fi11ish ed sixth with a t ime, On~ leg-of the UNH- wo men's track relay -team is trying to hold off an onrushing opponent. The
·· of 4:09 .
women placed sixth in the New Englands held this. past weekend.(Bob Arsenault file photo)
•

•

r
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Sports
Lax- wom en defe at UMA SS ·to

•
Will

ECAC's

By Steve Langevin
Defense was again the key to
the Wildcats success, as it has
been throughout the UN H laxwomen's nine-game winning
·streak. This time it resulted in
an ECAC Championship for
the Wildcats as they registered
an 8-4 win over U MASS in the
finals Saturday.
Friday they had knocked off
top-seeded Loyola 9-5 to
advance to the finals. The
victory over • U l\,LA.SS avenged

'

a 10-9 loss early in the season
and sends the Wildcats into the
NCAA's.
This time around UN H
wasn't taking any chances, as ·
they raced out to a 5-1 lead over
UM ASS by halftime.
Freshman Pauline Collins
opened the scoring for UN H at
6:51, assisted by Suzie Haynes,
but UM ASS tied the game with
a goal by Haytayan at I 3: I 8.
However, Collins and .
classmate Karen Geromini .
gave the Wildcats a 3-1 lead
with goals just ' over two
minutes apart.
A goal by leading scorer Sara
Kittredge and Collins' third of
the half brought the score at the
half to 5-1.
UN H's defense was superior'
·· ·
r
.
·
• in the game, as whenever
Sara Kittredge(left) makes a pass over the outstretched stick of a de.ender. The Wildcats play against Northwestern in the firs{
UM ASS tried to fast break the
·
file photo)
's tomorrow .(Frank Consentino
round of the NCAA
.
Wildcat defense would pounce
Loyola came back . strong
on them, forcing them behind Kittredge scoring .. the lone Leary and Haynes scored nine .· again-, with CGl-l.ins adding fhe
minute
a
than
less
goal
fourth
on
H
UN
put
to
apart
seconds
came
still
UNH
goal,
Wildcat
.,
the r1et.
LAX-WOMEN , page 26
top 2-0. Haynes then countered . later.
"Sandy · ( Yander-Heyde n) out on top with an 8-4 win .
and
Balducci
Robin
H's
UN
played
·. and Mary ( Rogers)
extremely well," said UNH UMASS's .DeJesus each made
head coach Marisa Didio. · 15 stops in the nets.
.. Our offense is so balanced
"They didn't let UMASS
now, teams can't concentrate
penetrate."
Early in the second half the on. trying to stop just one By Steve Langevin
, final score, but to let the players held a draft, similar to the NFL
·
draft, with the picking
, Wildcats iced the game _on person," said Didio .
The final score of the an·n ual have fun.
continuing until every player
The Friday mafch-up against· BI u e- White scrimmage
,goa Is by Kittredge and
'"We try to make it as fun as
Loyola was a game of ~hanging Saturday saw the Blue team possible," , said UN H head
on the team had been chosen by
·
Geromini.
Even though . UM ASS momentums.
come out victorious over the · coach Bill Bowes. "We keep the either the Blue squad or the
·
White squad.
The Wildcats scored the first White squad 7-6. However, the technical things out of it."
outscored UNH 3-1 over the
The game was dominated by
rest of the· contest, with four goals ofthe game: Laurie reason for the game wasn't the
Thursday night the coaches
-the defense, with the only
scores coming on at TD pass
from B-lue quarterback Rick
Leclerc to flanker Sam Teeve-ns
and a short run by White
running back Rich Kolalski.
Placekicker Eric "Facey's
converJed extra po-int proved
to be the difference.
Leclerc connected on three
of six passes for 80 yards, while
Rich Byrne, the projected
back-up QB, was five for nine
for 60 yards for the White
.
·
.squad.
"Rich (Byrne) has had~ fine
spring," commented B_owes~
The leading rushers -for .the
gani"e were freshman David Orr
· with , 33 ya~rds on four carries
for the White team and Andre
Garron with 25 yards on si:X
. carries for the Blue outfit.
This spring has sho.wn that
the Wildcats have more depth
. than they have ever had before
in the offensive and at inside
linebacker.
"We have as many as nine
kids we wouldn 't be afraid to
put into the g~me in the
offensive line," said Bowes.
The overflow of talent at the
inside linebacker positions
include junior · Peter Weare,
sophomores Neal Zonfrelli and
Peter Houde, freshmen Scott
Curtis and La nce Weed, and

Blue squa d edges Whit e . 7-6

Action from the annual Blue-White scrimmage held in Co.well Stadium Saturday. The Blues sneaked past the Whites 7-6.(Frank
·
.
Consentino photo)
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